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catching up with 
beth ditto
nylon  fashion 
director j .  errico 
has a text message 
convo with the punk 
rock diva about 
her eponymous 
collect ion.
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homebodies
singer-songwriter 
victoria reed 
invites us into her 
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fadia kader
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st art your summer 
off  r ight with these 
swimsuits,  set in a 
bermudan paradise. 
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your ‘ 70s revival  is 
incomplete without 
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by a bold era
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smell ya later 
essential  oi ls that 
are,  well ,  essential  to 
your l i fe

on the cover: 
halsey photographed 
by ol ivia malone. 
hair :  serena radaell i 
at  clout ier remix 
using kérast ase paris 
nutrit ive magistral . 
makeup: lott ie at 
streeters using 
tom ford beauty. 
manicurist :  whitney 
gibson at nail ing 
hollywood using marc 
jacobs enamored high 
shine polish in gatsby 
and cora.  dress by j .w. 
anderson, earrings 
and ring by delf ina 
delettrez,  belt  from 
the way we wore, 
halsey ’s own bracelet . 

120
sister act 

photographed by 
derek wood. from 
left  (on tegan): 
vest by laer,  top by 
a .p.c. ,  pants by paul 
smith,  shoes by 
church’s,  socks by 
comme des garçons, 
hat by worth & 
worth by orlando 
palacios,  r ing by 
al i  grace; (on sara): 
vest by laer,  coat 
by dsquared2,  top 
by 6397, pants by 
paul smith,  shoes 
by kurt geiger,  scarf 
by rockins,  r ing by 
al i  grace. 
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desperately 
seeking halsey
cover st ar halsey 
is shooting to pop 
st ardom with a 
cert if ied-gold debut—
catch her if  you can. 
by l isa butterworth. 
photographed by 
ol ivia malone. styled 
by sean knight
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u got the look
ensembles f it  for 
an ‘80s vinyl  cover. 
photographed by 
sarah kjel leren. 
styled by l iz 
rundbaken
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brooke candy t akes 
a dip in the season’s 
most luxe looks. 
by daniel le bacher. 
photographed by 
janell  shir tcl iff. 
styled by karen levitt
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the cassette t ape. 
by emily zemler. 
photographed by 
ricky michiels
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life advice
alt-rock icon shirley 
manson offers pearls 
of wisdom. by jade 
t aylor.  photographed 
by fel isha tolent ino

114
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nylon  delves into 
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world of global 
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hatsune miku. by 
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photographed by 
david endicott
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tegan and sara 
are back,  with a 
brand-new sound. 
by dan hyman. 
photographed by 
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classixx’s bond is 
just as admirable 
as their upcoming 
album, faraway 
reach .  by l i ly moayeri . 
photographed by 
emily berl
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open book
yuna switches things 
up on her third 
album, chapters . 
by aly comingore. 
photographed by 
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u got the look

photographed by 
sarah kjel leren.  from 
left :  coat by emporio 
armani,  shorts by 
american apparel , 
boots by maison 
margiela ,  neck scarf 
from l  train vint age, 
r ings by gucci ,  socks 
from kaufman’s army 
& navy,  model ’s own 
watch and earrings; 
vest by opening 
ceremony, top by 
claudia l i ,  shoes by 
chanel ,  choker by 
joomi l im, r ing on 
right hand by psyche 
jewelry,  r ing on left 
hand by wouters & 
hendrix,  belt  from 
beacon’s closet , 
styl ist ’s own pants.
models:  alex oko osi 
at ford and georgie at 
profi le.
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khan explores the 
true meaning of love. 
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photographed by 
scott león
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by fredrik etoall
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photographed by zoey 
grossman
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get enough of.  by 
keryce chelsi  henry 
and dan hyman
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more

166
shopping list

168
bag check
just what you need for 
the sunny days ahead. 
photographed by wil l 
anderson. packed by 
dani st ahl
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session in progress: 
how our annual music 
issue is made.

the graduate: 
showing off my 
skills on the last 
day of dj camp.

future’s so bright: 
halsey shields her 
eyes from the desert 
sun at this month’s 
cover shoot in palm 
springs, california. 

photographed by 
olivia malone
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Several years ago, over cocktails, a friend asked me to DJ a show 
he’d just booked. I’d be responsible for keeping the bar patrons 
entertained while bands played the venue upstairs. I’d never done 
such a thing, but it sounded absolutely marvelous—as most things 
do about four drinks in—and I said, “Sure! Why not?”

Up until that point, my DJ career looked great on paper—literally. 
Over the years, I’d been tasked with putting together party 
playlists for a variety of publications, and I’d been known to liven 
up the occasional dud social gathering with select picks from the 
host’s record collection or laptop. I’d even covered the inaugural 
Movement festival (back then, it was called the Detroit Electronic 
Music Festival, or DEMF), but I’d never cued up a record while 
another spun, and I couldn’t adjust a track’s BPM to save my life. 

In other words, I had no business saying yes to this gig, but 
rather than backing out, I gave myself a crash course in mixing. 
My performance might best be described as “adequate” or “very 
casual,” my mixes jarring yet charmingly so, I was told. Surprisingly, 
this gig led to a handful more, culminating with a set at my own 
wedding three summers ago. 

So when I was invited to try out a DJ retreat at a recently 
opened W hotel in Vieques, Puerto Rico, I jumped at the chance 
to finally learn the fundamentals that might transform me from DJ 
Charmingly OK to EDM Queen. Truth be told, I’m not quite there 
yet, but you can read all about my journey on page 160.

I’ve always thought of NYLON’s summer music issue as the most 
fun kind of playlist, though, and this year, somewhat tearfully I’ll 
admit, I handed the curatorial reins of our “new artists package” 
over to our very capable associate editor Keryce Chelsi Henry, who 
set out on an exhaustive search for all of your new favorite bands, 
starting on page 140. You might as well give in and sign up for 
iCloud now. You’re going to need the storage.

Elsewhere in the issue, you’ll find Shirley Manson going long 
on the misogyny that’s been making headlines this year but has 
been endemic to the music industry for decades (page 108), as well 
as a stunning 10-page spread featuring Brooke Candy (page 94), 
an artist who sits smack dab in the center of that oh-so-exciting 
intersection between fashion and music. Already having served as 
muse for countless iconic designers, she’s about to drop an album 
stacked with major contenders for song of the summer, in my 
humble opinion.

On the cover, of course, is Halsey, a new artist, but one who 
is making waves with her uncanny ability to evoke the alt-pop 
triumvirate of Lana, Lorde, and Miley, as well as forebears like 
Alanis Morissette and Madonna. Needless to say, she’s got that 
can’t-lose combination of the sensitivity of an artist and the IDGAF 
air of a star (which is exquisitely captured on our cover, don’t you 
think?). It’s been a real joy—and a relief, to be honest—to witness 
her inevitable coronation in the weeks since deciding to take a 
chance on an untested cover star. From her performance at the 
MTV Movie Awards to Coachella to her Met Gala debut, every step 
she’s taken as of late has been dubbed star-making, and our writer 
Lisa Butterworth was shadowing her for all of it (page 72). So get 
ready to get down, because we’re about to turn things up. Enjoy! 

letter from the editor

mix it up
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humberto 
“iscreamcolour” cruz
illustrator, san diego 
drew the images in beauty news (page 
54) and counter culture (page 70).

“it was a lot of fun getting 
inspired by las vegas, magic, and 
makeup (and trolls at a beach 
party) for this issue.”

hometown: san diego

instagram handle: @iscreamcolour

latest discovery: all of the crazy 
presidential politics going on!

travel plans: hawaii 

playing on repeat: carly rae 
jepsen’s emotion 

online fixation: snapchat

compulsively reading: my 
horoscope

mode of transport: my legs

secret skill: i can eat a whole pizza 
by myself.

sartorial signature: i’ll never 
wear shorts and flip-flops.

sarah kjelleren
photographer, nyc 
shot fadia kader (page 30) and “u got 
the look” (page 82).

“shooting for this issue was a 
blast! it was fun to photograph 
such a variety of cool people and 
work with such a great team.”
hometown: south hero, vermont

instagram handle: @sarahkjelleren

latest discovery: filmmaking 

travel plans: i’m planning a trip 
around europe to make short films!

playing on repeat: “big yellow taxi” 
by joni mitchell

online fixation: fashion 
photography archives

compulsively reading: 
inspirational quotes

mode of transport: legs

secret skill: making music

sartorial signature: long t-shirt

lorenzo posocco
stylist, london  
created dua lipa’s looks for “animal 
style” (page 16).

“animal print and dua lipa? 
heaven!”

hometown: conegliano, italy

instagram handle: 
@lorenzoposocco

latest discovery: tag-walk.com

travel plans: seattle 

playing on repeat: dua lipa 

online fixation: vogue runway 

compulsively reading: smash cut 
by brad gooch

mode of transport: uber

secret skill: cooking 

sartorial signature: bomber 
jacket 

contributors

liz arnold
writer, brooklyn  
explored victoria reed’s abode for 
homebodies (page 28).

“i had such a great time 
interviewing victoria reed. she 
was so smart, funny, wise, and 
warm—and we’re both from 
michigan! we bonded over 
detroit music venues.”

hometown: the magical michigan 
countryside

instagram handle: @lizarnold

latest discovery: flying tiger, the 
danish design store in the flatiron 
district

travel plans: los angeles and 
holden beach, north carolina 

playing on repeat: david bowie’s 
blackstar

online fixation: my new york 
times iphone apps, nytnow and 
nytimes

compulsively reading: the 
collected stories of lydia davis

mode of transport: by foot 
whenever possible

secret skill: parallel parking

sartorial signature: designer 
vintage from my mom’s 1980s real-
estate phase



From awards shows to music festivals to touring with the 
likes of Imagine Dragons and working on her sophomore 
album, Halsey’s schedule is packed. This comes as no 
surprise, considering how lightning fast her rise to stardom 
has been. In just two years, she’s progressed from blowing 
up on SoundCloud to having her full-length debut, Badlands, 
certified gold. Plus, she’s proved that while having a major 
social media presence is impressive, it’s her talent that’s 
gotten her where she is. That’s why we’re singing Halsey’s 
praises as the cover star of our annual Music Issue. For the 
photo shoot, the glam squad went with a vibe that stylist 
Sean Knight says was inspired by the dystopian themes in 
Halsey’s album, dressing her as if “it’s the end of days and 
she’s getting all dolled up one last time” in Valentino and a 

“chic, female Edward Scissorhands” full-leather J.W. Anderson 
ensemble. Hairstylist Serena Radaelli drew inspiration 
from the “mid-century vibe” of the Palm Springs home 
in which Halsey was photographed, adding extensions to 
the singer’s hair and amping up the texture. Makeup artist 
Lottie contrasted the bold clothing and location with “a 
clean, modern look,” applying a light contour, a nude lip, and 
illuminator on Halsey’s cheeks, eyelids, and bottom lashes. 

“Halsey always transforms into whatever setting she’s in, and 
she really rocked the looks for this shoot with her usual flair 
and confidence,” says Lottie. We can’t help but agree. 

shooting 
star

tk

behind the scenes

get a look  
like halsey’s:
clockwise from top: 
urban decay perversion 
mascara, $22; urban 
decay revolution lipstick 
in lovelight, $22; urban 
decay weightless 
ultra definition liquid 
makeup, $40; urban 
decay naked2 basics, 
$29; urban decay 
afterglow 8-hour powder 
highlighter in sin, $26; 
urban decay afterglow 
8-hour powder blush 
in obsessed, $26; 
urbandecay.com for 
all. kérastase nutritive 
crème magistrale, $43; 
kérastase laque dentelle, 
$37; kerastase-usa.com 
for both.

photographed by olivia 
malone.
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@ K A R A K A N V A S

Fact: @NylonMag is 
my inner dialogue. 

@ZOYABROCHICK
VIA TWITTER

Congratz [Maisie 
Williams] on the 
cover of @NylonMag, 
great article.

@AHKIEANDER
VIA TWITTER 

[May's ”Mouth Off˝] 
spread killed me!! I 
love the style of the 
photographs and the 
model is incredible.

@AVERYTHEBERRY
VIA INSTAGRAM

[Maisie Williams] 
is bae.

@KATSANGFROID
VIA INSTAGRAM

Got my @NylonMag 
Young Hollywood 
issue today. Congrats 
[Shameik Moore], 
looking forward to The 
Get Down! #Dope

@_SCHRODINGERCAT
VIA TWITTER

I have never been 
obsessed with 
anything as much as 
I am with the floral 
pieces in [the May 
issue of] @NylonMag 
#InFullBloom

@SHOTOFINDIE
VIA TWITTER

[Sophie Turner] is 
perfect, thank you for 
featuring the love of 
my life!

@RACHELRUTHS
VIA INSTAGRAM
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crystal-
infused 
items 
for your 
everyday life
There’s no definitive scientific 
evidence that crystals have heal-
ing properties, but many still stand 
by them as a way to reduce anxiety, 
manage stress, maintain balance, and 
more. And now that crystals have 
reached white-hot levels of trendiness, 
crystal-infused products aren’t hard to 
come by. You can find them in every 
category, from skincare to accesso-
ries, home decor, and even drink-
ing water. With that in mind, we’ve 
rounded up some of the best items for 
incorporating healing powers into your 
daily routine.

http://nylon.cm/crystal-products

why 
present-day 
macaulay 
culkin is the 
best
Once upon a time, Macaulay Culkin 
was a prepubescent heartthrob who 
could outwit criminals, secure his 
family fortune, and make us sob like 
no other. He was a millionaire by age 
10, but his early fame led to personal 
problems: He left Hollywood and be-
came a recluse, and—thanks to some 
unflattering paparazzi shots—rumors 
swirled about his mental and physical 
health. But he’s doing just fine, guys, 
and we’ve got the evidence to prove 
that today’s Macaulay Culkin is the 
best Macaulay Culkin.

http://nylon.cm/present-day-
macaulay-culkin

nine 
awesome 
podcasts 
made by 
girls, for girls
Search through the latest podcast 
offerings and you’ll discover an ever-
expanding audible universe of smart, 
funny, and engaging women, from 
comedians to writers and beyond. But 
the podcast craze is so intense that it 
can be hard to find the right ones for 
you. To help you sort through all of the 
(literal) noise, we’ve highlighted nine 
podcasts that were created by some 
of those smart, awesome women, for 
other smart, awesome women (a.k.a. 
you).

http://nylon.cm/podcasts-for-girls

18 coconut 
products 
your hair 
and skin are 
craving
Whether you’re cooking with coconut 
oil as a healthy alternative to butter 
or chugging coconut water to cure a 
hangover, the nutritional benefits of the 
fruit are endless. Basically, coconuts 
are magical. However, you can reap 
just as many benefits from using them 
externally as you would from consum-
ing them in foods. Their oil is naturally 
antibacterial and antifungal, and acts 
as an incredible moisturizer for your 
skin and hair. Here, we rounded up 18 
beauty products that are made with 
these powerful fruits.

http://nylon.cm/coconut-products
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coat and pants by 
calvin klein collec-
tion, top by la perla, 
bra by calvin klein 
underwear, choker 
by fleet ilya worn 
throughout, lipa’s 
own jewelry worn 
throughout. 
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rising pop act dua lipa looks fierce in pre-fall’s 
wildest prints. photographed by bella howard. 
styled by lorenzo posocco



top and pants by 
blumarine, gloves 
from rokit.

opposite page: 
coat by rochas, 
shoes and sun-
glasses by acne 
studios, tights 
by emilio caval-
lini, stylist’s own 
gloves.





dress and boots by 
dior, tights by n°21, 
sunglasses by acne 
studios.
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EVEN OVER A TRANSATLANTIC 
PHONE CONNECTION, Dua Lipa 
sounds elated. The British-Kosovan 
vocalist is calling from Sydney, Austra-
lia, where she’s just wrapped a perfor-
mance on a local television program. 
(“Everything makes sense after you 
do a show,” she declares.) But there’s 
also a hint of nerves in her voice as she 
describes what’s next: releasing her de-
but album this fall. Even though it’s 99 
percent finished, and she’s pleased with 
the genre-bending results, Lipa admits 
that sending her art into the world is 
making her anxious. “I just want it to be 
the perfect representation of everything 
I’ve worked on for the last year and a 
half,” she says of the record, which is 
inspired by the likes of J. Cole, Pink, 
Kendrick Lamar, and Nelly Furtado. “I’ve 
kept it so close to my heart, but now it’s 
time to put it out there.”

These jitters are only natural, as the 
album represents the realization of a 
lifetime goal for the 20-year-old artist. 
The daughter of Kosovan rock star 
Dukagjin Lipa, music is not only in her 
blood, but in her soul. So strong was 
her resolve to become a professional 
singer that when her family relocated 
from London to Kosovo, Lipa returned 
to the U.K. a year later on her own at 
15 to concentrate on building a career. 
“Don’t give up on your dreams, work 
hard, never have a plan B, and don’t let 
boys be mean to you,” she says with 
a laugh of the guiding principles she 
gleaned during that time. 

Shortly after finishing school, but 
before starting college, Lipa got her 
big break: “I found a manager and 
I told my parents that my gap year 
turned into a gap life,” she recalls. “I’m 
never going back.”

Lipa’s still-untitled album follows 
in the footsteps of her four released 
tracks to date—including her hit “Be 
the One”—which pair her sensuous alto 
with electro-pop riffs and R&B beats. 
On the surface it’s the perfect club mu-
sic, with sticky hooks cutting through 
moody melodies. But underneath, it 
tells a different tale. “A lot of the stories, 
they’re not happy,” she explains. “I find 
the darkness in everything. You’ll dance 
along to it, but when you listen to the 
lyrics you’ll be like, ‘Oh shit, what is go-
ing on in her head?’”

Lipa remains pragmatic about the 
fairy dust that’s been sprinkled on her 
career to date, but confident that this 
is the job she was born for. “I believe 
in fate,” she adds. So do we. 
LAURA STUDARUS

jacket and sweat-
shirt by mcq alexan-
der mcqueen, tights 
by emilio cavallini, 
lipa’s own boots.

hair: anna cofone at 
the wall group using 
oribe. makeup: fran-
cesca brazzo using 
m.a.c cosmetics. 
stylist’s assistant: 
margherita alaimo.
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axel 
arigato

new faves

Founded in the summer of 2014, Swedish 
brand Axel Arigato offers an affordable 
alternative to designer-quality footwear that 
fits every lifestyle. Anchored by its best-
selling Clean 90 shoe, the line’s offerings are 
rendered in fine Italian leathers with a sleek, 
minimalist aesthetic. The label introduces 
one new style every week online via its direct-
to-consumer model, which has resulted 
in a powerful social media presence and 
booming popularity. So give your Nike kicks 
a little break and add something new to your 
sneaker lineup. MARISSA SMITH



gentle 
monster

new faves

This Seoul-based eyewear brand is bringing 
us some of the most unique colorways and 
silhouettes we’ve seen in a long time (not to 
mention awesome collaborations with the 
likes of Opening Ceremony and Hood by 
Air). Founded on a philosophy of “high-end 
experimentation,” the line presents swirls of 
stained-glass-style acetate, lenses in hues 
from magenta to powder blue, and super-
fresh shapes such as the deep-rimmed Big 
Bully or the side-shielded Double Erok. The 
brand has already earned its spot as the 
fastest-growing eyewear and sunglasses 
line in Asia, and we’re betting it’ll take over 
America next. MS
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somewhere nowhere
new faves

If you went all Room Raiders on your 
‘90s bedroom, gathered up your favorite 
toys—Furbies, a gaggle of My Little Ponies, 
Tamagotchis, Pokémon cards, and Beanie 
Babies—and threw them all into a blender, 
we imagine you’d get something that 
looks a lot like the work of Hong Kong-
based designers Somewhere Nowhere. 
Founded in 2012 by Rex Lo and Elly Cheng, 
fresh graduates of the London College 
of Fashion, the label, which started as a 
small accessories line, has evolved into 
a cult-favorite brand (and one of the 
Internet’s most innovative super-affordable 
faux-fur destinations). Bonus: Each piece 
is handmade and sewn by the designers 
themselves. YASMEEN GHARNIT

art 
house
While growing up in a small Israeli village, 
the artist Kukula, born Nataly Abramovitch, 
was raised on both lighthearted fairy 
tales and firsthand World War II stories. 
After receiving a degree in illustration 
from Vital-Shenkar, she began to meld 
these two conflicting themes of darkness 
and sweetness into her artwork, creating 
an eerie, opulent, beautiful fantasy world 
populated by doll-like figures. This season, 
the artist teamed up with REDValentino 
to create whimsical, romantic artwork for 
an exclusive capsule collection of lace-
embellished items. Here, we chat with 
Kukula about the collaboration. YG 
Kukula – REDValentino Capsule Collection, 
$250–$475, redvalentino.com

How do you describe your art?
When I tell people that I’m a painter, they ask 
me what kind of paintings I do. Usually the 
next thing they’ll say is, “Is it abstract?” And 
I say, “I’m a neo-rococoist,” which means 
absolutely nothing to them, or to anyone else 
for that matter. But to me, it mostly means 
that I love opulent luxuries and endless details. 
I like to think of everything as “designable”—
every element should be thought of as 
something to be stylized in your own way.
 
What inspired this collection for 
REDValentino?
I think the movie Marie Antoinette by Sofia 
Coppola played a role in its juxtaposition 
of ‘80s Brit pop and punk with the French 
Rococo.
 
How does fashion intersect with your 
art?
My art is about passions and dreams, 
inspired by the delights which reality offers. 
In other words, my better reality. Fashion 
brings fantasy to real life, so of course I have 
a great use for it to portray an emotion and 
different ideas. I’m inspired by art, music, 
movies, food, and definitely fashion.
 
Did your artistic process change 
knowing that you were designing for 
fashion in particular?
Not really. I’m not an illustrator and I don’t 
like being told what to do, but REDValentino 
basically asked me to do something very 
simple: Be inspired by this collection, which 
I was anyway. I really love (and wear) it, so it 
was easy to execute.
 
A lot of your work is filled with 
hidden symbols and meaning. Are there 
any in this collection?
Probably, but I never think of my symbols or 
why they are there when I paint them.
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strap stars

designer dispatch

nikki chasin

Launched in 2014, the sportswear collection of Miami-born, New York-based Parsons 
grad Nikki Chasin offers up resortwear-inspired pieces injected with strong color and 
playful textiles. Smart and elegant, yet easy and unfussy, the clothing is reminiscent of her 
hometown’s classic vibes within the context of a sleek and modern wardrobe. Here, get to 
know Chasin and her work.

Astrological sign: Sagittarius, Virgo 
rising, Taurus moon!
Design philosophy: It comes from my 
upbringing in Miami and my love of classic 
sportswear—there’s a resort undertone in 
every collection, regardless of season. 
Muse: Teens on Tumblr, grandmas IRL 
Materials of choice: Embroidered silks, 
yarn-dyed cotton stripes, custom jacquards
Sartorial scenario: A cruise to Cuba for 
my grandmother’s birthday
Musical metaphor: The  Spice World 
soundtrack
Fun fact: Some of my best-selling pieces, 
like the Chase Classic Fete Skirt and 
Captain Reversible Bomber Jacket, were 
designed for my Parsons thesis collection. 

Inspiration for spring ‘16: Renata 
Adler’s Speedboat, the muse for this season, 
expresses “a comic or wry apprehension of 
life’s absurdities.”
Personal wardrobe staple: Sparkly 
turtlenecks, Pumas, oversize trousers
Dream travel destination: Morocco
Favorite spot in NYC: New York Food 
Court in Flushing
Last novel you loved: A Little Life by 
Hanya Yanagihara
Favorite film of all time: A Little 
Princess
Daily soundtrack: Drake, No Doubt
Drink order: Coca-Cola
Standby snack: Sunflower seeds

This season, Opening Ceremony and Teva 
are back with the third installment of their 
sandal design collaboration. A love letter 
to many a lady who has nearly broken 
her ankle wobbling on uneven terrain in 
other inadequate footwear, these Tevas 
bring style and functionality to heel (or 
rather, lack thereof). Teva has long been 
a staple in outdoor fashion, providing 
durable options for the world traveler. With 
their new collaboration, Teva and OC fuse 
that versatility into shoes that transition 
effortlessly from the city to the country to 
the beach, reimagining classic designs in 
new palettes and textures. Unisex styles 
range from the OC Original Universal 
Rope, which incorporates bright poppy 
mountaineering rope into the classic Teva 
style, to the OC Original Universal Mesh, 
which marries rubberized leather and 

comfy mesh in a minimal luxe aesthetic. 
For women, classic nylon straps get a 
sartorial update in the Satin Flatform, a 
reinterpretation of last year’s iconic Flatform 
with a striped sole and puffed satin straps 
in a variety of colors. Rest assured, these 
aren’t your dad’s Tevas (although we kinda 
dig those, too). GABRIELLE RICE OC x Teva 
Collection, $80-$95, available exclusively at 
openingceremony.us and Opening Ceremony 
boutiques in New York, Los Angeles, and 
Japan
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digital editorial assistant 
sydney gore loves to get 
decked out in drake gear
photographed by ricky michiels

obsessing over

As a teen, I was a Degrassi devotee, so 
when I found out that the guy playing 
Jimmy Brooks moonlighted as a rapper, I 
was intrigued. It only took a few weeks 
of nonstop listening to Drake’s Comeback 
Season and Room for Improvement mixtapes 
for me to become full-blown obsessed; 
by the time So Far Gone dropped, I was 
practically at stan status. The best part was 
that no one at my high school seemed to 
care about Drake at all, which made being a 
fan feel all the more special.
 In 2010, I had the opportunity to see 
Drake perform live at Bamboozle Festival at 
the Meadowlands Sports Complex in East 
Rutherford, New Jersey. It was here where 
I purchased my first Drake T-shirt from 
the merchandise tent. I have only worn it 
a handful of times for fear of marring its 
mint condition, but any time I have it on I 
always feel so proud. As my love for Drake 
continues to grow, so has my collection 
of gear, from pins, hats, and shirts to 
posters, signs, and lighters. 
 While a good portion of my items come 
from independent artists on the internet—
such as a “woes” cap from Meme Culture 
or a “Drake tears” enamel pin from Pintrill—
others are from the October’s Very Own 
store. (I once even made my mom stop at the 
L.A. flagship for me—she’s on board with the 
cause.) Every piece has a story, which makes 
each of them all the more meaningful to me. 
For example, my first OVO item was a beanie 
that I got from a pop-up shop in London 
when I studied abroad. Drake actually 
showed up for the event, and he waved at 
me after we made eye contact through the 
glass display window. (Of everything that I 
have amassed, though, I think that my “Worst 
Behavior” glitter banner that hangs high on 
my window might be my best buy.)

 Someday, I’ll turn all of this into one 
gigantic shrine. There’s no telling what my 
next piece of Drake gear will be, but I’m 
sure that it will further cement the love 
that I have for a man whose music has 
touched my soul in a way that no other has 
before. I carry a little piece of Drake with me 
wherever I go, and when I say that I mean it 
figuratively and literally.

No Drakes were harmed during this photo 
shoot, I promise.
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catching up with

beth ditto

 WEDNESDAY 5:45 PM

Beth Ditto: Oh my god sorry I missed your 
text, J! I took a nap because I am old! And 
only just woke up!

J Errico: Haha all good, I just landed in 
L.A., sitting poolside :)

BD: I’m home in Portland now. 

JE: So first things first...the fashions!!! You 
are no longer a collaborator but have jumped 
in fully as a designer. How did this collection 
come about??

BD: It was really about timing for me. I 
had wanted to do it for years. Gossip was 
officially over and I finally had the time and 
space to take something on. So I said to 
myself that now is as good a time as any!

WEDNESDAY 6:05 PM

BD: Sorry! My mom keeps texting too! 
Hahaha

JE: Ha! #moms...So, when I came by to see 
the collection you were telling me just how 
deeeeeeply involved you are in this process. 
This ain’t no “slap my celeb name on some 
shit to make a buck.” You’re part of the 
process all the way through?

BD: Aw! I’m so happy you came! This is a 
baby! A brainchild. I mean, I’m so involved 
that we are having trunk shows, which is 
pretty hands-on, old skool! I got to tour 
the factories, meet the pattern maker, talk 
through every detail…. Plus-size clothing 
has come a long way as far as options. I 
knew that someday it would happen where 
major companies would catch on. And while 
that day is both validating and equalizing 
by social standards, I didn’t want to see this 
movement get out of the hands of the people 
who worked so hard against this beauty 
myth. So I did the only thing I knew how to 
do, which was do it my damn self. 

JE: I know your influences musically and 
visually run a wide gamut. What were some 
of your influences for this collection? 

Over a decade ago, I first encountered Beth Ditto in her video for “Listen Up!” with her then-band Gossip. 
Initially, it was her deeply soulful voice that drew me in—but the moment she hit the screen, devouring a 
pizza as she sang to an adoring all-girls listening party, I was mesmerized. This was clearly a new class 
of diva. From early on, Ditto has always had a very punk-rock way of pushing the envelope, but in an 
approachable, almost down-home way. And while she was busy becoming an international music sensation, 
something unexpected happened: Ditto also became a fashion muse. Ruling catwalks and appearing at 
fashion shows across the globe, Ditto has shown that beauty and style aren’t one size fits all. Recently, she 
and I had a little text-message catch-up about her recent clothing collection and beyond. JOSEPH ERRICO

BD: Always Peggy Moffitt, David Bowie. 
Especially the Yohji Yamamoto era. My 
biggest influence was the body actually—
using what I know firsthand and applying it. 

JE: Have you seen any girls IRL wearing 
your collection yet?

BD: I have at the trunk shows. 

JE: And...proud mama?

BD: Yes, very! Seeing them on the hanger 
cannot do them justice. Pieces for bigger 
bodies need more than a hanger. They 
need to be filled out! There’s one dress I 
specifically call BAD-ON-THE-HANGER, 
but best on the body for sure! 

JE: I’ve seen that dress come alive on one 
of your models and it really is incredible. The 
BUTT it gives!! 

BD: It’s amazing! And I love the jumpsuit 
because it can be this sexy see-thru piece 
with a belted waist or it can literally look like 
a wet trash bag in the very best Debbie Harry, 
Poly Styrene, weirdo glory! Versatility is key.

JE: You mentioned that this all happened 
when Gossip came to an end. What was that 
like for you? Bittersweet? Was it time?

BD: Gossip ending was and still is 
bittersweet. I love both my bandmates. I 
mean, we had seen the world together and 
created this amazing ride. I miss them both 
on a daily basis, but I had been doing it since 
1999 and I just needed something else. 

JE: What have you been up to musically 
since you’ve gone solo? Have you recorded or 
are you still writing?

BD: I’m now finally at the end of the writing 
process! Almost ready to track! 

JE: I find your writing to be very personal. 
Do you sometimes find it hard to perform 
songs you’ve written because they bring you 
back to “that place”? Songs like “Love Long 
Distance” and “Coal to Diamonds.”

BD: Usually when they do I leave them off 

the record. But for the most part I don’t know 
until later what the song is about, it almost 
always dawns on me later when I’m not 
thinking about it. The way I write a song is 
the words and the melody almost ALWAYS 
come at the same time for some reason. It’s 
always off the top of my head. But I’m so 
happy you like the sad ones…because so do 
I! Sad songs are my favorites. And I don’t 
care who…any singer loves the ballad. 

JE: Well I’m a Smiths superfan since 
childhood so a sad song is the only song as 
far as I’m concerned.  

BD: HAHAHAHA I AM EXACTLY THE 
SAME. 

JE: Get that pain out, girl. Sing that shit 
right out.

BD: HAHHA I agree. The evidence is, watch 
a room when “This Charming Man” comes 
on. People lose their shit! Or “There is a 
Light That Never Goes Out”???!! People 
loooose it. 

JE: (“How Soon Is Now?” is now my ringtone 
:P) Whatchu got on heavy rotation these days? 

BD: I’m listening to so much Paul Simon! 
Cate Le Bon, the selector, and Loretta Lynn.
I want a ringtone!

JE: You can make Aaliyah your ringtone….

BD: She is so amazing. I will now. 

JE: Are there any dream duets you’d like to 
make happen...or cover tracks? I noticed that 
people are always trying to get you to cover 
Alison Moyet songs. (I love when you write “I 
wanna hear YOU sing Alison Moyet.” Ha!!)

BD: HAHAHAHHA I would like to maybe 
sing with a crooner? [Michael] Bublé? Sturgill 
[Simpson], the country singer? If I could do a 
show of all covers that would be a dream show. 

JE: Do it!! That’d be awesome. Like small 
venue. Intimate. All covers. I see it. I’m there!!

BD: Someday. When Kristin and I retire and 
I become a lounge singer in her home state of 
Hawaii!
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dress ditto in pieces from her 
clothing collection (plus a few 
fun accessories)! illustrated 
by amanda lanzone
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“This is where I sit and write all my 
songs,” says Victoria Reed, perched 
on the back of a cozy beige couch in 
the loft she shares with her fiancé, jazz 
pianist Erik Deutsch, in Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn. The singer-songwriter gets a 
faraway look in her eyes as she gazes 
out the giant casement window across 
the room, which offers views of the 
Williamsburg Bridge and the Manhat-
tan skyline. Above her, a sprawling 
potted pothos vine with vibrant green 
heart-shaped leaves climbs along the 
exposed pipes, and a few tendrils 
trail from the 13-foot ceiling, framing 
her as if in a daydream. Chariot, her 
debut album from earlier this year, is 
so mesmerizing that when she grabs a 
nearby guitar, it’s tempting to leave her 
alone with it for a while so that she can 
craft fistfuls of lyrics and melodies like 
the ones that landed her prominently 
on the music map, opening for Citizen 
Cope and playing shows on her own.

For the 26-year-old Detroit-area na-
tive, success has been as much about 
seizing the moment as it’s been about 
synchronicity—a concept to which this 
former philosophy major and tarot en-
thusiast is no stranger. It was Carl Jung, 
after all, who defined synchronicity as 

“meaningful coincidences,” and Reed 
has a lot of them, which she shares 
only after prefacing with, “I know it 
sounds crazy, but….” For example, one 
semester short of finishing her degree 
at DePaul University, she announced 
to her parents that she was dropping 
out to focus on music. That same day, 
her friend and now-manager Gary 
Waldman—she’d originally met him 
backstage at a Citizen Cope concert—
emailed her after hearing her demos on 
Facebook and invited her to New York 
to make a record, where she’d meet 

HOME Reed’s first album, 
Chariot, is named 
for the tarot card 
she pulled for her 
future when she was 
a philosophy student 
stuck in the depths of 
existential confusion. 

“It’s a really favorable 
card to have. It’s like 
taking a lot of really 
wild and overwhelm-
ing energies and 
turning them into 
victories,” she says. 

“So I held on to that. 
That was really a big 
symbol for me.”

victoria 
reed

abode of singer-songwriter

welcome to the dreamy williamsburg

by liz arnold. 
photographed by lauren silberman
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her future husband, who was hired to 
play keys. 

Her parents weren’t entirely shocked. 
Reed has been writing songs since 
age six, and her dad is the sax player in 
Bob Seger’s Silver Bullet Band. But it 
wasn’t until she taught herself guitar in 
college that the idea of music as a ca-
reer started to stick. “I think I needed in-
dependence in order to be able to fully 
find my voice,” she says. While studying 
Eastern and Western philosophies, she 
recalls, “I got to such an abstract place 
in my mind that absolutely nothing felt 
like it had any sense of direction to it.” 
That all changed when she started sing-
ing about it. “With music, it was a very 
strong feeling for me, like, this is worth it.”

A vintage guitar hanging above a 
bookcase also has what she calls a 

“magical little story” from when she first 
moved to New York. Reed, who sits 
daily in her mid-century “meditation 
chair,” was practicing a Buddhist medi-
tation in which she envisions pure white 
light with every inhalation. For weeks, 

she saw pink and gold instead. “I stuck 
with that because it felt good,” she says. 
“[But one day] I thought, ‘I wonder what 
it means?’ And I decided it meant 
angelic energy.” A few hours later, her 
manager presented her with a 1940s 
May Bell guitar from the Sears catalog. 

“You can see it has pink detailing and 
gold with angels,” she says. “It’s one of 
my most prized possessions.”

There’s a sense of creative magic 
in Reed and Deutsch’s home, not only 
because of the six guitars, a bass, and 
the Steinway grand piano, or because 
they’re at the center of a bohemian en-
clave in this converted old pasta factory 
long squatted by artists. The couple of-
ten work into the night after a late dinner, 
while string lights twinkle along shelves, 
and oracle cards are laid out next to 
incense and bundles of sage. But it 
doesn’t seem to matter much what the 
cards say anymore. It’s quite obvious 
the stars have already aligned.

Reed fell so in love 
with this vintage bird-
cage lamp at her first 
sublet in New York 
that the owner gave 
it to her when she 
moved out. A fuzzy 
stuffed birdie lives 
inside. Relocating to 
the city, “Everyone 
was like, ‘Watch out!’ 
But it welcomed me 
with open arms,” she 
says. “Everything fell 
into place.”

A bookcase overflows 
with Reed and 
Deutsch’s records—
alphabetically 
organized into three 
categories: jazz, rock/
pop/country/r&b/
folk, and classical/
soundtracks. To the 
left is Reed’s main 
performance guitar, a 
1960 Premier Bantam 
Special. “Certain gui-
tars have mojo. You 
write differently with 
them,” she explains. 

“My mom is a  
really good cook,” 
says Reed, who loves 
to prepare family 
recipes: linguine with 
clam sauce, chicken 
piccata, risotto (her 
mom is Italian), and 
beef stifado (her dad 
is Greek). Deutsch 
might make a meal of 
dirty rice, sausages, 
and greens. “He’s way 
more efficient,” she 
says. “When I cook, 
it’s done at midnight.”

Reed practices 
mediation daily in 
her “meditation chair,” 
a reproduction of 
Eames and Saarinen’s 
1940 Organic Chair 
that she got at Sit 
Down New York. The 
vintage boots were a 
gift from her mom. 
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fadia 
kader

Fadia Kader wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t 
for Shonda Rhimes. “This is rare for me,” 
says the 33-year-old senior music part-
nership manager at Twitter. “I don’t like 
being on camera. I get nervous.” Planted 
on a couch in a small photo studio in 
SoHo, New York, wearing a cozy black 
tunic, she’s nevertheless embracing 
the blinding lights. “I used to say no to 
things that required me to be in a public 
platform. Then I read Shonda’s book 
Year of Yes, and I was like, ‘This is gonna 
be my year of yes.’”

As one of Twitter Music’s crucial liai-
sons for hip-hop and R&B, Kader her-
self is cautious about oversharing. The 
ability to thrive as a quiet force is what 
makes her admirable. “In the times that 
I do give something of myself on social 
media, I give something authentic,” says 
Kader. “I’m not that flashy person. I 

feel like that’s worked against me, but 
ultimately, I’m fine with that. I keep to 
myself, but I get shit done.”

Her main duties include overseeing 
album reveals, livestreams, and Q&A 
sessions with the likes of John Legend, 
DJ Khaled, and Pusha T. “My role is to 
connect the dots between the music 
industry talent and Twitter as a platform.”

Had the cards fallen differently, 
Kader might’ve landed in culinary 
school. Before applying for a position 
at Twitter, she’d settled on leaving her 
post as director of brand partnerships 
and strategic marketing at the iconic 
Def Jam Records to pursue her passion 
for cooking. “I’m grateful for my job, but 
I was never a record industry girl. I’m an 
underground darling,” she explains.

Born in Kuwait and raised between 
Amman, Jordan, and Tennessee 

and Atlanta in the U.S., Kader is the 
youngest of seven siblings. Her mother 
passed away when she was little and 
her siblings took turns caring for her 
when she was growing up, and she 
moved often. “I never felt secure in 
one place and that’s translated into 
my career,” she says. At 22, working in 
fashion, she helped run boutiques for 
Big Boi’s wife and best friend, as well 
as Bow Wow’s mom. Despite having 
no managerial experience, Kader 
jumped at the chance to manage a 
local rap duo. “I like to be challenged, 
so I was like, ‘Yeah,’” she says. “I had 
to learn how to be their publicist, their 
agent, how to book their shows.”

While her path to Twitter sounds 
enviable, Kader has a classic New York 
story. In 2007, she moved to the city 
from Atlanta with $75. “I had sold my 

she came up at def jam, currently 
holds it down at twitter music, and 
has some seriously enviable side 
projects. here, meet your model 
for how to kick ass in the business 
of music, and the business of life. 
by clover hope. photographed by 
sarah kjelleren
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kader’s 
musts

car for $5,000, but the night before I 
was leaving [and the buyer was going 
to come to pick it up], I put my wallet 
on top of the trunk while pumping gas 
and then drove away. The wallet fell 
off in the middle of the road.” Though 
being broke wasn’t part of the plan, she 
adapted. “Thank God my friend let me 
stay with her and I had a job, but those 
first two weeks were intense.”

A career in music has come naturally, 
if stressfully, for Kader, a vinyl fanatic 
whose bookshelves are stacked with 
records. Explaining how she got here is 
the hard part. “Young women come to 
me, like, ‘How can I go about your ca-
reer path?’” she says. “It’s hard ’cause 
it just flowed. I trusted my instinct. I 
said I’m gonna sacrifice everything and 
be broke as shit, but I’m gonna learn.” 

Eating 
Crawfish Shack 
in Atlanta. They 
have the best 
lobster and crab 
legs.

Drinking  
I’m a straight 
whiskey and 
bourbon girl. And 
Mezcal. No vodka.

Wearing 
I’m such a ’90s 
kid—flannel, 
black on black, 
denim, army 
fatigues, combat 
boots. I’ve 
dressed the same 
since I was, 
like, 11. My 
So-Called Life—
that’s me all 
day.

Beautifying 
Bobbi Brown’s 
Parisian Red 
lipstick is the 
best.

Listening 
Bosco and 
Speakerfoxxx. 
They’re amazing. 
Bosco is a singer 
and Speakerfoxxx 
is a DJ. It’s 
turn-up music 
and it has that 
Atlanta vibe.

Browsing 
Pigeons & Planes 
is my go-to for 
music. I find a 
lot of cooking 
inspiration on 
Pinterest. I also 
like Baller Alert 
and The Shade 
Room.

Reading 
I subscribe to 
Lucky Peach, Fast 
Company, and 
Harvard Business 
Review. I’m also 
reading Arianna 
Huffington’s 
Thrive and 
it’s really 
motivating.

Visiting 
I want to see 
Cuba. And Japan—
it’s an epicenter 
of all things. 
I’ll probably be 
overstimulated, 
but I’m so ready 
for it.

Coveting 
I’m always buying 
stuff for my 
kitchen. I have 
every spice, 
appliance, and 
utensil, and I 
collect vintage 
cookbooks.

Believing 
Where I am today 
is because of 
telling myself, 
“Fadia, protect 
your magic.” 
It turned into 
this street art 
movement of 
self-love and 
motivation that’s 
now all over the 
world.
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an escape to the beautiful beaches of bermuda in the season’s 
most eye-catching swimsuit offerings. photographed by 
meredith andrews. styled by shiona turini 
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jacket by gucci, bath-
ing suit by lisa marie 
fernandez, necklace 
by dior, bracelets by 
miansai, rings by 
rebecca little.
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1. wildfox swim: top, $78; bottom, $76 2. triangl swimwear, $89 3. nasty gal: top, $50; bottom, $45 4. lacoste: top, $55; bottom, $55 5. lazy oaf: top, $40; bottom, $36 
6. gooseberry: top, $65; bottom, $45 7. m missoni, $245 8. h&m: top, $18; bottom, $13 9. zimmermann, $185 10. tory burch: top, $125; bottom, $95 11. malia mills: top, 
$220; bottom, $195 12. victoria’s secret: top, $35; bottom, $26 13. rvca: top, $49; bottom, $39 14. aerie: top, $27; bottom, $20 15. shoshanna: top, $125; bottom, $105 
16. orlebar brown: top, $150; bottom, $145. opposite page: bikini by versace, shoes by louis vuitton, earring by alexander wang, chain bracelet by miansai, all other 
bracelets by roxanne assoulin, rings by rebecca little, bag by marni.  
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1. acacia swimwear, $231 2. mara hoffman, $278 3. kore swimwear, $273 4. tooshie, $335 5. cover swim, $190 6. orlebar brown, $315 7. roxy, $115 8. cynthia vincent for 
o’neill, $170 9. fleur du mal, $265 10. mikoh, $326. opposite page: swimsuit by tooshie, cap by chanel.  
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sweatshirt and bikini 
by fendi, shoes by 
topshop, necklace by 
louis vuitton, brace-
let on right wrist 
by georg jensen, 
bracelet on left wrist 
and ankle by chan 
luu, rings by rebecca 
little. 
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from left: bathing 
suit and harness by 
dsquared2, shoes 
by alexander wang, 
bracelets by roxanne 
assoulin, ring by 
missoni; bathing suit 
by hilfiger collection, 
necklace, bracelets, 
and ankle bracelet 
by roxanne assoulin, 
ring by missoni. 
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1. fantabody, $90 2. beth richards, $250 3. jo de mer, $405 4. basta surf, $218 5. oye swimwear, $350 6. norma kamali, $575 7. solid & striped, $168 8. etro, $592 9. we 
are handsome, $265 10. stüssy, $100 11. onia, $195 12. mossimo, $40 13. solkissed, $184 14. araks x quentin jones, $320 15. prism, $345 16. mikoh, $218.  opposite page: 
from left: bathing suit by moschino, shoes by mara hoffman, earrings by eddie borgo, necklace by roxanne assoulin, silver necklace and rings by rebecca little, bracelet 
by miansai; bathing suit by moschino, shoes by hilfiger collection, bracelet on right wrist and white bracelet on left wrist by miansai, red bracelet and rings by roxanne 
assoulin, bag by m2malletier. hair: nikki nelms. makeup: zaurie smith. nails: kōt nail studio. models: karissa burrows, khadijah shakir, aliana king, and camryn swan. 
special thanks to the bermuda board of tourism. still lifes: bethany bandera and george underwood.
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you 
better 
work

Whether you’re super sporty or just 
dress like you are (hello, athleisure!), 
you’re probably aware that Equinox 
is basically the holy grail of fitness. I 
myself have always been into keeping 
active (I’ve been taking exercise classes 
since my high school days, back when it 
definitely wasn’t cool), and I’m especially 
keen on getting into my best shape 
around the summer season, when out-
door adventures and adorable swimsuits 
are musts. And, as you regular Factory 
Girl readers know, I just had a baby, 
so this year I wanted to amp up my 
exercise routine, and I knew my friends 
at Equinox would be the perfect ones 
to help. Thus, this fitness Factory Girl 
experiment was set into motion. 

I’ve belonged to Equinox for a long 
time. At my peak fitness level, around 
five years ago, I was going to their 
classes nonstop and even used to 
carry around a tattered printout of the 
class schedule, always keeping it on 

me in case I ever felt the urge to take 
some impromptu Cardio Kick. Now, of 
course, the whole thing is in app form, 
so this time I will do it sans paper, but 
hopefully with similar results. 

With that, I head just down the street 
from our NYLON offices to Equinox in 
SoHo—where the clientele is always 
star-studded and the facilities are un-
beatable. There, I meet my badass new 
trainer, Vivian Corado. She provides 
me with a full-body analysis before 
giving me the rundown: I’ll be doing a 
six-week challenge, with a minimum of 
five classes per week (I can choose my 
own). I decide to monitor my progress 
on an Apple Watch and, in addition to 
my Equinox program, I’ve pledged to up 
the ante with a separate clean-eating 
regimen called The Whole 30. (Now, 
I’ve done many a self-designed eating-
and-exercise plan, but I don’t think I’ve 
ever stuck to one perfectly—honestly, 
does anyone? This time, however, in 

the name of journalism, I will not stray 
in the slightest.) Lastly, I promise not to 
weigh myself during the entire experi-
ence, because, after all, it’s more about 
how I feel than a number on a scale. 
With that, I begin. 

The class lineup I curate goes as 
follows:

30/60/90. In my opinion, this is the 
crown jewel of all Equinox classes.
Bottom line: If you want to burn 
off that burger (plus the fries and 
shake), 30/60/90 will get the job 
done. Developed by Kristi Molinaro, 
it features high-intensity interval 
training with scientifically designed 
combos of athletic drills and recovery. 

Tabata. This class involves a method 
of alternating 20 seconds of intense 
work with 10 seconds of rest in 
eight-round intervals. By the end, I’m 
sweating through my T-shirt.

dani stahl embarks on her own ultimate 
exercise challenge at equinox.  
photographed by eric helgas

gym glam!
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Pilates. I take this class with an 
instructor named Aida Palau, who is 
awesome. Pilates is great for body 
awareness, core strength, flexibility, and 
mobility.

Barre Burn. This is also taught by Aida, 
and it’s fabulous. It’s all about body 
sculpting, stretching, and lengthening 
using free weights, a balancing bar, and 
a mat. I’ve been a barre loyalist for a 
long time and Equinox’s class provides 
a nice change from my usual spot.

Cardio Kick. Derived from classic 
boxing and kickboxing training 
methods, if you’re into doing kicks, 
punches, and blocks, this is for you. 
When the 45 minutes are up, I really 
feel like everything is worked out.

The Pursuit by Equinox: Burn. This 
is a great cycling experience in which 
you’re competing with the other people 
in the class. If you’re in the mood to just 
zone out in the back, it’s not the best 
option, but for us competitive types it 
really ramps up the workout.

Personal Training Session. This 
doubles as my weekly check-in with 
Vivian. We do more targeted stuff for 
my body specifically, like the TRX  
rope system.

It might sound like a lot, but before long, 
the routine really becomes second 
nature to me. One night I even dream 
I missed my class and wake up totally 
devastated. And, considering that I love 
athletic clothes just as dearly as I do 
designer pieces, this is a great excuse 

to don my entire workout wardrobe. On 
the last day of the challenge, I receive 
my final official full-body analysis, and 
end up jumping from the “average” 
category to the “good” zone, but I feel 
amazing. I have trimmed a lot of fat and 
strengthened my muscles, tightening 
my arms a quarter-inch each, each 
thigh a full inch, my waist three inches, 
and my hips one inch. (And I lost seven 
pounds—baby weight be gone!) While 
I will admit this wasn’t a total surprise 
as I may have snuck in some secret 
premature weigh-ins, I’m beyond thrilled 
with my results. But maybe the best part 
of the whole thing has been really taking 
my commitment to total body wellness 
to the next level, and, well, fitting in my 
skinny jeans doesn’t suck either.

work, work, work, 
work, work, work with 
my trainer, vivian

barre burn at its best

my weekly planner 
gets an emoji sticker 
every time i take a 
class. (this is a par-
ticularly good week!)
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MCQ  ALEXANDER 
MCQUEEN

1. pam & gela, $225 2. diesel, $128 3. asos, $57 4. daang goodman for tripp nyc, $68 5. astars, $129 6. t.u.k., $145 
7. acne studios, $850 8. isabella spataro, $145 9. dolce & gabbana, $75 10. emporio armani, $575 11. moschino, 

$1,575 12. calvin klein collection, $995.
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1. redvalentino, $3,995 2. gigi burris millinery, $295 3. wilfred, $110 4. h&m, $40 5. line + dot, $110 6. laurence dacade, 

$1,195 7. see by chloé, $330 8. frame, $315 9. as by df, $550 10. bill blass, $358 11. gucci, $1,980 12. armani exchange, $150.

ALICE + OLIVIA BY 
STACEY BENDET 
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ROBERTO  
CAVALLI 

1. nicole miller artelier, $560 2. elizabeth and james, $195 3. alexander wang, $595 4. sonia by sonia rykiel, $210 5. french 
connection, $148 6. elena ghisellini, $1,295 7. (nude), $520 8. loeffler randall, $350 9. diesel, $248 10. alexander wang, 

$1,395 11. ganni, $333.



S E P H O R A  
S E P H O R A .C O M   

K AT VON D B E AU T Y.C O M   

@ K AT VO N D B E AU T Y   

# K V D LO O K
©2 0 1 6 K AT VO N  D B E AU T Y

TATTOO LINER 
24 - HOUR W E A R

 WATERP ROOF
 HIGH PIGMENT

LO N G  W E A R  ◆ H I G H  P I G M E N T  ◆ F U L L  C O V E R A G E

LINE IT 
LIKE YOU 

MEAN IT
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...not england. model mia rae shows us 
a thing or two about the art of fearless 
beauty. photographed by rebekah 
campbell. styled by michael kozak



TRY THESE: kat von d 
studded kiss lipstick 
in sexer, $21; kat von 
d everlasting liquid 
lipstick in backstage 
bambi, $20; kat 
von d tattoo liner in 
trooper, $19; kat von 
d lock-it foundation, 
$35; kat von d shade 
+ light contour pal-
ette, $46; kat von 
d tattoo brow in 
medium brown, $19; 
sephora.com for all.

vintage top custom-
ized by stylist, ear-
ring by chris habana, 
arm sleeve by falke.
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TRY THESE: kat 
von d metal crush 
eyeshadow in raw 
power and danzig, 
$21 each; kat von 
d tattoo liner in 
trooper, $19; kat von 
d studded kiss lip-
stick in poe, $21; kat 
von d immortal lash 
24 hour mascara, 
$20; kat von d lock-
it color correcting 
eyeshadow primer, 
$25; kat von d lock-
it powder founda-
tion, $35; sephora.
com for all.

dress by drome, 
vintage t-shirt from 
chapel nyc, earring 
with chains by betty 
barbs, septum ring 
by chris habana, 
chokers from 
whatevernbd.
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TRY THESE: kat von 
d metal crush eye-
shadow in electric 
warrior and iggy, 
$21; kat von d tattoo 
liner in trooper, $19; 
kat von d lightning 
liner in jett, $20; kat 
von d studded kiss 
lipstick in lovecraft, 
$21; kat von d shade 
+ light contour pal-
ette, $46; sephora.
com for all.

black top by chanel, 
black net top by 
daang goodman for 
tripp nyc, red top 
worn underneath 
by drome, septum 
ring by betty barbs, 
choker by whatever-
nbd, hoop necklace 
by ben-amun, rosary 
necklace by reminis-
cence nyc, stylist’s 
own earring.
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TRY THESE: kat von d 
studded kiss lipstick 
in underage red, $21; 
kat von d tattoo liner 
in trooper, $19; kat 
von d tattoo brow in 
medium brown, $19; 
kat von d immortal 
lash 24 hour mas-
cara, $20; kat von 
d lock-it concealer, 
$25; sephora.com 
for all.

jacket by christian 
benner, vest by 
archive ashish, polo 
and button-up shirts 
by miu miu, ear-
ring on right ear by 
joomi lim, septum 
ring by chris habana, 
necklace by laruicci, 
stylist’s own pin 
earring.  
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TRY THESE: kat von 
d shade + light eye 
contour quad in 
smoke, $26; kat von 
d shade + light eye 
contour brush, $29; 
kat von d lightning 
liner in jett, $20; 
kat von d everlast-
ing liquid lipstick in 
melancholia, $20; 
kat von d shade + 
light contour palette, 
$46; (in hair) kat von 
d metal crush eye-
shadow in iggy and 
raw power, $21 each; 
sephora.com for all.

vest by studmuffin 
nyc, leopard shirt by 
whatevernbd, top by 
moschino, earring by 
jennifer fisher, neck-
lace by zana bayne, 
tights by wolford.

makeup: allie smith 
at sarah laird using 
kat von d. 
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kiss from a rose

What inspired this partnership 
with Urban Decay?
I have always been a big fan of 
Urban Decay. I love their edgy 
colors, bold mascara, animal-
cruelty-free ethics, and the 
wonderful vegan line they have. I 
am so honored to be the face of 
such a great company!
 
You’ve worn so many hats—
VJ, DJ, actress, model, 
presenter, and now beauty 
ambassador. What have all of 
these roles taught you about 
yourself? 

I strongly believe that hard work pays 
off and that if you love what you do 

you will never “work” a day in your life. 
The fact I have been blessed enough to 
work in such amazing fields and with 
so many brilliant people has taught me 

that anything is possible as long as you 
never give up on your dreams and you 
always stay focused. Also, never taking 
anything for granted will get you far in life 
because you will always see life’s miracles 
instead of wanting more and never being 
satisfied. 

When you’re not working, how do 
you do your own makeup? Does your 
routine change when you’re in the 
spotlight?
I like to go very clean when I am not working. 
I use the Urban Decay Naked Skin One & 
Done, do some light contouring around my 
cheeks, then apply Perversion Mascara and 
a nourishing lip gloss—I keep it simple. If I’m 
attending a red-carpet or black-tie event, it’s 
a different story. I love to explore brighter 
lips or more statement eyes to pull together 
a stronger look. 
 
How has the way you approach makeup 
changed throughout your life? 
I have always used it as a way to express 
myself and to merge it with fashion in a way 
that tells a story. It’s a form of expression.

Can you expand upon the idea of beauty 
as a form of self-expression? Because, 
on one hand, makeup and beauty can 
be seen as a way to adhere to the 
patriarchal idea of what a woman 
“should be.” On the other, it can be a 
way for people to take control of the 
way the world sees them.
I think the thing here is that this assumes 
that a woman who we more commonly see 
as “feminine” or traditional is adhering to 
something. It’s all relative; just as I prefer 
to be more androgynous, others love to be 
as pink and girlie and feminine as possible, 
because that’s in their heart and that’s what 
makes them feel beautiful. I don’t think there 
is a right or a wrong, just a right for oneself. 
 
Your “Break Free” video was so 
powerful. Was the underlying idea to 
shun the notion of the traditional 
“feminine” woman?
I don’t know if I was intending to shun the 
traditional feminine woman, it’s more of an 
exploration of my personal gender fluidity 
and finding my authentic comfort and 
self. Finding where I am on the spectrum. 
Showing how that fluidity looks on someone 
who moves around in that space.
 
How did you learn to grow and love 
yourself? 
Therapy, meditation, time.
 
What advice do you have for young 
people who are trying to find 
themselves? 
Stop looking, and start feeling. It’s all within 
us—nothing is external. We can’t find 
ourselves in things, places, or other people. 

B E A U T Y  N E W S

we chat with ruby rose about her new gig with urban 
decay. by yasmeen gharnit

urban decay vice lipstick, $17 
each, urbandecay.com
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do you 
believe in 
magic?

I always imagined that my first trip to 
Las Vegas would be a little…weird (my 
favorite word to describe something 
that I really love—I even have it tattooed 
on me!)—and sure enough, my trip 
with Benefit Cosmetics to get a first 
look at their brand-new brow collection 
was exactly that. One minute David 
Blaine is doing a card trick with me, 
the next I’m watching showgirls with 
sparkly pink outfits high-kick, then I’m 
suddenly wearing bunny ears (don’t. 
ask.). Soon enough, I find myself in 
makeup heaven, trying out every new 
brow product the brand is releasing this 
month. And let me tell you right now: 
They really are magic. Not only are they 
repackaging some of their cult-favorite 
brow offerings like Brow Zings, Gimme 
Brow, High Brow, and High Brow Glow 
with ultra-sleek, futuristic-looking silver 
casings, but they’re also introducing 
six brand-new products to the array as 
well. Let’s start with 3-D Browtones: 
It’s a highlighting gel (yes, you read 
that correctly) that you can comb over 
your arches to enhance that natural 
hue, similar to how you would highlight 
the hair color on your head. Next up is 
Ka-Brow!, an innovative cream-gel color 
that’s equipped with a precision brush 
and genius formula to match. Then we 
have the Goof Proof Brow Pencil, an 
easy-to-use brow filler, and Precisely, 
My Brow Pencil, an ultra-fine version 
for extreme detail. But none of these 
would be complete without the Ready, 
Set, Brow invisible shaping and setting 
gel that locks loose strands into place 
and keeps your brows on fleek all day 
long. Last, but certainly not least, is the 
Browvo! Conditioning Primer, which 
is jam-packed with keratin and soy 
proteins to help lackluster brows grow, 
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or make those blessed with naturally 
fuller brows have an even stronger and 
healthier set. Needless to say, with 
the help of these hero products, not 
only will your brow game make those 
around you fly into a jealous rage, 
but all of your brow dilemmas will 
instantly—abracadabra—disappear! 
benefit cosmetics brow collection, $22-
$32, benefitcosmetics.com

nylon senior beauty editor jade 
taylor takes las vegas by storm 
with benefit cosmetics’ brand-
new brow collection. illustrated 
by iscreamcolour
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electric slide
It seems like everything Charli XCX touches turns to cool. Take, for 
example, her latest collaboration with Make Up For Ever, the brand’s 
boldest beauty release yet: Aqua XL Eye Pencils. Available in 20 shades 
(think: every color of the rainbow, and then some) with five different 
finishes (matte, diamond, satin, iridescent, and metallic), it’s easy to 
imagine the endless electrifying eye looks one can achieve with them. 
Charli explains her favorite color combination: “I love pairing a vibrant 
blue with a bold yellow for an ‘80s-inspired color-block look! I’m loving 
primary colors at the moment. I also like pairing bronze and purple 
eyeliner together, too.” But sometimes these things are easier said than 
done. Luckily, the formulas glide on like a dream. Charli’s best tip for 
applying them? “I always start from the inside of my eye and then go 
outward,” she says. “I draw up toward the eyebrow to get a really strong 
wing shape, which is my favorite go-to look for sure.” JADE TAYLOR
make up for ever aqua xl eye pencils, $21 each, sephora.com

technicolor girls
Paramore’s Hayley Williams has had a busy year so far: On top of getting 
married and performing on the second voyage of her fan cruise, Parahoy!, 
she just launched her own “beautifully obnoxious” DIY hair color line, Good 
Dye Young. The collection is composed of five blendable colors (red, orange, 
yellow, pink, and blue), as well as a bleach kit, a fader that lightens hues, 
and a bowl and mixer. Here, we chat with Williams about her voyage into 
the beauty world. JENNA IGNERI good dye young beautifully obnoxious 
semi-permanent hair color, $14 each, gooddyeyoung.com

What inspired you to create Good Dye Young?
Coloring your hair is creative and artistic. It’s fashiony, but it’s also punk 
rock, too. I’m inspired by a lot of fashion shows and those who are using 
crazy, extreme hair on the runway just as much as I am inspired by the fans 
who attend our shows, who are doing stuff I’ve never seen before.

What’s your favorite color from the line?
Right now it’s Steal My Sunshine, the yellow. Man, it’s so ridiculous and fun 
to wear. When I had it in, I got more compliments on my hair than ever. I 
thought people weren’t going to be into the green undertone that we put in 
it, but that’s what I really loved about it.

Do you have plans to expand into more colors and products?
Absolutely. We’re already getting ready to work on new colors. I know that 
people are like, “What about purple?” I would like to eventually hit the point 
where we’re doing more than just color—by giving people a way to take 
care of their colored hair so that they can make it a part of their lives.
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from top, left to right: aura cacia 
vetiver essential oil, $15.85, auracacia.
com; gurunanda chamomile 100% 
pure essential oil, $10, gurunanda.
com; rad soap radology essential oil of 
patchouli, $33, radsoap.com; rad soap 
radology essential oil of spearmint, $7, 
radsoap.com. aura cacia myrrh essential 
oil, $22.50, auracacia.com; rad soap 
radology essential oil of grapefruit, 
$9, radsoap.com; rad soap radology 
essential oil of lemongrass, $7, radsoap.
com; gurunanda ylang ylang 100% 
pure essential oil, $10, gurunanda.
com. desert essence organic lavender 
tea tree oil, $13, desertessence.com; 
uncle harry's essential oil of sage, 
$8, urbanoutfitters.com; gurunanda 
cinnamon 100% pure essential oil, $10, 
gurunanda.com; aura cacia sandalwood 
essential oil, $75, auracacia.com. rad 
soap radology essential oil of lime, $9, 
radsoap.com; boots botanics 100% pure 
essential eucalyptus oil, $9, drugstore.
com; gurunanda orange 100% pure 
essential oil, $10, gurunanda.com; rad 
soap radology essential oil of rosemary, 
$9, radsoap.com.

say hello to your 
new best friends: 
essential oils. 
use them to make 
perfumes, toners, 
soaps, and body or 
face oils, or diffuse 
them for a stress-
free environment. 
photographed 
by ruby june

drop 
out





we get stoned with globelamp’s 
elizabeth le fey. by jade taylor. 
photographed by elva lexa

Besides her perfectly pastel My Little Pony locks, it’s 
hard not to notice Elizabeth Le Fey’s glitter- and gem-
bedazzled eyes. For those unfamiliar, eight years ago Le 
Fey started her self-proclaimed “minimalist psych folk” 
project, Globelamp. Her full-length album The Orange 
Glow debuts this month on Wichita Recordings, and a 
worldwide tour will follow. But let’s get back to the glitter. 
As Le Fey explains her obsession, “I like doing my makeup 
like this because I love things that sparkle. The eyes 
are the gateway to the soul, and I like to have the best 
entrances. I think my love for Sailor Moon, the Spice Girls, 
and Rainbow Brite influenced my love for such things. I 
remember being in fifth grade and getting in trouble at 
school for wearing glitter—they called it ‘makeup.’ I didn’t 
even think about glitter as makeup, it was glitter!” Her best 
tip for applying face appliqué? “Primer! That way it doesn’t 
get all over your face,” she says. “I put a piece of tissue 
or toilet paper on my face to avoid glitter sticking to my 
cheeks, and then I use eyelash glue to apply gems because 
it helps them stay in place.”

TRY THESE: make up for ever glitters, $15 each, 
sephora.com; claire’s multicolor skin gems, $3.50, 
claires.com; nyx cosmetics face & body glitter, $6 
each, nyxcosmetics.com; m.a.c cosmetics glitter, $22 
each, maccosmetics.com; elegant touch stylist gem 
wheel, $8.50, asos.com; lime crime glitter helper, 
$20, urbanoutfitters.com; duo eyelash adhesive, $9, 
sephora.com.
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sun 
daze

from left: paul mitchell ultimate color repair triple 
rescue, $20, paulmitchell.com for salon locations; 
clarins sunscreen care oil spray spf 30 for body/hair, 
$36, clarins.com; phyto phytoplage protective sun 
oil, $30, sephora.com; aveda sun care protective hair 
veil, $28, aveda.com; rené furterer solaire protective 
summer fluid, $23, renefurtererusa.com; fekkai pre-
soleil hair mist, $20, fekkai.com.

hair and makeup: lindsey williams at kate ryan inc. 
model: sara at new york model management. 

spf…for your hair? yep. 
protect your locks with 
a spritz from these 
strand saviors this 
summer. photographed 
by beth garrabrant. 
styled by michael kozak
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brooklyn’s 
finest
we chill with musician 
leikeli47 and dj kitty 
cash to dish on all 
things beauty—inside 
and out. as told to jade 
taylor. photographed 
by brayden olson
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on music:
Leikeli47: I don’t know about you, but 
I’ve always done music; I’ve never not 
done music. Music as a whole inspires 
me. There are so many legends that 
I’ve looked up to who have helped 
shaped me—Michael [Jackson], Prince, 
Stevie Wonder, Bob Dylan—so many. 
How did you get started, and who first 
inspired you?

Kitty Cash: I was helping Kilo Kish as 
her DJ on tour. And then it became a 
passion. Music helped me find myself 
again and reinvent a new part of me 
I didn’t even know was there. But in 
terms of who inspires me when I DJ, 
I definitely have to say Janet Jackson, 
Lauryn Hill, and Lil’ Kim. I love all R&B 
from the ’90s and 2000s. I feel like 
there are certain gems that can take 
you back to that specific moment in 
time—TLC, Aaliyah, Mya. When I hear 
them, I could tell you exactly what I was 
wearing in my house, trying to mimic 
their dance moves on MTV. When I 
started my Love the Free mixtape it 
allowed people to pay attention to what 
my musical taste was and what I was 
into, which was alternative, hip-hop, 
indie, new-wave R&B, and new-wave 
hip-hop. 

L47: And that’s exactly why I like you, 
because that’s exactly what I get—I just 

get music, I don’t get a set genre. Like 
myself, I’ve never—

KC: Confined yourself?

L47: Yeah. I was never taught genres 
growing up. I didn’t know, “This is rock 
and this is alternative.” It was just all 
beautiful—

KC: Like a feeling. 

L47: Yeah, all beautiful sounds, all 
beautiful feelings. I knew I wanted to 
do this since the age of six. I’ve been 
in studios since I was nine years old, 
and I’ve never done anything else. I’ve 
sacrificed a lot just to be able to sit 
here and talk to you about music. It’s 
all the same though; the only difference 
is that I found my passion earlier. We 
both have a passion for this, and I love 
passionate people no matter what it is. 

KC: So, Miss Thing, tell me why you 
choose to wear a mask and why you 
stick with it. 

L47: Strictly to keep it on the art. It’s 
not about my race or my gender—of 
course I’m a brown girl and I love 
it—I love being black. I’m black and 
I’m proud, but you know what this 
mask represents? It represents you, it 
represents everyone. It’s a genderless, 
faceless, colorless, sexless way to get 
out there and say, “Have fun, dance, 
don’t look at me.” Just listen, focus, 

and hone in on that versus all of the 
other superficial things out there. I’m 
definitely a tomboy, girly-girl—but the 
mask represents freedom for you to be 
who you are. In this mask I’m whoever 
the hell I want to be and talk about 
what I want to talk about.

KC: I think that’s powerful. I think right 
now beauty is something I talk about 
so much. People don’t understand 
what beauty is anymore because of 
social media and because of the lines 
being crossed between ages, and 
innocence being lost with the youth. A 
lot of people are like, “I need to look 
like this to be beautiful,” so I think it’s 
a powerful message that you can take 
a stand and say, “I don’t even want to 
focus on that shit, I want to focus on 
my art and I want you to take that and 
make that beautiful.”

some of their faves: nars cosmetics semi matte lipstick in 
pigalle, $28, narscosmetics.com; glossier coconut balm 
dotcom, $12, glossier.com; la mer the eye concentrate, 
$195, nordstrom.com; milk makeup weekend lash stain, 
$22, urbanoutfitters.com; milk makeup shadow liner in 
working girl, $26, urbanoutfitters.com.
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on beauty:
L47: What are some products you 
can’t live without? 

KC: I’m just now starting to get a 
regimen together. I use witch hazel 
in the morning to make sure I don’t 
have any craziness in my pores, but 
recently my mom gave me this vitamin 
C serum—dude, it’s magical—and it’s 
not super fancy or anything. I also use 
the Glossier Milky Jelly Cleanser; their 
products are so bomb. 

L47: We use the same cleanser!

KC: You use the Glossier cleanser, 
too?!

L47: Yes! That’s a really good one. And 
I love the Dior Miss Dior Moisturizing 
Body Milk after I shower. 

KC: Oh, you fancy!

L47: Yessssss. [Laughs] No! It’s really 
good.

KC: I’ve been looking for body milk 
because I tried one from Kiehl’s, which 
was good, but now I’m going to get 
this one.

L47: Speaking of milk, since Milk 
Makeup dropped I’ve been using their 
Sunshine Oil. They have so many cool 
products. It’s almost like a one-stop 
shop for everything. They even have 
cleansers, too.

KC: You know what else I use? 
Sometimes I get puffy around my 
eyes, so I like the La Mer The Eye 
Concentrate.

L47: We are on the same page!

KC: You use that, too?! 

L47: Yes, we are on the same page!

KC: [Laughs] Gotta make sure I can 
afford all of this stuff. But I do think 
that the La Mer keeps my eye bags 
under control.

L47: La Mer, every day—especially 
The Eye Concentrate, it’s ridiculously 
powerful.

KC: It’s good. I have to force myself 
to be on a beauty regimen, because 
I feel like at one point I was like, “Oh, 
whatever,” and then you start to be like, 
“Oh, I see something over here, what’s 
going on?” 

L47: See, what I like about you is that 
you’re very similar to me. You know 
what I mean? You’re a clean face.

KC: Yeah, I don’t like to wear that 
much makeup.

L47: Your skin is flawless.

KC: I feel like my mom would always 

be like, “Cash, the way you look every 
day is the way you should look when 
you’re performing, because that’s how 
younger girls are going to see you.” I 
feel like she instilled that in me. I don’t 
want to look like a totally different 
person. I want young girls to be able to 
see me, relate to that, and know that 
they can be themselves, too. You don’t 
have to have on a whole new face. You 
can have on your face, and it’s going 
to be fine. 

L47: And Cash, you are beautiful.

KC: Thanks—you too.

L47: Thank you! So what would your 
normal makeup routine versus your 
nighttime routine be?

KC: My normal everyday makeup 
consists of the Glossier Concealer, 
Nars Pigalle lipstick, and Nars Casino 
bronzer, ’cause it makes me look like I 
just came from a holiday. At nighttime 
I add thick eyeliner, and recently I’ve 
been obsessed with eyelashes. 

leikeli47
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L47: Really?! They seem so hard to 
put on.

KC: Well, I got lash extensions. I feel 
like they add a pow to your look and 
you don’t need to do that much to your 
face—that’s been a beauty secret of 
mine. And then maybe a bold lip. I’m 
down for any lip color: Purple, pink, 
red, yellow.

L47: I love you.

KC: Aww. What about you?

L47: I stick with the Milk Makeup 
Concealer. 

KC: Oh, you got it with you right now!

L47: As you can see, I’ve got my Milk 
Makeup products with me. I also use 
the Weekend Lash Stain by them, 
too. I’m very easy—I just throw a little 
concealer on around the eyes and 
then some mascara. They have some 
really fun colors, so here and there I’ll 
play with the Shadow Liner. And then 
for my lips, I go straight on with the La 

Mer Lip Balm. 

KC: I’ve never tried their lip balm. Is 
this going to have my shit glowing?

L47: It will, it really will! It’s really 
moisturizing.

KC: It has a nice scent, too. I’m going 
to get it. I feel like it’s worth it to invest 
in good skincare products.

L47: This La Mer lip balm—I guarantee 
you that once you purchase this, you're 
not going to want to purchase anything 
else. 

KC: Really? Have you tried—now we’re 
really doing grrrl talk [laughs]—the 
Fresh Sugar Lip Polish?

L47: Let me tell you what you do. 
When you can’t get Fresh, you can just 
go get sugar.

KC: Brown sugar? 

L47: Brown sugar. And you just scrub 
it on your lips.

KC: This is a beauty secret, this is it 
right here!

L47: Yes. It’s the best exfoliant for your 
lips. Honestly, sometimes I just go to 
Whole Foods to get sugar. But when 
I run out of this La Mer, the Glossier 
Coconut Balm Dotcom—

KC: I love the Glossier Coconut Balm 
Dotcom, too! That shit is bomb. It is 
balm! [Laughs]

L47: I can’t live without it. What would 
be your best beauty advice for girls 
reading this?

KC: Every woman—young or old—has 
insecurities or has things about herself 
that she wants to change, but the best 
advice my mom gave me was that 
you need to learn to love the things 
that you may not like about yourself. It 
could be your gap teeth or anything—it 
just may be the most beautiful feature 
you have.

kitty cash
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How would you describe 
Gazebos´ sound?
I usually call us “weirdo art pop” or something 
akin to that.

What are you guys coming out with 
this year?
We released our debut album, Die Alone, 
on the Hardly Art label only a few months 
ago, but I’ve already been working on new 
material for the summer.

How does your stage makeup differ 
from your daytime makeup?
I typically dress and present myself as fairly 
freaky 24/7, but I’d have to say there’s a lot 
more eyeliner and sequins at night!

What inspires your stage makeup?
For my eye makeup I tend to aim for ‘80s 
glam goth. I usually stick to bright red lipstick 
and a ton of blush, more rock ’n’ roll vibes. I 
draw my eyebrows on much larger and darker 
than they are—I call them “power brows.” 
They’re sort of a reaction to the over-plucked 
tiny brows of the  ‘90s. I guess my theme is 
kind of a spoof on how everyone was wearing 
too much makeup in the ‘80s, because I put 
on an unnatural amount on purpose.

Who is your ultimate beauty icon in 
music?
David Bowie. 

Any beauty tips for female musicians 
on tour?
For the amount of makeup I wear, I keep it 
very simple. The biggest thing for me on tour 
was just accepting the fact that there will not 
always be time to present yourself the way you 
want, and sometimes showering isn’t even 
an option. I keep a lot of makeup-removing 
wipes on hand, and in addition to using them to 
clean my face, I use them to clean my makeup 
brushes. And grease-blotting sheets—I don’t 
leave home without them.

What are some of your must-have 
products?
I’ve only recently been dabbling in the world 
of nicer cosmetics. As an artist, I’ve always 
prided myself on making my work without 
fancy art supplies. That said, once you 
experience nicer stuff, it’s harder to go back. 
A lot of my girlfriends and I use Sephora’s 
Cream Lip Stain in #01, which is the perfect 
deep velvety red, and it stays on forever. I 
tell people about it any chance I get. It goes 
a long way, and it smells so good! The other 
product that I’m religious about is Wet ’n’ 
Wild’s MegaLiner in black. As a former goth 
high-schooler who’s been wearing liquid 
eyeliner since I was born, and as an adult 
who frequently covers my eyelid all the way 
up to my eyebrow, it’s a great value, and the 
brush allows for tiny detail. I buy this product 
in bulk!

lady
stardust

from tattooing at 
her studio by day to 
performing onstage 
with her band gazebos 
at night, we follow 
shannon perry around 
to talk ink and how she 
gets her signature red 
lipstick to last. 
When did you start tattooing?
About a decade ago, but I hadn’t been 
properly trained and only wanted to tattoo 
myself. Tattoos are expensive, and I figured 
I was good enough at drawing and poor 
enough to try to overcome my fear of 
needles. I didn’t properly apprentice until 
I was almost 30 years old. Getting my 
own studio was just a matter of being 
in the right place at the right time. It’s a 
beautiful space, and I’m very lucky to 
be able to share it with my awesome 
flatmates, [the owners of] Actual 
Pain, whose name is probably more 
appropriate for a tattoo shop, but they 
sell clothes.

How would you describe your 
tattoo aesthetic?
I always knew I was more into a 
line-based style, and part of the 
reason I ended up tattooing myself 
is because I didn’t see that kind 
of work anywhere. Nowadays, 
there are tons of alternative-style 

tattooers and line-based tattooers. 
It’s nice to see the world of tattoos 

opening up! I pretty much just 
converted my drawing style over to 

tattoos. I actually avoided following 
tattooers when I started out for fear 

that I would subconsciously assimilate 
to what was “normal,” or accidentally rip 
someone off. Nowadays, however, I feel 

very comfortable with my personal style, 
so I follow a ton of tattoo artists. There 
are so many nuanced styles out there; it’s 
really fun to watch.

How did Gazebos start?
I joined my first band [Dalmatians] when 
I was 20 years old, doing some electro 
screamy punk stuff, then had an artsy/
twee band for some years called KHV, 
which stood for “Katharine Hepburn’s 
Voice,” and then I played drums in a 
garage duo called Butts a few years 
back. My current band, Gazebos, 
is a conglomeration of a bunch of 
Seattle-based musicians who have 
been around for the long haul. Most 
of us have been in other bands with 
each other, dated each other’s band 
members, or grew up together.

by jade taylor. photographed by 
ashley armitage 
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cool for the summer

endless 
flowers
Fragrance junkies, rejoice! While 
most may tend toward fruitiness when 
searching for a new seasonal scent, 
we here at NYLON like to rebel with 
a truly unique perfume. Enter: A Lilac 
a Day by Vilhelm Parfumerie. The 
intoxicating eau features notes of blue 
lilac, spring freesia, Egyptian jasmine 
absolue, galbanum, black amber, and 
Turkish rose absolue—not only does 
the mix completely capture the classic 
flower, but it also has a dry down that’s 
unexpectedly sensual. Lilacs only bloom 
for a brief moment each year, so get 
your paws on this blend and keep your 
nose satisfied year-round! vilhelm 
parfumerie a lilac a day eau de 
parfum, $245 for 3.4 fl. oz., 
barneys.com

i serve the 
base
As most of us know, the worst thing 
about wearing foundation in the 
summer is wearing foundation in the 
summer. There’s nothing more tragic 
than makeup sweat stains on our 
T-shirts, or the inevitable cake face that 
occurs when your base slides around 
after walking a measly few blocks. But 
thanks to Surratt, we no longer have 
to sweat the small stuff: The brand is 
launching their first-ever foundation, 
the Surreal Skin Foundation, which 
magically dispenses through a plush 
angled brush for effortless application 
and quick touch-ups for on-the-go ladies 
such as ourselves. Although the formula 
feels weightless, it gives an impressive 
medium-to-full coverage, while still 
remaining virtually undetectable on the 
skin. Talk about #majorkey. surratt 
beauty surreal real skin foundation 
wand, $65, sephora.com

get hyphy this season with these four must-have beauty 
staples. by jade taylor. illustrated by iscreamcolour
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pop that
With an already-impressive cosmetics 
collection under their effortlessly street-
styled belts, KYE and Shu Uemura 
have done it again by extending their 
collaboration with two hair-product 
offerings. The first is Color Lustre, a glaze 
conditioner for color-treated hair that gives 
locks radiance and shine while nourishing 
them with a blend of musk rose oil and 
goji berry extract. The second is Ultimate 
Remedy, a conditioner that’s to be used 
by those with ultra-damaged hair, since it’s 
formulated with a powerful keratin cement 
and lotus infusion to instantly restore 
wrecked strands. The thirst may be real 
this summer, but it won’t be for your hair. 
shu uemura art of hair x kye color 
lustre and ultimate remedy, $58 each, 
shuuemura-usa.com

shadow of 
love
What makes an eye shadow palette 
perfect? For us, there are a few factors 
to look for: The textures and finishes, 
the shade variety, and lastly, wearability. 
With that being said, we’re stoked to let 
you know that we’ve found this shadow 
trifecta with Anastasia Beverly Hills’ 
brand-new Modern Renaissance eye-
shadow palette. The hues are all warm-
toned, which not only means that your 
summer goth look will be complete when 
worn accordingly, but it’ll also flawlessly 
transition into your fall makeup bag, too. 
It’s safe to say that it was love at first 
swipe. anastasia beverly hills modern 
renaissance eye shadow palette, $42, 
anastasiabeverlyhills.com



it’s not easy catching up with a star who’s rising as quickly 
as this one. good thing she’s everywhere. by lisa butterworth. 

photographed by olivia malone. styled by sean knight

DESPERATELY 
SEEKING 
HALSEY



top and gloves by 
christopher kane, 
pants by giulietta, 
boots by alexander 
wang, earrings, 
choker, and bracelet 
by eddie borgo. 
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jacket by 3.1 phillip 
lim, skirt by adam 
selman, ring by del-
fina delettrez.



asks the young reporter next to me, 
craning her neck. We’re working the 
red carpet at Los Angeles’ MTV Movie 
Awards, and the piercing shrieks of 
teens and a staccato assault of camera 
flashes indicate that yes, the 21-year-old 
musician is making her way along the 
carpet. She looks downright stunning 
in coral shorts, a sequined bra, and 
matching jacket, her close-cropped hair 
its natural dark brown. Ensconced by 
a small entourage of publicists, Halsey 
bobs and weaves down the line of 
journalists vying for her attention, but 
throws her arms around me when I 
introduce myself amid the chaos. “What 
does your button say?” she asks imme-
diately, pointing to the pin on my denim 
jacket. “Winona Forever. Ooooh, I love 
that! My merch used to say ‘Rap Game 
Winona Ryder.’ She’s my style icon.” 
As quickly as she drops this nugget 
of info our conversation’s over. There 
are too many fans to hug on the other 
side of the carpet, not to mention a 
performance to give. With a promise 
that we’ll see each other again soon she 
moves on, and the arrival of celebs like 
Tyler Posey and Chris Pratt elicit a new 
round of frenzy. 

Within the hour, Chris Hemsworth 
and Jessica Chastain introduce the 
rising star to the Warner Bros. studio 
lot stage, where she struts around in a 
strappy leotard and dramatic white cape 
as if she were born to do so. With fake 
snow floating in the air, she launches 
into a tune that’s featured in The 
Huntsman: Winter’s War. “I’m headed 

straight for the caaaaaaaastle…,” she 
sings to a crowd that’s singing right 
along with her.

“I literally black out when I do red car-
pets because it’s the most terrifying 
and anxiety-ridden fucking experience 
of my entire life,” says Halsey a week 
later when we sit down for lunch. We’re 
on the patio of a restaurant at a golf 
course in the Southern California des-
ert, and the musician looks decidedly 
more casual in a crop top and baggy 
distressed jeans. One of her only 
accessories—besides her long, pointed 
nails—is a Coachella wristband. It’s the 
Friday of the iconic Indio music festival’s 
first weekend, the day before Halsey’s 
scheduled to perform. 

It’s hard to believe the self-assured 
pro I met at the Movie Awards was ter-
rified, but she had good reason to be: It 
was only her second red carpet experi-
ence ever. And the fact that she walked 
directly from there to a performance 
watched by 3.5 million people would 
make even a veteran pop star nervous. 
But that kind of leap is par for Halsey’s 
course. Less than two years ago she 
was better known as Ashley Frangipane, 
a run-of-the-mill broke cool girl, couch 
surfing with friends around New York, 
unsure of how she was going to pay for 
her next meal. “There were definitely 
points where we’d be like, ‘We dead-
ass can’t eat,’” she recalls, as we order 
salads, fish tacos, and beers. 

Just a few weeks ago she moved 
into a house on a hill in L.A.’s Sherman 
Oaks neighborhood and invited those 
same friends to come live with her. It 
has a swimming pool and an “insane” 
view, Halsey says: “I keep just waking 
up and being like, ‘Is this my house? Is 
this really my house? Are you sure?’” 

In a few short years Halsey’s gone 
from being a New Jersey teen with a 
popular Tumblr to one of the music 
industry’s fastest rising stars. She’s 
sold out a headlining show at Madison 
Square Garden, performed with 
Justin Bieber on the Today show, and 
released a gold album, Badlands, that 

reached No. 2 on the Billboard charts. 
She’s amassed 2.3 million followers 
on Instagram and 1.4 million on Twitter, 
the kind of audience that warranted 
a call from Twitter when she decided 
to temporarily quit a couple of months 
ago. Halsey, whose name is an anagram 
of Ashley and a nod to a subway stop 
in Brooklyn’s Bed-Stuy neighborhood, 
has basically been on warp speed to 
stardom.

“I was like, ‘Maybe my friends’ll like 
this,’” Halsey says of “Ghost,” the dark 
pop single with eerily intimate lyrics that 
she put up on SoundCloud in 2014. 
Overnight, record companies came 
calling, and before long she signed to 
Astralwerks, released an EP, Room 93, 
and headed out on tour with the likes 
of The Weeknd and Imagine Dragons. 

“Walk onstage in front of 20,000 people 
in an arena opening up for fucking 
Imagine Dragons, you think to yourself, 
There’s a possibility that I can’t do this. 
That I go out there and I fucking choke. 
But ‘no’ is not an option,” she says. 

“Rolling with the punches has become 
my mantra.”

Performing for 20,000 people is not 
something Halsey could even fathom as 
a kid in small-town New Jersey. “I grew 
up in a pretty chaotic household,” she 
says. “Both of my parents are very, very 
emotional people.” They’re also very 
young, and Halsey says her relationship 
with them has always functioned more 
like a friendship. “That was an actual 
existential crisis for me in middle school, 
being like, ‘Why don’t my parents feel 
like my parents?’” she jokes, holding 
her head in her hands for exaggerated 
effect. The tattooed 1 and 7 on the 
middle and pointer fingers of her right 
hand catch my eye. “That was a pretty 
pinnacle time in my life,” she says of her 
17th year. “I went from being a little kid 
to, like, a very weathered adult in a year,” 
she says. “I got kicked out of my house, 
I traveled the whole country by myself, I 
found out I had bipolar disorder, I dealt 
with a sexual assault.… That year was 
like Murphy’s Law, man.” 

She was also dating a guy who was 
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“OMG, 
is that 
Halsey?”
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dress and necklace 
by chanel. 



“i went from being 
a little kid to, like, 
a very weathered 
adult in a year.”

using heroin. “I had never even got-
ten drunk when I was 16, and a year 
later I’m watching someone shoot up 
in their living room.” That experience, 
in part, inspired “Ghost,” a song that 
demonstrates the openness the artist is 
willing to share with the world, and one 
that’s helped forge a fierce bond with 
her fans. 

It’s also one of the first things Dan 
Reynolds, the lead singer of Imagine 
Dragons, noticed about her when his 
band was looking for someone to bring 
on their Smoke + Mirrors tour. “It’s 
especially hard right now in this world 
of social media to speak your mind 
because the world just jumps all over 
you for anything,” he says when we chat 
by phone. “She had a voice from a very 
early stage in her career, which is huge. 
She’s gutsy.” 

But being gutsy makes Halsey a light-
ning rod for criticism. Nearly everything 
she does elicits a response, whether 
it’s business, like her M.A.C collab, 
which prompted calls of hypocrisy 
(“It’s not tested on animals, and I’m not 

even vegan!”), or extremely personal 
(“People can be shitty, like, ‘Oh, she 
talks about bipolar disorder for atten-
tion’”). Even simply shaving her head of 
the long locks she’d often dyed bright 
blue garnered online vitriol. “I saw thou-
sands of tweets from kids who were like, 
‘Yeah, that’s it, I don’t want to be her fan 
anymore,’” she says. But shaving her 
head was more than an arbitrary aes-
thetic decision. It was a purge—shed-
ding a symbol of femininity. “Hair has 
also been a big indicator of racial issues 
in my life,” says Halsey, whose father is 
black. “It’s one of the ultimate symbolic 
struggles for women of color. Shaving 
my head was important to me because 
I needed to be able to prove that I 
could still love myself if I did it.” Now 

“straight white dudes,” as Halsey calls 
them, clog up her comments, telling her 
how ugly she looks with short hair. “I’m 
like, ‘That’s cool dude,’” she says with a 
laugh. “I really could not care less about 
what you think.” 

But caring less is still something she 
struggles with. Underneath the swear-

ing, sarcasm, and bravado is a very 
tender heart, a writer’s soul. “I would 
get into [the comments], and I would be 
like, ‘Why do you fucking care?’” she 
says, her voice lilting emphatically. “Also, 
what are you going to do? There are 
some things I have the power to make a 
difference in, but people being mean on 
the internet is not one of them. If I stood 
up and turned my whole career into a 
fucking campaign to end cyberbullying, 
I would get cyberbullied for that.” 

That mix of strength and vulnerabil-
ity comes through her music as well. 

“[Her voice] is so powerful, but it feels 
like there’s something fragile about 
it,” says Skrillex when we speak on the 
phone. It’s why he handpicked Halsey 
to duet with Justin Bieber on “The 
Feeling,” one of the Purpose tracks he 
produced. Since then the two bonded 
during Lollapalooza’s South American 
run, going to baile funk parties in Brazil 
and watching dubstep together (see 
Skrillex’s Instagram for a seriously ador-
able video of them doing the Macarena 
onstage during one of Zedd’s sets). It 
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was on tour that they started collaborat-
ing, something they’re heading back 
into the studio soon to finish. “She’s 
not fighting to climb to the top with a 
sound that’s already there—she created 
her own style,” he says. “You can hear 
emotional lyrics, but really well written 
emotional lyrics, and no one—Rihanna, 
Katy Perry—is doing it like that. She’s in 
her own lane, it’s really sick.”

Halsey’s salad sits in front of her 
mostly untouched; she’s too busy regal-
ing me with stories and opinions to 
eat. She’s charged up for sure, but she 
hasn’t exactly had a minute to chill out 
for at least 12 months. 

“She seemed a little bit scatter-
brained and nervous,” says Reynolds 
of the first time he met Halsey. “Truly, 
chain-smoking cigarettes. But as I got 
to know her it’s actually a really lov-
able quality. It’s not that she’s nervous, 
she’s just got a million things going off 
in her head,” he says. “I’m sure people 
who follow her on Instagram are like, 
‘Oh, this girl is so pretty.’ But when 
you meet her in person, she’s just got 
so much depth and intelligence and 
charisma. She’s like a really beautiful 
nervous wreck, is the best way I can 
describe her.”

If there’s a day that would warrant 
being a nervous wreck, it’s this one. 
Halsey first attended Coachella a 
year ago, with her now ex-boyfriend, 
Norwegian musician Lido (who pro-
duced Badlands), when “no one knew 
who the fuck I was,” she says. This year, 
everything’s different. She’s planned 
every element of her performance, down 
to the costume. “I drew the sketches 
myself and sent them out to designers. 
I’m a control freak,” she admits. When 
I ask if she’s always been that way, 
she drops her fork with a clatter and 
widens her eyes. “No. Oh my god, no. 
My parents don’t know who the fuck I 
am anymore. I never did homework, my 
room was a fucking mess, I didn’t care 
if my clothes were dirty. I was the most 
loose, lazy, completely fluid, lucid gypsy 
woman,” she says. “I just became such 
a, forgive me, but such an anal retentive 

this past year, because I got something 
that I was scared to lose.” 

It’s a shift that caused her a lot of 
anguish, ratcheting up her social anxiety. 
She was beating herself up because 
she was afraid she wasn’t fun any-
more. I can see the wheels spinning in 
her head as she tells me this, but her 
heightened sense of awareness can 
have a positive effect as well: Our lunch 
ends unexpectedly when a last-minute 
costume-tailoring situation arises. But 
Halsey takes it in stride—letting go of 
perfection is a work in progress. “My 
new mentality is like, ‘That’s just what 
you look like. You’re a little dirty and kind 
of messy and you’re never ever gonna 
be perfect like all these other pop stars 
and just fucking take it or leave it and go 
put on a really good show.’ That’s what 
I’m trying to tell myself,” she says, before 
hugging me goodbye and throwing a 
double peace sign on her way out of the 
restaurant. 

On Saturday at Coachella, as the sun 
sets over the dusty field and Australian 
rocker Courtney Barnett ends her set, 
the crowd disperses as a new one works 
its way to the stage. These are the fest-
goers who came to see Halsey, so dedi-
cated that they’re jockeying for a place 
that will get them up close and personal 
long before her set is scheduled to start. 
A guy wearing shorts, no shirt, and a 
bandanna around his neck asks everyone 
in his vicinity if they’ve seen her before. 

“It’ll blow your mind,” he says, miming an 
explosion near his temple. A girl behind 
me turns her phone’s camera on herself 
and her three friends, a flurry of fringe 
and bangles and flowy skirts. “I’m so 
excited!” she squeals. 

Finally, purple lights click on, flood-
ing the dark stage. The first notes 
of “Gasoline” play and Halsey steps 
out in an impressively high-cut white 
leotard, her eyelids sparkling with glit-
ter. It’s a dramatic entrance that kicks 
off an equally dramatic set, complete 
with pyrotechnics, a sexually charged 
performance with a gravity-defying pole 
dancer, and a surprise appearance by 
Brendon Urie from Panic! at the Disco, 

which Halsey describes onstage as 
the “band that changed [her] fucking 
life.” The two sing her hit single “New 
Americana,” before launching into 
Panic’s “I Write Sins Not Tragedies.” 
The crowd loses its mind, much like 
Urie did the first time he saw her per-
form. “I was just blown away by her 
presence,” he says. “She has this really 
strong walk and she knows exactly 
where she wants to be. Every word 
has a strong meaning behind it. To me 
that’s really powerful.” 

 
The following morning at my Palm 
Desert hotel, the free cook-to-order 
breakfast line is full of bleary-eyed 
Coachella-goers. As I wait for my pan-
cakes and scrambled eggs, I eaves-
drop on the table nearest mine as they 
debrief their weekend. A guy wearing 
a snapback asks his tablemates to 
declare the best show they’ve seen so 
far. “Halsey,” says the girl sitting next to 
him, the remnants of a gold foil tattoo 
clinging to her forehead. “Hands down.” 

I relay this story to the singer when 
we meet up later in the day. It’s swel-
tering and we’ve taken shelter under 
the tents of the VIP area to the left of 
Coachella’s main stage. She’s wearing 
a blue camo halter top and the same 
distressed jeans she was wearing on 
Friday. “Really?” she asks. “That’s nice 
to hear.” She’s more subdued today, 
still processing her personal critique 
of last night’s performance despite the 
fact that reviews christened it as “star-
making.” The singer tells me the second 
weekend’s performance will be better. “I 
care about my shows so fucking much. 
If I play a show and it’s not the best 
show anyone has ever seen, it’s not 
good enough for me,” she says. “I’m like 
that with everything. If I’m not the best 
person you’ve ever had sex with, we 
need to do it again, like, I need to fix it.”

It’s hard to tell whether she’s joking, 
but the singer’s overt sexuality is a 
big part of the Halsey package. In an 
industry that has a history of sexual-
izing young female artists, you can tell 
that Halsey totally owns this aspect of 
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coat, collar, and 
gloves by simone 
rocha, sunglasses 
from the way we 
wore.
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faux fur coat by emporio 
armani, vintage bathing 
suit from the way we 
wore, boots by valentino. 

hair: serena radaelli at 
cloutier remix using 
kérastase paris nutri-
tive magistral. makeup: 
lottie at streeters using 
tom ford beauty. mani-
curist: whitney gibson at 
nailing hollywood using 
marc jacobs enamored 
high shine polish in 
gatsby and cora.



her performance. “I started off the bat as a 
very sexual artist. I wasn’t like a Disney kid-
turned-bad girl. America didn’t have to let 
go of their sweetheart,” she says. “A lot of it 
is just trying to be a sexual person in a way 
that I think is healthy, honest, celebratory, 
encouraging, and unapologetic.” She’s been 
open about her bisexuality, another thing 
strangers see fit to comment on. “People 
will say, ‘Halsey’s pretending to be bisexual 
to get more album sales.’ I’m like, wow, god-
damn, it is incredible that we live in a fuck-
ing year where being queer helps you sell 
records,” she says with a laugh, her voice 
dripping with sarcasm. “Like, that’s a pretty 
wild development in the music industry.” 

It’s also one of the things that’s domi-
nated her narrative, whether she wants it to 
or not. “It’s like, Who is Halsey? Halsey’s a 
singer, Halsey’s bisexual, biracial, and she 
has a mental illness. That’s meeee, that’s 
how you sum me up in a nutshell,” she says 
with an exasperated laugh. “I’m so much 
more than that. I like to cook and I paint 
really well, and I play eight instruments. I 
write, I’m well traveled, I have so many more 
experiences and talents and interests than 
these things that I’ve been condensed into.”

We’re interrupted by a girl who has her 
iPhone out. “Are you Haysley?” she asks. 

“Yeah, I’m Halsey,” she corrects the girl 

before posing gamely for a photo. It’s a 
funny flipside of fame that she has a sense 
of humor about. “We joke around all the 
time like, I’m the biggest artist in the world 
that no one’s ever heard of,” she says, 
cracking a smile. “Like, I can show up to a 
sold-out show at Madison Square Garden 
and they’ll still probably spell my name 
wrong on the marquee.” Of course notori-
ety has its upsides, too. The night before, 
Halsey met Katy Perry at a Jeremy Scott 
party. “She was like, ‘Finally, I’ve been try-
ing to meet you.’ I was like, ‘Yeah, you’ve 
been trying to meet me for a year, I’ve been 
trying to meet you for 10,” she recounts 
with a laugh. “I love her so much. I think 
she’s an incredible businesswoman.” 

A week later I catch up with Halsey again, 
this time by phone. She’s at a tattoo parlor 
in Williamsburg, preparing to get inked with 
four symbols from one of her favorite books, 
The Little Prince. In a few days, she’ll attend 
the Met Gala, as sure a sign as any that 
she’s arrived. It’s raining, but it feels good 
to be back, she tells me. “I complain a lot 
about feeling too big. Like I’m too loud or 
too talkative or too anxious or unpredictable. 
I’m like that scene in Alice in Wonderland 
where she’s in that tiny room and her body’s 
giant, poking out the windows and the 

doors,” she says. “New York is just so busy 
and stimulating that when I come here, I feel 
like I’m the right size.” 

It’s fitting that I find her back in the city that 
launched her career, where putting a song 
on SoundCloud snowballed into a juggernaut 
pop career. But Halsey reminds me that she’s 
more than just numbers. “All people want to 
talk about is the math, the ticket sales and 
the Twitter followers and the favorites and the 
views and the album sales,” she says. “We 
can talk fucking metrics if you want, I know 
all about them. But underneath all of that 
is something really genuine and authentic. 
Something you can’t explain with math.”

And she’s right. There’s something under-
neath. Her fans feel it. The crowd at Coachella 
felt it. It’s the real explanation, however ephem-
eral, for how fast and far she’s come. Or, in her 
words: “Imagine I’ve got a rope tied around 
my waist, OK? And behind me is a really 
heavy one-ton block of steel. I slowly started 
picking up speed, and now I’m fucking run-
ning as fast as I can, and this block of steel is 
trailing behind me and if I stop it’s gonna slam 
into me and kill me. That’s how I feel,” she 
says excitedly, so I know it’s not a bad thing. “I 
just need to keep going.” 

“if i stood up and turned my 
whole career into a campaign to 
end cyberbullying, i would get 
cyberbullied for that.”
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dress by ashish,
bathing cap by  
manuel diaz.
models: lucas ucedo 
at ford models, cynda 
at ford models, 
sam at soul artist 
management

from left: coat by 
saint laurent by 
hedi slimane, top by 
nicopanda, pants 
by vivienne west-
wood man, shoes by 
calvin klein collec-
tion, rings by gucci; 
blazer by emporio 
armani, pants by 
woodhouse, shoes 
by alexander wang, 
hat by eugenia kim, 
ring on right pointer 
finger by psyche 
jewelry, ring on right 
ring finger by jovana 
djuric, ring on left 
middle finger by 
wouters & hendrix; 
top, boots, and ring 
on pinky finger by 
gucci, pants by 
public school, ring 
on ring finger by lhn 
jewelry, stylist’s own 
jacket.



blazer by comme 
des garçons homme 
plus, top by nicopan-
da, pants by kenzo, 
shoes by christopher 
kane, earrings by 
veronique leroy, styl-
ist’s own tights.
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jumpsuit by fendi, 
top worn underneath 
by the hundreds, 
boots by louis 
vuitton, earrings by 
chanel, necktie from l 
train vintage, ring by 
lhn jewelry, gloves by 
lacrasia. 





blazer by emporio 
armani, top and 
booties by sonia by 
sonia rykiel, pants 
by philosophy di 
lorenzo serafini, hat 
by henrik vibskov, 
belt by alexander 
wang, necklace by 
haze, bracelet from 
andarchive.  





blazer and 
sunglasses by 
moschino, pants 
by emporio armani, 
suspenders by h&m, 
earrings by we who 
prey, ring by wxyz 
jewelry.
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vest by opening ceremony, 
top by claudia li, choker by 
joomi lim, belt from beacon’s 
closet, stylist’s own pants.  

hair: peter matteliano at 
kate ryan inc. using kevin 
murphy. makeup: colleen 
runne at kate ryan inc. using 
chanel. manicurist: miss pop 
using dior vernis. stylist’s 
assistants: ayanna spearman 
and mahfoud laaziz.
models: lucas, cynda, 
and tsheca at ford, sam 
and rochana at soul artist 
management, elena and 
meng meng at fusion, 
georgie at profile.
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brooke candy shines in glittery glam looks, perfect  
for poolside. by danielle bacher. photographed  
by janell shirtcliff. styled by karen levitt
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dress by ashish,
bathing cap by  
manuel diaz, earring 
by delfina delettrez 
worn throughout. 



dress and shirt by 
the 2nd skin co.,
boots by kira goodey, 
harness by zana 
bayne.

opposite page: dress 
by ashish,
bathing cap by  
manuel diaz.





sweater by la perla, 
bodysuit by bao 
tranchi, sleeves by 
adrienne landau,
sunglasses by 
a-morir, ring on right 
hand by joanna laura 
constantine, ring on 
left hand by cc skye, 
stylist’s own pins. 



jacket and pants by 
dsquared2,
bralet by cheng-huai 
chuang, 
bra by h&m,  
headphones by 
lorand lajos,
earrings and rings 
by joanna laura 
constantine.





shrug by adrienne 
landau, swimsuit by 
norma kamali,
sunglasses by 
a-morir.

opposite page: top by 
death by dolls,
sunglasses by 
a-morir.



top by death by dolls,
sunglasses by 
a-morir.

hair: michael dueñas 
at tmg-la.com using 
r+co. makeup: 
anthony nguyen at 
opus beauty using 
m.a.c cosmetics. 
manicurist: sarah 
chue for exclusive 
artists management 
using dior vernis.
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“I’M OBSESSED WITH DEATH,” says 
rapper-singer Brooke Candy before 
taking a big bite of egg-white scram-
ble. We’re eating at Los Angeles’ famed 
Chateau Marmont, but as someone 
who doesn’t buy into the hype of who’s 
who in Hollywood, she’s not a regular 
here. “But the label is paying for it, so 
fuck it,” she whispers, and then laughs. 

She turns to show me the patch 
reading death that is hand-sewn to 
the back of her black denim jacket, a 
gift from a designer friend. “Death is 
honest. I’m not scared of it. Bring it 
on,” says the 26-year-old. She puck-
ers her lips, which are coated in cherry 
red lipstick from a line she created 
for M.A.C last year. The color is called 
Mind Control. 

Naturally, this morbid obsession has 
crept into her music. “Paper or Plastic,” 
a song off of The Daddy Issues, Candy’s 
upcoming debut album, features lyrics 
such as, “Why do all the good girls 
have to die?/ Living in a bad girls’ par-
adise.” But her fixation is about more 
than finality: “Death is the beginning of 
something much bigger,” she says. “All 
the energy that exists in this life is mir-
rored in death. There is nothing to be 
afraid of.” Candy asks if I believe in re-
incarnation and exclaims “I do!” before 
I have a chance to answer. When I tell 
her I’ve seen ghosts, she asks whether 
we can find a Ouija board: “Let’s talk to 
some ghosts! I’m dying to.”

Since entering the cultural con-
sciousness in 2012 with an evocative 
starring role in Grimes’s video for 

“Genesis,” Candy has changed her look 
on the regular, from club kid in hot 
pink braids to diamond-studded glam 
alien to her current toned-down but 
still striking guise: dreamy punk with 
platinum bangs and side locks, the 
back of her head shaved, a very L.A. 
interpretation of a Chelsea cut. She 
has 33 tattoos, but her favorite is on 
her right hand. It’s a noose in the shape 
of a heart. The word self appears in 
black letters above it. It reminds her to 
stay grounded.

In 2014, Candy signed to RCA 
Records and released her first EP, 
Opulence, also the name of a track co-
written by Sia and produced by Diplo. 
Sia executive-produced The Daddy Is-
sues as well. Candy also just launched 
her second M.A.C line, which includes 
eye gloss, mascara, eyeliner, bronzer, 
and lipsticks in shades of red, dark 
purple, and bright pink.

Growing up in suburban Southern 
California, Candy felt stuck in a cookie-
cutter world that didn’t understand 
her or her aesthetic. In high school, her 
piercings and purple mullet squashed 
any chances of acceptance by her 
mainstream-leaning peers. “I was 
tormented for how I looked. They were 
the worst years of my life,” she says. 

“There were lots of verbal threats. I 
used to get physically bullied. I was 
pushed, hit in the face. One kid used to 
put me in a headlock and give me noo-
gies every day. It was really depressing.”

Following a bad breakup at age 
21, Candy moved in with her mother 
(her parents divorced when she was 
eight). She and her mom shared a 
one-bedroom apartment. “I came out 
to my mom as pansexual,” she says. 

“Men, women, trans, anything—if I like 
a person, I like a person.” Upon hearing 
this news, her mother kicked her out, 
Candy says. She packed up her Toyota 
and lived out of it for a year, parking on 
West Hollywood streets or in a friend’s 
driveway in Eagle Rock. At the time, 
she was making music and working 
as an exotic dancer, the best way she 
knew to earn extra cash.

“I was severely depressed during that 
time,” she says. “I used a lot of coping 
mechanisms that weren’t healthy. I 
was suicidal. I had issues with alcohol 
and drugs. I was really in the pits of 
darkness. It was either get sober or die.” 

Candy was squatting in Echo Park 
when Sia contacted her via an email 
address she’d put up on her Instagram 
account. At first she thought it was 
just another online bully playing a trick 
on her, but Sia insisted on seeing her 

in person. “She wanted to help me,” 
says Candy. “I guess she saw herself in 
me. I think she wanted to protect me, 
which is what good women do.” Sia 
helped her get sober and find manage-
ment. “She taught me to help others,” 
Candy adds. “It was easy to listen to 
her, because she represents everything 
I want to accomplish. I owe her a lot.”

Candy’s top goals as of right now 
are to keep on a positive path and to 
perfect her music. “My sobriety is re-
ally important. It’s allowed me to clear 
my mind and feel like I’m not alone,” 
she says. Still, even today, Candy finds 
it difficult to feel comfortable in her 
skin—especially on the set of fashion 
shoots, where she’s been scolded for 
eating food or having bad skin. “It’s 
damaged my psyche a little bit,” she 
says. “I think the most powerful thing 
is for women to love ourselves and 
project that,” she says. Though it’s not 
always easy in an industry that’s infa-
mous for its mistreatment of women.

“I support Kesha 100 percent,” she 
says in regard to the artist’s recent 
contract dispute involving an alleged 
sexual assault. “This industry is domi-
nated by men, but women have the 
ability to take control of it. The truth 
will set you free. Kesha is so punk rock.”

No matter how difficult things 
get, Candy enjoys spreading positiv-
ity. “It’s taken me a minute to feel like 
me again,” she admits. “But I’m finally 
there.” We exit the Chateau and start 
walking toward her apartment. When 
asked to reflect on her newfound 
fame, she responds, “Listen, I’m not 
saving the world. I make songs and 
dance around. But it’s my art, and I 
think it’s important for young girls to 
hear a message of transformation and 
overcoming struggle. That’s what this 
new album is all about: being a good 
person, and self-love. We all need it.” 
With that, she bids me adieu and en-
ters the crosswalk, the word goodbye 
tattooed on her shaved scalp.
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Some of us remember popping an Ace 
of Base tape into a Walkman, with its 
limited battery life and finicky rewind 
button. Or having our hand hovering at 
the ready as the radio DJ announced 
the new Gin Blossoms single, prepared 
to hit record at the exact right moment. 
These were the days when mixtapes 
were real, physical objects that were 
passed around from hand to hand 
instead of hard drive to hard drive, only 
to become lingering artifacts of 
relationships past, moments in time. 
But this isn’t just about nostalgia. 
 Today’s biggest music fans didn’t all 
live through the ’80s, yet plastic 
cassette tapes have once again 
become very much a part of pop 
culture, offering a fresh way to 
experience an album or an EP—even 
the beloved “cassingle” is seeing a 
comeback. And it’s not a fringe trend, 
either: Artists such as Beck, Green Day, 
Weezer, Kanye West, Halsey, and The 
Weeknd all have their albums available 
on tape. 
 Cassettes may seem like an unlikely 
audio medium to resurface, especially 
when you consider their short-lived 
history. Invented in the 1960s and first 
introduced to the public in the late 
1970s, cassettes were a more portable 
alternative to vinyl. There was, however, 
an ongoing debate about their sound 
quality and longevity (you should be so 
lucky to have never spent a frustrated 
hour respooling a broken cassette with 
a pencil). And although cassette sales 

ANALOG 
KIDS
 
EXPLORING THE CULTURAL INSTITUTION THAT IS THE 
CASSETTE TAPE. BY EMILY ZEMLER. PHOTOGRAPHED 
BY RICKY MICHIELS. 
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songs” that James gives to Em in 
Adventureland. The cassette never 
completely left as far as our collective 
consciousness was concerned. 
 So perhaps it makes sense that 
around 2012, something interesting 
happened: Cassettes started to 
re-emerge as modern artists and 
consumers alike began to look for ways 
to diversify how we release and listen 
to music today, and found an existing 
answer in cassettes. Retailers picked 
up on the interest. Urban Outfitters, for 
instance, added cassettes to their 
stores as an extension of their UO 
Mixtape initiative, a free monthly 
curated tape that launched last January 
and has featured the likes of Father 
John Misty and Toro Y Moi.  
 “Urban Outfitters saw the resur-
gence of cassettes as a way to create 
exposure for up-and-coming and 
undiscovered artists and to give those 
artists and record labels engagement 
within our stores and social community,” 
explains Dryw Scully, director of music 
curation at Urban Outfitters. “Cassette 
releases are generally available sooner 
than vinyl, giving our customers another 
opportunity to purchase their favorite 
releases. Cassettes—along with vinyl—
were a natural fit to align with our wider 
music initiatives as another tangible 
music offering. Cassettes also allow 
UO to create something collectible for 
our music customers.” 
 Burger Records has been making 
cassettes since 2007, when they 
released a cassette album from Thee 
Makeout Party!. The reasoning was 
simple: “We put it out so we could 
have all the formats available,” says 
Sean Bohrman, co-owner of the label. 

far surpassed those of vinyl LPs by the 
early 1980s, thanks especially to the 
Walkman and the boom box, there 
continued to be concern among 
audiophiles that the tape failed to play 
a song at its best. Sales of cassettes 
hit its peak in the mid-’80s; by the early 
’90s CDs had taken over the market-
place, with cassette players and 
Walkmans quickly being replaced by 
Discmans and the oh-so-coveted 
multi-disc player. By 2001, cassettes 
accounted for only 4 percent of all 
music sold. It was the end of an era. 
 But even as the cassette tape 
medium fell out of favor among record 
labels, artists, and the public at large, 
the idea of the tape—and more 
specifically the mixtape—never quite 
died. The journey from the home-
burned CDs of the ’90s and early 
aughts all the way through to modern-
day digital playlist sharing on services 
like Spotify can be understood as a 
quest for the mixtape’s spiritual 
successor, an ongoing effort to 
re-create its magic in a higher-tech 
world. The mixtape’s legacy also lived 
on in the hip-hop community, which has 
continued to use the term to describe 
work released outside of the music-
industry establishment—a more 
democratic, more personal, more 
shareable type of project that has 
launched the careers of artists like 
Tinashe and Drake. And that’s not even 
to mention the countless cameos the 
mixtape has made in film, from Rob 
Gordon’s rules for the “subtle art” of 
the “compilation tape” in High Fidelity 
to Boyhood ’s Beatles-themed mix 
bequeathed to Mason Jr. on his 15th 
birthday to the compilation of “bummer 

“After we released our cassette we 
realized that none of our favorite new 
albums were being pressed on tape, so 
we started doing it for other bands, too.” 
 For Bohrman, cassettes are not a 
trend. A cassette’s value is in its ability 
to give a music fan another means of 
listening, never mind that it’s currently 
in vogue. “If your main means of 
listening to music is through the tape 
deck in your car, then you shouldn’t be 
labeled or looked down upon,” he 
notes. “I’ve been listening to tapes all 
my life. That makes it not a fad.” 
 L.A.-based sister duo Bleached’s 
latest album, Welcome the Worms, is 
available as a cassette from Burger 
Records, and for singer-guitarist Jen 
Clavin, that was an inevitability. “I grew 
up listening to cassettes,” she says. 

“My first car was a vintage 1973 Nova 
with only an AM radio so I had a boom 
box that I would play cassettes on that 
we would get at thrift stores. The fact 
that we have the opportunity to put the 
album on cassette—there was no 
question.”  
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one type of person who is snatching up 
all the cassettes. “If cassettes are just a 
hipster fad, the whole world is made up 
of hipsters,” he says. “We serve a 
worldwide market with all types of 
music and other recordings.”  
 So, sure, cassettes have risen in 
popularity after several decades of 
unpopularity, but companies like Burger 
and Urban Outfitters plan to continue 
cultivating a base of music fans who 
want a more palpable—and fun—means 
of listening. This year marks the fourth 
annual Cassette Store Day, and even 
Eminem has plans to reissue his 1999 
effort, The Slim Shady, on cassette 
later in 2016.  
 “Cassettes feel contemporary as 
we’re seeing more and more indie 
bands release their latest EPs and 
albums [in this format],” says Scully. 

“The fact that they’re produced in 
limited quantities makes the cassette 
release an attainable collector’s item 
for the dedicated fan. Music consump-
tion has become a very digital experi-
ence via streaming services, so we see 
the cassette format as unique in that re-
spect. We feel that it follows the 
growth of vinyl as a tangible, personal 
music listening experience.” 
 So go dig up an old Walkman, 
change its batteries, and pop in a tape. 
We won’t judge you, even if it’s by Ace 
of Base. 

 As a musician, Clavin isn’t concerned 
about the sound condition of a 
cassette, and Bleached didn’t change 
anything about the mixing or mastering 
of their album to put it on tape. “It’s 
pretty low quality so it just makes the 
music sound older and lo-fi,” she notes. 

“That’s how it differs, because most 
music is recorded digitally or on really 
high-quality tape two to four inches 
wide. A cassette tape is about 
one-eighth inch so you are compacting 
all that sound in such a small space. 
But you end up with a sound you can 
only achieve that way, a little more 
classic-sounding.”  
 In fact, Steve Stepp, president of the 
National Audio Company, the largest 
remaining manufacturer of cassettes in 
the United States, argues that a tape 
gives you something an MP3 can’t. 

“The analog sound of a cassette tape is 
an actual recording of a musical 
performance with full harmonics and a 
‘warmth’ or ‘live sound’ impossible to 
achieve in digital recordings,” he 
explains. “The world is analog and so 
are our ears.”  
 He doesn’t think this is a passing fad, 
either, and has the numbers to back it 
up. From 2008 to 2014, NAC’s 
cassette sales have increased by about 
20 percent per year and sales for 2015 
increased by 31 percent compared 
with 2014. He attributes much of those 
sales to listeners under 35, however 
Stepp is quick to point out that it’s not 
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dress by valentino, boots by 
newbark worn throughout, 
tights by wolford worn 
throughout, earring and rings 
by lillian shalom, cuffs by 
janis savitt.
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GLEANING GOLD FROM THE ALT-ROCK GODDESS. 
BY JADE TAYLOR. PHOTOGRAPHED BY FELISHA 
TOLENTINO. STYLED BY MARJAN MALAKPOUR

I’m riding through Los Angeles with Garbage frontwoman 
Shirley Manson, heading north toward Griffith Park for her 
photo shoot—a location Manson handpicked—specifically, the 
caves featured in the old Batman TV series. She’s wearing a 
white lace Valentino dress and patent leather white boots, a 
look that complements her faded pastel pink hair. We park the 
car and she heads to the opening of the cave, posing for the 
photographer like a white witch plucked from a dystopian fairy 
tale. Rocks begin to cascade off the cliff and tumble toward her, 
to which Manson shouts, “She died for rock ’n’ roll!” 

Before I have time to process the magnitude of this moment—
sharing space with the woman who basically soundtracked my 
pre-tween existence, from the Garbage songs featured on Daria, 
The X-Files, and Goosebumps to a decade of playing Version 2.0 
on repeat—I’m sitting next to Manson on a couch inside her L.A. 
home. Books are stacked from floor to ceiling, bundles of sage 
rest comfortably on her coffee table. I’m hypnotized by Manson’s 
brilliant takes on everything from contemporary feminism to 
the inspiration behind Strange Little Birds, Garbage’s excellent 
sixth studio album, out June 10 on Stunvolume, the band’s own 
label. Perhaps the thing I’m most unprepared for is Manson’s 
laugh. It’s loud and infectious and follows almost every sentence 
she utters, serving as a sweet buffer between each pearl of 
heavy, honest, hard-earned wisdom. She’s well aware of her own 
strength, intelligence, weirdness, darkness, and humor, but she’s 
also aware that she hasn’t always been this way. And she knows 
that that’s OK, too.

What inspired you to start playing music? 
I played the violin at age eight and piano shortly thereafter, and 
I studied clarinet in high school and sang in the school choir. My 
mother was a big band singer, and my sisters and I listened to 
musical theater—The Sound of Music, Cabaret, Oklahoma, things 
like that. After discovering my mom’s record collection I began 
listening to Billie Holiday, Nina Simone, and Sarah Vaughan. 
And then the hormones hit, and I was hanging out with some 
older boys who introduced me to the Clash, Adam and the 
Ants, and Siouxsie and the Banshees. That’s when the idea of 
rebellious music really kicked in for me.

Garbage just celebrated its 20th anniversary. Does that seem 
crazy to you?
I didn’t think we would ever get to this point. This last year has 
almost been like the beginning of the band for me because I 
realize how fucking lucky we are. I’m among a handful of women 
who have been able to enjoy a career in alternative rock music. 
I played in two bands before joining Garbage and I remember 
thinking if I could just have one single on the radio that would 
be amazing. If I could just have a career like Echo and the 
Bunnymen that would be even more amazing. To sit back and 
look at the career that we’ve had is fucking surreal. 

Was it hard for you being the only girl in the band?
It’s difficult sometimes to distinguish what is just a normal 
difficulty as a musician, because, make no mistake, to be a 
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musician is challenging for a lot of reasons, not least of which 
because it’s competitive. You go up against the wall all day long, 
and it’s tough for everyone, men and women. But unfortunately 
there is an incredibly sexist patriarchal system in place in the 
industry. I’ve never really felt discriminated against by another 
musician, but I definitely have within the business, which has 
been difficult to stomach but not so difficult to counter. If you 
recognize it for what it is, you can fight it.

In light of Kesha’s recent lawsuit and the allegations against 
music publicist Heathcliff Berru, it seems as though women 
are speaking out more now, thanks in part to social media.
It’s a different climate now. The glorious thing that my peers and 
I enjoyed was that for a brief moment, alternative music ruled 
the roost. If you weren’t alternative, you weren’t getting played 
on radio. You weren’t getting on the front cover of magazines. It 
was us bitches who were. And women were taking the game to 
their male counterparts and expecting to be treated as equals. 
It was a different time, and that’s apparent when you look at 
all of these summer festivals—where are all the women on the 
bill? And it’s not because women aren’t making music. It’s not 
because there aren’t great bands out there. It’s because they 
are not being given the opportunity. In the ’90s, if anyone asked 
female musicians if we were feminists, we’d be like, “Yeah, we’re 
fucking feminists!” We all had different styles, but we were all 
very vocal and we pushed. 

Was your generation’s feminism more aggressive?
There is a problem in equating feminism with aggression, 
and I think a lot of young girls as a result wanted to distance 
themselves from being mistaken for being man-hating women. 
The most important message we can impart is that feminism is 
about equality—nothing more and nothing less. It has nothing to 
do with how you interact with other women. It has nothing to do 
with how you interact with men. All it means is that you believe 
in the idea of equality between men and women. I really hope 
that young women understand that. It’s important for all of us 
to stand together and galvanize and demand equality, because 
without that, we’re never going to secure it. 

What can young girls do now? 
They should believe that they are as worthy as anybody else—
they’re as smart, brilliant, creative, resourceful, and they have 
everything they need. I think a lot of women grow up feeling like 

they don’t have what they need to flourish. They’re scared to 
fail. And yes, you will fail. So what? You stand back up and fail 
again and keep trying until you get the job or the life you need. 
Failure is a part of life, and without it you’ll never succeed. You 
build your arsenal by experience, by standing back up to take 
another hit. I wish I had known that more in my own life. Instead, 
I just sat there looking at everybody else—she’s this, she’s that, 
she comes from money, she’s beautiful, she’s a great athlete. 
Eventually I did make whatever small gifts I have work for me, 
but I think most women feel that they are not good enough, and 
my point is you are. Just fucking go work it.

What advice do you have for young female musicians?
I’m wary of giving advice to other musicians because the choices 
I make might be right for me but aren’t necessarily right for 
everybody—but ultimately I believe that you have to be prepared 
to stand by your guns and be your messy, flawed, fucked-up 
authentic self. It’s taken me 20 years to figure out that the best 
version of myself is just me. It sounds incredibly simplistic, but 
it’s not. I would also tell them to have something to say. Don’t 
just stand up there and look pretty. It’s not enough. The media 
will tell you that it’s enough, but being pretty means fuck all 
long-term. You have to be prepared to work hard, sacrifice, be 
competitive, and be ambitious. There are millions of people 
wanting to do what we do, and somehow you have to find a way 
to stand out. The best way to do that is to be your authentic self, 
because that’s what makes you unique. 

Who do you think is doing a good job of that right now?
The one who comes right to mind is Grimes. She, to me, is 
the greatest example of a new generation doing something 
that none of my peers did. I look at her and really believe that 
she’s a bona fide original. She writes and produces all of her 
own material. She’s a force to be reckoned with. She’s not just 
standing up there looking cute, or knowing the right people. 
There’s a lot of that right now, particularly on social media. 
There’s a lot of posturing and “Look at my cool lifestyle!” and 
“Look how beautiful I am” and “Look how outrageous I am!” And 
that’s all very well and good, honey, but where’s your music? 
Produce something. Do the work.

Do you think social media is a blessing or a curse?
Social media has put a pressure on women that my generation 
did not have to endure. So much is made of your appearance, 
of your popularity, and I feel really passionate about being a 
voice out there that is the opposite of what we’re being told 
by the media—that taking our clothes off on social media is 
empowering. By no means is that an empowering act. Now 
I’m not saying that you cannot enjoy your naked body—you 
absolutely should! And if you want to put yourself on social 
media in the nude, so be it. But be aware that there will be 
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tulle top by jenny fox, 
stylist’s own vintage coat. 
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consequences. Doors will not open for you like they have for the 
celebrities who’ve done it. It’s sad. I wish women could walk 
down the street naked and never be under threat, but it’s highly 
unlikely that will ever happen. A woman’s sexuality is really 
powerful. There’s a reason why the patriarchal system tries to 
manipulate that power, and right now, they’re winning. Women 
are objectifying themselves—they’re turning themselves into 
objects and believing they are empowered because they get a 
million likes. It’s like, of course another man or woman wants to 
look at a beautiful woman’s naked body. So fucking what? You’re 
not an object, but if society sees you as an object, they will treat 
you as an object.

Are you active on social media? 
My management is always encouraging me to do so because 
they think if you don’t, you’ll drown in the deluge. I do a limited 
amount, which, to be honest, I find quite pleasurable. I’m a 
real Instagram whore. I love how you can see these incredible 
pieces in the Tate or in the atelier of some incredible designer. 
Instagram, I love. I tried Snapchat once and it’s not for me. There 
has to be some playground for the youth where adults don’t 
come in and pretend they’re super cool and spew all over it. If I 
was young and I saw adults using Snapchat I would be like, “I 
am so done with Snapchat.” [Laughs]

What were you listening to while making the new album?
We listened to a lot of old records, actually. There is a dearth 
of rock bands in the world right now and it’s very hard to find 
those “dark shadow sounds” we like. Our culture has gotten 
very shiny and bright. You switch on the radio and it’s happy 
and pop-oriented, but we’re lovers of sadness, darkness, and 
melancholia. We wanted to make a dark, guitar-driven record. If 
you’re looking to cheer yourself up with some shiny pop music, 
don’t come knocking on our door. But if you want to hear what 
it’s like to struggle as a human being in this very weird, chaotic 
world we’re all living in now, then you’ll hear it in our record. We 
always find solace in sadness. 

When Garbage started, you became such an icon in fashion 
and beauty with your fun outfits and bright red hair. 
When we came up, all of the alt-girls were wearing jeans, plaid 
shirts, and combat boots. And I was like, “How do I stick out 
here?” I was a club girl at the time and neon was just a big part of 
the whole scene. I had a neon pink dress and it was so shocking. 

It looks so innocuous now—it was just a pink minidress, but it was 
the complete opposite of what all of the alt-girls were doing, and 
I stuck out as a result. I think that is what true rebellion is about. 
It’s not wearing the uniform of the rebellious. 

What designers are you loving right now?
I love so many! There’s a Scottish line called Le Kilt—I always 
think of kilts as punk rock. I love Peter Jensen. Of course I love 
Valentino because every piece is divine. I think Gucci right now, 
this season, is insane. Miuccia Prada is a genius. You know, the 
list goes on. I love Acne. I love Proenza Schouler. But I also love 
going into Forever 21, Topshop, and H&M. 

How about vintage shopping?
I don’t have much patience for vintage shopping, but when I do 
it I’m always wondering why I don’t do it more. I have to confess 
that I’m obsessed with 1stdibs.com.

What’s that?
Just know before I go forward that I’ve ruined your life. 1stdibs.
com has incredible vintage items available online, and I’ll tell 
you who turned me on to it: Gwen fucking Stefani. 

What bands are you listening to right now? 
There’s a girl called Du Blonde—she made a record last year 
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called Welcome Back to Milk, and every song is fantastic. She’s 
got a killer voice, she plays guitar, she’s super cool, love her. 
Also, Cherry Glazerr, M.I.A., Chelsea Wolfe, Tei Shi, Screaming 
Females—there’s a whole bunch. The glorious thing is that I’m 
going to be 50 years old this August, and that is really old to 
be doing what I do. And yet, all the women I fell in love with 
when I was a smart teenager—Chrissie Hynde, Debbie Harry, 
Patti Smith—they’re all still working musicians. They inspire 
me not to give up, and I strongly believe that women don’t have 
to capitulate just because they get older. All of the fuss over a 
woman’s appearance is merely a distraction. It’s important that 
young women understand that all of that is very nice and you 
should enjoy your body and your sexuality as long as you’re safe, 
but what are your strengths? Who are you as a person? Are you 
a good friend, a great partner, are you good at your job, do you 
work hard? All of these things create a foundation, because 
eventually youth and beauty leave us all. Be something other 
than your shell. Because the shell drops off, and then you’re left 
fending for yourself in a world that doesn’t give a fuck. 
 
I didn’t expect that segue, but while we’re on the subject, can 
we talk about threats against women’s rights right now? 
I look at a lot of young women struggling in this world and it 
breaks my heart. I want to make things better for them. I want 
young women to speak up and expect equality and not feel 
like they have to grovel for it. They deserve it. I feel protective 
toward women. I don’t know why, I’ve just always felt a love 
for other women and it breaks my heart when I see inequality. 
Human rights are never secure. Once you’ve won them, you 
have to nurture them every day. If we don’t speak up, we will get 
steamrolled. Women have to be savvy and they have to fight and 
push and not settle and not sit by like little dummies going, “Oh, 
I don’t know. Somebody will fix it for me.” No. You have to fight 
for your rights. It’s deadly serious.
 
Aside from speaking up and being vocal, is there an action 
women should be taking?
There’s a happy middle ground. You can shave your armpits and 
be a feminist. You can be incredibly beautiful and glamorous 
and love clothes and wear lipstick and have your nails done 

every week and you can still be a feminist. I’m not sure that all 
young women know that. I want women to expect an orgasm 
when they have sex. There are a lot of things in our society that 
are insidious—a man is encouraged to be sexual while a young 
woman is shamed for it. I encourage everyone to do what it 
is that they want to do, safely of course. This whole nonsense 
about this awful phrase “slut shaming” has to be relegated to 
the back burners. Dreadful term, it really is.
 
What about the Griffith Park caves made you choose them for 
your shoot?
When I was young, I found it very hard to tap into my joy. I felt I 
was in a crisis, like, ‘Wow, you’re No. 1 all over the world and you 
still don’t feel complete or in any way happy.” Twenty years have 
passed, and there will always be moments where I feel despair, 
but for the most part, I feel happy. And one of the reasons is 
because I’ve figured out how to make myself happy. Long story 
short, my husband and I rescued a dog when we moved to L.A. 
and I had to start going outside. By having to go on a walk every 
single day with my dog—and being lucky and privileged enough 
to live so close to Griffith Park—I was up in the mountains every 
day and all of a sudden I found some joy from just exercising, 
being with my dog, and seeing nature. It was a really powerful 
shift for me. It seems ridiculous, but it was a really unexpected 
discovery so late in my life. There’s justice in nature that doesn’t 
exist in mankind. We’ve gotten so warped as human beings. 
When I’m out there, I’m like, “Everything’s cool, everything’s 
going to be fine, this is a good place.” I’m also a big Batman fan.  

If you were a superhero, what would you look like and what 
would your power be? 
Well, of course, I’d have pink hair and white boots—that 
just fucking goes without saying. My superpower would be 
comfort. When I saw someone suffering, I’d come in and put 
a magic blanket over them, and all of a sudden, they wouldn’t 
feel despair. Clearly, I’m drunk [laughs], but that would be rad, 
though, right? 

“don’t just stand up there and look pretty. it’s not   

 enough. the media will tell you that it’s enough, 

 but being pretty means fuck all long-term.”
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WHAT OR WHO (OR WHY, FRANKLY) IS THE GLOBAL 

PHENOMENON KNOWN AS HATSUNE MIKU? 

NYLON INVESTIGATES. BY WILLIAM GOODMAN. 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DAVID ENDICOTT
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hatsune miku image courtesy of french west vaughan.
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Hatsune Miku is a 16-year-old Japanese girl with major pop 
credentials: She’s toured with Lady Gaga and collaborated with 
Pharrell. She sells out 60,000-capacity arenas in her home 
country and has inked deals with Toyota and Google. She’s racked 
up hundreds of millions of YouTube views, inspired a fervent 
global fan base, performed on Late Night With David Letterman, 
and appeared in several video games. She even has a signature 
Givenchy dress. But here’s where it gets interesting: She’s a 
hologram. Yep, an anime-style, teenage version of the Tupac 
hologram that performed onstage at Coachella in 2012. Whoaaa, 
right? It gets even weirder: She’s you.

Unlike other virtual music endeavors, including Blur frontman 
Damon Albarn and artist Jamie Hewlett’s cartoon project Gorillaz, 
there is no behind-the-scenes Miku brain trust, no singular genius 
writing all the music, no visionary art director creating all the 
imagery. Instead, Hatsune Miku is a hub, a collective cyber avatar 
amplifying the creative efforts of her fans across the globe. The 
music she performs, the outfits she wears, and even the sound of 
her own voice are all crowdsourced. Her basic mold is a teenage 
girl with long blue pigtails, but the artist behind the facade may be 
a 58-year-old widower in South Korea or an 11-year-old school girl 
in Tennessee, all eagerly sharing their content on social media and 
Miku-specific online communities. “We then pick songs based on 
their popularity within the fan base,” says Miku’s manager Kanae 
Muraki of fan-made content selected to be featured at concerts, 
expos, and in official videos and album releases. 

Anyone can produce a Miku hit. Thus, all Hatsune Miku fans 
and creators are Hatsune Miku. It’s escapism, 2016-style. Don’t 
you want to be a futuristic musical avatar?

Hatsune Miku was launched in 2007 as a marketing gimmick 
to promote Vocaloid, a music-making software created by 
Crypton Future Media, Inc. The technology allows musicians—
especially those who can’t sing well—to play a melody, enter lyrics, 
and produce a computer-generated vocal track. Each software 
package was given a name—not unlike the latest Apple OS 
update being called El Capitan—and the company doubled down 
on the strategy after a pair of early wins. “I had an intuition that 
the package was a part of [those successes],” says Crypton CEO 
Hiroyuki Ito, “by showing a character illustration and not some 
abstract design, as was usual then. For the release of the newer 

generation software, we decided to go even further and make 
an illustration that would be even more unique and appealing, 
with futuristic pop-culture features and references to music and 
technology.” Miku was born. 

The character shines brightest at IRL events, and with an 
11-date North American tour the cult of Miku is emerging from 
behind computer screens to celebrate. 

I’m waiting in line in the rain for the kickoff event in Seattle. 
Thousands of fans, ranging in age from four to 64, have flooded 
the area surrounding WaMu Theater, many arriving hours early 
to mingle with other Miku die-hards. Most are wearing Miku-
inspired costumes—colorful pigtails, ankle boots, headsets. Some 

A FAN WAITS IN LINE FOR THE HATSUNE MIKU EXPO.
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have arrived in teams of four, eight, even 12, all decked out in 
Miku gear. Many are still groggy from a pre-party held last night 
at the Fred Wildlife Refuge event space, and the most devoted 
among them will show up at a local Barnes & Noble tomorrow to 
contribute art for a new Hatsune Miku music video.

Snapping photos with fellow fans is 19-year-old JemmaKuma, 
who requested to be identified by her social media handle. She’s 
active in the Miku community and boasts hundreds of thousands 
of views on her YouTube channel, which features cosplay makeup 
tutorials, including one called “Living Anime Girl Makeup 
Transformation.” “I just love all the cuteness,” she says of the 
Miku phenomenon. 

Acacia Regnier discovered Miku in middle school while 
browsing YouTube. “I was really into the anime and cosplay 
scenes,” she says, and her favorite Miku song is “Rolling Girl.” 
“I first heard it during a rougher time of my life,” she says of 
the EDM-meets-hard-rock song with over 10 million YouTube 
views. “It helped me through a dark period.” Regnier’s mom, also 
standing in line, deadpans: “She’s 20 now and she’s been into this 
for a decade. Help.”

Inside the venue, the sold-out crowd is mesmerized by a live 
performance from the woman of the hour. Numerous versions of 
the star performing in different outfits, hair colors, and musical 
genres appear on a clear, rectangular screen at the center of the 
stage. She’s dancing, twirling, disappearing, and reappearing in 
poofs of sparkles, like a virtual hybrid of Cinderella and Sailor 
Moon. The four-piece backing band—real humans on drums, keys, 
bass, guitar, and a laptop—propels the show with deep beats, 
rippin’ solos, classical keyboard interludes, and funky rhythms. 
The live band builds a “stronger connection with the audience,” 
says Ito.  

Some fans dance along, most stare intently, but all wield a neon 
green glow stick that resembles a stubby Star Wars lightsaber. 
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FANS ENJOY THE FRED WILDLIFE REFUGE EVENT (ABOVE AND 

TOP RIGHT) AND THE OFFICIAL EXPO (BOTTOM RIGHT).
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In unison, they wave long backstrokes during the verses and 
tomahawk-like hacks during the rapid choruses. The show peaks 
with a song called “World Is Mine.” According to Vocaloid Wiki—
yes, that’s a thing—the song is written/produced by Ryo with 
illustration from Redjuice, both of Miku content production team 
Supercell. With well over 50 million combined YouTube views, 
it’s the most popular Vocaloid song yet. Several fans in the front 
row are crying. The relationship between creators and Miku is a 
strong and emotional one—perhaps Miku provides them with a 
way of connecting with a more vulnerable side of themselves.

The English translation of the name Hatsune Miku is “first 
sound from the future,” which invites the question: Are virtual pop 
stars and holograms the sound (and sight) of tomorrow? Are the 

Kanye Wests, Adeles, and Jack Whites of 2025 all Vocaloids? 
Many human performers are already Auto-Tuned and much of 
their fan interaction is online, so VR would only remove a star’s 
less-desirable traits like drama, egomania, exhaustion. Right? 

Not a chance, says Ito. “Synthesizers and samplers did not 
replace real instruments, even though they are now incredibly 
realistic,” he says. Instead, VR is “offering new possibilities 
and creating new opportunities for different people to create 
and share music.” And after all, it’s a mutually dependent 
relationship: Miku needs fans and creators to exist, and her fans 
need her for inspiration, identity, a creative outlet, and escape.
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A DJ GETS THE PARTY STARTED AT FRED WILDLIFE REFUGE.
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AFTER FLIRTING WITH 

THE MAINSTREAM FOR A 

DECADE, INDIE ICONS 

TEGAN AND SARA FINALLY 

TAKE THE PLUNGE AND GO 

(ELECTRO) POP. BY DAN 

HYMAN. PHOTOGRAPHED BY 

DEREK WOOD. STYLED BY 

DANI MICHELLE

In 2013, Canadian twin sisters Tegan and Sara Quin installed 
a mailbox in the lobby of their concert venues so their fans 
could drop off letters to them, often of the highly personal 
variety. Over the course of seven albums, Tegan and Sara, as 
they’re officially known, had cultivated a devoted following 
that responded to their guitar-centric, heart-swelling music, 
and as their popularity grew, they didn’t want to lose this 
intimate connection they had established. Nonetheless, after 
releasing that year’s Heartthrob, a slick, pop-spiked curveball 
whose hit song, “Closer,” was an earworm that burrowed a 
home in pop radio and helped them land an opening gig on 
Katy Perry’s world tour, they anticipated some backlash. “I get 
it,” Tegan says on a recent Los Angeles afternoon. “Our fans 
attach to a certain era of our band. I’ve been there. But just 
like how I can’t go back and look the way I did when I was 24, 
musically, I can’t go backwards. I don’t want to.”  

Love You to Death, the duo’s latest album, makes it 
abundantly clear: Tegan and Sara are done gazing in the 
rearview mirror. The aggressive, whooshing pop fever dream 
was overseen by of-the-moment producer Greg Kurstin (Adele, 
Ellie Goulding), and it doubles down on its predecessor’s 
mainstream sheen. Whereas Heartthrob found the duo still 
occasionally wielding guitars, LYtD is an entirely electro-pop 
affair. “There were so many years where we felt like people 
would not let us change or evolve,” Sara explains of the duo’s 
forward-thinking mind-set. Even as the 35-year-old identical 
twins collaborated with everyone from rapper Theophilus 
London to punk rockers Against Me! and EDM maestro Tiësto, 
they still found it hard to shake fans’ preconceptions of their 
musical identity. “It was like, ‘No, no, you’re the lesbian folk 
twins that we saw in 1999 and we’re never going to let you live 
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that down,” says Sara. “As a result we really aggressively pushed 
back.”

Sure, the outset of their career was defined by Lilith Fair 
folk, but beginning with 2007’s The Con, their first taste of 
mainstream success, Tegan and Sara progressively incorporated 
more pop elements into their music. By Heartthrob, they’d 
become a full-blown pop act.  

Much to their surprise, the pop world embraced them in 
ways that the sometimes insular indie-rock community never 
had. Last year, they joined The Lonely Island onstage at the 
87th Academy Awards, and performed The Lego Movie’s Oscar-
nominated song “Everything Is Awesome” in front of more than 
65 million viewers. “How wonderful to be included,” Tegan 
recalls. “I like this party a lot better!”  

Tegan and Sara’s new album is undoubtedly hook-heavy with 
pristine production, but, as Sara says, it also includes “some of 
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the most bare, lyrical songs” of their career. The production, she 
emphasizes, doesn’t obscure “the intensity or the emotional 
depth” of the songs. Case in point: On lead single “Boyfriend,” 
Sara, who has been in a relationship with her girlfriend, Stacy 
Reader, for five years, recalls the pain of her partner being 
involved with a man when they first met: “You turn me on, like 
you would your boyfriend/ But I don’t wanna be your secret 
anymore,” Sara sings.  

The sisters’ relationship has evolved in step with their music. 
“I always had this horrible guilt and shame about how much we 
fought,” Sara recalls of their early twenties, when the sisters 
would physically tussle, something Tegan attributes to “power 
struggles with how we expressed ourselves.” She adds, “Over 
the last decade we’ve grown closer and grown to understand 

each other’s vision. I think there’s a level of respect we have 
for one another that has trumped any sort of disagreement or 
personality clash that can happen.”  

It’s also allowed them to operate on a unified front when 
speaking on social issues. On LYtD’s “BWU,” Sara sings: “Save 
your first and last dance for me/ I don’t need a white wedding.” 
She admits she couldn’t have written that song before last year, 
when gay marriage was legalized across the U.S., if only because 
marriage isn’t for her. “Part of what I love about being queer,” 
says Sara, “is I don’t have to adhere to any cultural standards.”  

But with their pop sound firmly crystalized, don’t expect Tegan 
and Sara to remain static. “We’ve survived and thrived because 
we took risks,” says Tegan. “When a lot of artists waited to be 
invited to the party, we invited ourselves.”  
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ELECTRONIC DUO CLASSIXX PROVE THAT YOU REALLY 

CAN GET BY WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM YOUR FRIENDS. 

BY LILY MOAYERI. PHOTOGRAPHED BY EMILY BERL

W I T H I N 
R E A C H
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There is a tidy cottage in a residential neighborhood of Venice, 
California, just a block away from one of its busiest and 
trendiest thoroughfares. Here, in this highly covetable location, 
surrounded by a corrugated and spike-tipped iron fence, is 
the hideout of Michael David and Tyler Blake. The former is a 
floppy-haired brunet with bright eyes and a big smile; the latter, 
a slender blond with a more serious demeanor. Together, they 
make up the indie-dance production duo Classixx.

David’s and Blake’s roles in the group were defined back in 
middle school, when they first started making music together. 
At the time, like any teenage garage band, the two covered 
simple songs while trying to master their instruments—guitar 
and keyboard, respectively. They eventually progressed to 
experimenting with synthesizers and drum machines to hone a 
defining sound. Now, David and Blake are the most agreeable of 
electronic production duos, replete with the comfortable air of 
two guys who have been best friends for over half their lives. 

Their personalities have much to do with their division of 
duties: Blake is more studio-savvy and outgoing, and the one 
who elaborates on ideas. “Tyler’s late every time to everything,” 
David says affectionately of his counterpart. “But he is really 
good-spirited and has no ill will toward anybody. I’m pretty 
cynical and I can be grumpy, and I’m just a little bit cagey. He’s 
all optimism and benevolence.” 

David, on the other hand, is the perfectionist of the two, as well 
as the starter and selector. “We just understand each other,” says 
Blake. “We know one another so well, we have a lot of unspoken 
communication. We don’t have half the struggle because of that. 
Michael’s really controlling and opinionated, but that turns into a 
good thing when making music. I’m the guy who goes with the 
flow, so we balance each other out in a lot of ways.”

Finding that balance undoubtedly contributed to the pair’s 
impact as, essentially, Los Angeles’s answer to New York’s 
avant-garde indie dance sound—whereas New York has the likes 
of LCD Soundsystem and Penguin Prison, who ride a dark and 
gritty balance between electronic and indie rock, Los Angeles 
offers its warm and sunny version with groups such as Poolside, 
Cosmic Kids, and Classixx. This originated at the now-defunct 
Dim Mak Tuesdays at Cinespace—the club where Blake says 
“people were playing music that wasn’t Top 40 club music”—
frequented often by Classixx from 2007 to 2009. “You’d hear 
The Rapture being played into Joy Division, into an old disco 
song,” continues Blake. “That was a turning point, and we were 
there for it.” David adds: “We were also trying to figure out what 
we were doing, attempting to find our sound in the landscape of 
modern electronic music.” 

Considering that their 2013 debut, Hanging Gardens, won over 
dance and indie-music fans alike, it’s safe to say they achieved 
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that goal. On Gardens, David and Blake drew inspiration from 
New York disco, Chicago house, and Detroit techno as much as 
they did from new-wave bands like Depeche Mode, New Order, 
and Talking Heads. But after touring extensively for the record, 
their songwriting muscles needed flexing. So when the time 
came to kick-start their sophomore album, Faraway Reach, it 
was David’s idea for them to independently write five demos 
each in order to get the wheels turning. “We didn’t have enough 
songs for Hanging Gardens,” says Blake. “Making the music for 
Faraway Reach came a lot easier. We had a surplus of ideas that 
could turn into songs. That gave us more time and ability to get 
other musicians involved.”

Faraway Reach maintains Classixx’s mash-up of indie 
and dance influences, with the bubbling rhythms of “Pure 
Distraction” rubbing shoulders with the future-house slap of 
“Ndivile” and the shuffling beats of the irresistible title track. The 
album ups its game with bright and pop-oriented contributions 
from Nonku, T-Pain, Passion Pit, Holy Ghost!, How to Dress Well, 
Panama, and more. 

“When artists make records with such big-name collaborators 
that the album becomes too big to fail, it becomes this mess 
that feels nebulous and weird,” says David. “We tried to bring 
in musicians we’re fans of to see if we could create continuity 
and a cohesive record with disparate singers. We like the idea of 
music with mass appeal, of us stepping into these other worlds 
and connecting with passive music fans, but still maintaining a 
certain level of identity.”
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O P E N  B O O K

ON HER THIRD ALBUM, CHAPTERS, YUNA IS 

TURNING A NEW PAGE WITH HEAVY HIP-HOP 

AND R&B INFLUENCES. BY ALY COMINGORE. 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY GIZELLE HERNANDEZ
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“I feel like I finally know what being a woman is all about,” Yuna 
says over breakfast at her neighborhood café in Los Angeles. 
She’s talking about her new record, but also about the past two 
years of her life, which brought the end of a relationship, as 
well as a whole lot of emotional and artistic growth. “I wrote 
somewhere around 80 songs for this album,” she says, “but the 
songs I was writing were vague, typical, basic. I was writing 
without thinking. It wasn’t until I gathered myself and cooled off 
that I figured out how to bring out the best in me.”

In May, Yuna released Chapters, her third and arguably most 
self-assured studio album to date. “The last record was about 
falling in love and it was very happy and uplifting and colorful,” 
she says. “This album is dark. Some of the songs are upbeat, but 
they’re about me finding myself and embracing my womanhood.”

Born and raised in Alor Setar, the capital of the Malaysian 
state of Kedah, Yuna grew up an only child. She began writing 
her own songs at 19, and continued to do so while she studied to 
become a lawyer. In 2008, with a growing local fan base behind 
her, she started posting her songs (in English and Malay) to 
MySpace, in the hopes of making it big in the United States. By 
2012, she’d put aside her law degree, signed a recording deal, 
and moved to California. 

“Back home, we are pushed to be doctors, lawyers, brain 
surgeons,” she says with a laugh. “Now all my friends are getting 
married and having babies, and I’m doing something insanely 
different. In the last few years I’ve definitely had to remind myself 
that I need to stop worrying about what everyone else is doing.” 
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While the themes in Chapters play to Yuna’s strengths—
exploring issues of love, heartache, and self-discovery with a 
deeply personal and infectiously positive attitude—the album’s 
self-possessed vibe and old-school R&B and hip-hop influences 
are new for her. “When I started working with [my producer] 
Fisticuffs, I knew nothing,” she says. “I came from the folk and 
acoustic world in Malaysia, but living in L.A. you’re immediately 
connected to hip-hop music. You can’t escape it. So I learned 
about Straight Outta Compton and N.W.A. I learned about 
Eazy-E. I studied.”

Along with Fisticuffs, Chapters also features collaborations 
with DJ Premier, who produced the album’s first single, “Places 
to Go,” and Usher, who guest stars on “Crush.” “He was 
wonderful and very particular,” she says of the latter. “He wanted 
to know my background, where I was coming from. It was really 
nice because it shows that he obviously cares about his craft. It 
was overwhelming, though. We had to really think about how 
the song was going to come out, and how it was going to look 
if a Muslim woman was singing about love and he was on the 
track. He really thought about it.”

Talking about her religion is something that Yuna has become 
plenty familiar with in recent years. Since coming to America, 
the singer’s faith—and her headscarf—have become a source of 
constant attention. “It’s something shocking, apparently,” she 
says with a laugh, “but the majority of the people in Malaysia are 
practicing Muslims. We still love music and we still live our lives 
like normal people do. Where I come from, music is so huge—it’s 
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the fabric of our culture. Art is embedded in everything we do. I 
think in America, we’re only familiar with Muslims in countries 
with conflict, but I come out here and meet American Muslims, 
and I can relate to them. I’m a normal girl, and I have a belief 
system just like everyone else does. I feel like I exist to remind 
everybody that there’s a yin and yang in everything.”

Now that Chapters is done, Yuna is refocusing on finding that 
normalcy, and nurturing her other love: fashion. Most recently, 
she relaunched her lifestyle brand under the name November 
Culture, and this August she’ll release Hatta x Yuna, a clothing 
line in collaboration with designer Hatta Dolmat for Asian online 
retailer Zalora.

“Online shopping is huge in Malaysia, so we wanted to do 
something really different,” she says. “It doesn’t look like 
everything else they have in Asia. It’s international, but it still 
feels very Los Angeles.”

As if that wasn’t enough, Yuna has been releasing music 
videos for each song on the new record, Beyoncé-style, and will 
be touring in Europe this fall. “The last two years have been 
challenging, so I’ve been trying to do as much as possible—
music, fashion, just collaborating with friends and making stuff. 
Now it’s all coming together. I’m so excited about all of it.”
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I N  T H E 
M O O D  F O R 
L O V E
NATASHA KHAN HAS SET OUT ON AN EXPLORATION 

OF AFFECTION, AND HER FOURTH ALBUM AS BAT 

FOR LASHES IS THE COMPASS. BY FIONA DUNCAN. 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SCOTT LEÓN. STYLING BY 

MEREDITH ERICKSON ZAPATA

Instead of a wedding band, Natasha Khan wears a bridal 
locket. It’s a gold, heart-shaped showpiece inscribed with “The 
Bride” that she had “very badly made in Los Angeles’ Mexican 
jewelry district downtown,” she says. We’re a short drive from 
there, holed up in a tiny hotel room in Koreatown. Khan is 
curled comfortably on a queen-size bed, facing away from a 
stupendous view. The Hollywood sign looks like it resides on 
her right shoulder, Griffith Observatory is near her left ear. She’s 
wearing the locket and her new signature blue eye shadow, 
both of which also appear on the cover of her new album, The 
Bride. It’s Khan’s fourth release as Bat for Lashes, a moniker 
she’s been recording under since 2006, but not since 2012’s 
The Haunted Man. In the interim four years, Khan made an 
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album of six psychedelic covers with the band Toy (they called 
the project Sexwitch), developed a Transcendental Meditation 
practice, and traveled between her “classic trilogy” of cities: 
New York, L.A., and London. The show Khan played just a 
few days ago, at Coachella, was her first public performance 
in three years. “It was nerve-racking,” she confesses. 
Tomorrow she’ll play again, in a church this time, at Immanuel 
Presbyterian on Wilshire Boulevard, a few blocks from our 
present perch. Bat for Lashes has six more shows scheduled 
in churches across America and the U.K., all of which will raise 
funds for the David Lynch Foundation, which aims to bring 
Transcendental Meditation to people in need, “like soldiers with 
PTSD,” she says.
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“ I’m In My thirties and feeling this panic about 

 not having achieved this elusive thing.”

RADAR
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“The reason I chose churches is because the buildings innately 
give this sense of sacredness, the quiet,” she says of the 
unconventional venues selected for her tour in support of The 
Bride. “The Bride wanted people to feel a bit like that.” Khan 
refers to the title character of her new album in the third person, 
as if she’s apart from her, or, a part of her. “She’s the muse for 
this album. If a muse is like a lover, then I think about them 
while drawing or writing. The muse comes through, telling me 
how she’s feeling, what she’s fearing, what she wants to wear.” 
Khan merely “translates—in my heart, out through me.” 

Khan, 36, has never been married. She’s neither single nor 
coupled, and is trying to figure out “what love is,” as she puts it. 
The Bride is an inquiry into that question. The album’s narrative 
follows a young woman abandoned at the altar, but it wasn’t 
cold feet that left her alone—her fiancé died on the way to the 
ceremony. She takes their honeymoon alone following a map 
he made. Khan imagined the album as the soundtrack to a 
feature film she hopes to one day direct. Recently, she’s been 
dabbling in that art form, conceiving the music video for The 
Bride’s first single, “In God’s House,” and directing a 15-minute 
short for MTV, which premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival 
alongside five other shorts—each one exploring modern love—
under the title Madly. Khan’s short is called I Do, like the first 
song on her new album. The film is set near where Khan grew 
up, in Hertfordshire, England, a town of “old country lanes, 
pine tree forests, big fields, and foggy roads,” she says. There, 
a bride, wearing the same blue eye shadow as Khan is now, 
witnesses violence on her way to her wedding, which triggers 
remembrance and, maybe, premonition. The film is bloody and 
saturnine, unlike the song, where Khan sings, over plucked harp 
strings, “super-naive, ultra-romantic, and totally open-hearted 
declarations that everything is going to be perfect now that I’ve 
found this man,” she says. 

“I wanted to sing from that perspective,” says Kahn, “because 
that’s what so many people feel you should feel like, or that’s 
what’s fed to us in the entertainment industry—this fairy-tale 
princess ideal, the tragic projections and the expectations we 
put on relationships.” Khan considers this kind of romance “a 
drug,” one she didn’t recognize as destructive until now: “I’m 

in my thirties and feeling this panic about not having achieved 
this elusive thing.” The Bride explores the death of this ideal, 
literalized in the death of the fiancé character, whom Khan 
named Joe.

She lays on meaning like this in detail. The powder above her 
lashes is both borrowed and blue for good luck, as per the old 
English wedding rhyme. It’s a look snagged from Buffalo ’66, the 
1998 film starring Vincent Gallo and Christina Ricci, whose lids 
are lacquered like so. Khan loves that film. She also loves Diane 
Arbus, Cindy Sherman, Steven Spielberg, and David Lynch, her 
cinematic inspirations. She loves Los Angeles, her locket, and 
her fans. She loves watching her audience from onstage and 
looking into their eyes (she says she often sees tears). Nature, 
yoga, and meditation are more loves. Though she may not know 
what love is, Khan comes across as full of it. She is grateful, 
hopeful, and aspirationally open to “true love,” and defines it 
as “someone who can help you be yourself and love you for who 
you are.” And who you are is never any one thing, according to 
her. “We’re multidimensional shape-shifters,” she insists. She is 
Bat for Lashes, The Bride, “just Natasha,” and more. “I think the 
answer to everything is integration,” she says, one hand on the 
gold heart on her collar, two eyes on mine.



Starbucks, the Starbucks logo and Frappuccino are registered trademarks of Starbucks Corporation. ©2016 North American Coffee Partnership. All rights reserved.
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TO RECORD THEIR AMBITIOUS NEW 

ALBUM, SWEDISH POP SAVANTS PETER 

BJORN AND JOHN WENT BACK TO 

BASICS. BY BEN BARNA. 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY FREDRIK ETOALL
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It’s been a decade since Peter Morén, Björn Yttling, and John 
Eriksson rode an inescapable whistle and bouncy bass line 
from the rock clubs of Stockholm all the way to Coachella. 
Their irresistible single “Young Folks” instantly transformed 
the band into one of Sweden’s top indie-pop exports, and its 
corresponding album, Writer’s Block, was a quiver filled with 
catchy pop arrows that earned them instant popularity stateside. 
But by the time the trio finished their world tour in support of 
2011’s Gimme Some—a return to rooftop-ready hooks after a 
darker detour with 2009’s Living Thing—they craved a change 
of scenery. So, ironically, they went home. In Stockholm, a city 
whose fertile music scene has been supplying the world with a 
steady stream of pop mainstays since the days of ABBA, Peter 
Bjorn and John could search for inspiration among the city’s 
constellation of bright musical talent. “We’ve been a band for 
such a long time,” says Morén, “so you sort of get stuck in your 
positions, how to do things, how to make music together. If you 
just get some fresh perspective from other people on how to do 
it, I think that’s really important.”

One of those people was Pontus Winnberg, a member of 
production duo Bloodshy & Avant, and one-third of Miike 
Snow, another Swedish trio known for crafting infectious pop 
melodies. He and Yttling, searching for stability and a place 
to house their sonic experiments, began searching for a joint 
studio space. What they found was Polar Studios, the near-
mythic recording hub that was founded by members of ABBA 
in 1978 and closed its doors in 2004. “A few of the most popular 
songs in Swedish history were recorded there,” says Yttling. 

“There’s a lot of history in the walls—it looks exactly the same.” 
Once they settled in, Yttling and Winnberg united their fellow 
bandmates and other like-minded Swedish musicians, such as 
frequent collaborator Lykke Li, to form Ingrid, a music collective 
and record label hybrid that became a creative nucleus for 
Stockholm’s thriving independent music scene. It was there that 
Yttling began work on what would become Li’s 2014 album, I 
Never Learn, while Morén and Eriksson embraced the newfound 
carefree spirit of creativity. “When Björn was recording with 
Lykke Li, some days I would jump in on drums, and go, ‘Yeah, 
this is what Björn is doing!’” recalls Eriksson. “If Peter is doing 
a solo album, he may call me and say, ‘Do you want to play 

maracas?’ We touched base every once in a while, we were up to 
date. And then it came time for us to do it together.”

What they did together was make Breakin’ Point, their seventh 
album and the answer to a challenge they gave themselves. “It’s 
almost like we’ve been destroying ourselves after each album,” 
says Eriksson. “We always try to make something new.” The goal 
this time was pure and pristine pop, but instead of focusing on 
what they made, they concentrated on how they made it. The 
trio realized the songs needed to be as grabby on an acoustic 
guitar as they would be swathed in synths, so they reinforced 
the music’s backbone. “We carved out the songs and got them 
to a place where they really functioned as great pop tunes 
without knowing what it would sound like to record them,” says 
Yttling. “The fun thing was, when we finished those songs, it 
was like an endless field of possibilities. We had every option in 
the world to play with.” 

To help them play, the band hired a murderer’s row of outside 
producers—a first for them—that included Paul Epworth (U2, 
Paul McCartney), Greg Kurstin (Adele), and Emile Haynie (FKA 
twigs, Lana Del Rey). “You see they’re all striving to reach the 
same goal, but they do it in different ways. You learn a lot from 
that,” says Morén.

The result is Peter Bjorn and John’s most unabashedly crowd-
pleasing record yet, an achievement for a band that crafted one 
of the most iconic songs of the aughts. And after their last album 
brought them through smaller venues around the world, with 
Breakin’ Point, they’re aiming for the rafters. “I feel like this is our 
arena record,” says Morén. “The last record was the small club 
record, but there are songs here where you really feel like you 
could play a stadium because they have the grand scope of sound. 
But we do the same thing wherever we play—if it’s a room with 10 
people or Madison Square Garden, we try to do our best.”  
 
Additional reporting by Hilary Hughes.  op
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AFTER A SIX-YEAR HIATUS, ROBERT SCHWARTZMAN 

IS REVIVING ROONEY WITH A BRAND-NEW ALBUM 

THAT’ S WELL WORTH THE WAIT. BY CELIA SHATZMAN. 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ZOEY GROSSMAN

At Milano’s Bar in New York City’s Nolita neighborhood, Robert 
Schwartzman leans against the picture-covered walls of the 
classic dive, sipping hard cider while chatting with his girlfriend 
and photographer Zoey Grossman. The bar opted out of hosting 
our shoot on this busy Saturday, but the Rooney frontman still 
wanted to swing by.

Why the dedication to visiting this little watering hole? 
Because along with the Mercury Lounge, it’s part of today’s trip 
down memory lane. Schwartzman moved to the East Village 
in the fall of 2001 to attend Eugene Lang College at The New 
School, and these were his regular spots. “While I was living in 
New York, I had a lot of friends who grew up here and they were 
all musicians,” he says. “I would play in other bands for fun, just 
to stay busy with music, and I got a taste of what it was like to 
be in a band in New York City. We’d rehearse on Ludlow Street 
and then come to this bar and have a beer.” 

Which leads us to Schwartzman’s secret: Despite its 
quintessential California sound, Rooney’s self-titled debut 
album, released in 2003, wasn’t written in the Golden State, 
but rather mostly from his Manhattan dorm room. “Rooney 
has been defined as a Cali band and that’s by no mistake; 
there was a real conscious decision to embrace the California 
lifestyle,” he explains. “But a lot of those songs were written 
in New York City.” As Rooney were starting to take off, 
Schwartzman would fly back to California once a month to 
play shows with the band. He eventually left school after one 
semester to pursue music full-time. 

Now, after a six-year hiatus, Rooney are back with a new album, 
Washed Away, which dropped in early May. Schwartzman wrote, 
produced, engineered, and mixed everything himself. While you 
can hear twinges of his synth-heavy solo work, it’s still classic 
Rooney, with their signature sing-along, catchy, melodic pop-rock. 
The infectious “My Heart Beats 4 U” makes you want to drive 
around with the top down, while “All the Beautiful People” is the 
perfect kickoff to a dance party.

Listening to Washed Away won’t just put you in a good mood; 
you’ll also realize it’s a true album. “I wanted to make a really 
good record from track 1 to track 13,” says Schwartzman. “I want 
the listener to feel inspired every step of the way and not skip 
over a song.”
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But nostalgics, never fear: Rooney classics from earlier albums 
will still be in rotation at their shows. Schwartzman relishes the 
blend of old and new. “What’s cool about making a new record 
is you get to add more songs to the mix. When I make a set list, 
I can pull from so many albums from yesterday and I can add 
from today and tomorrow. When I play these songs live I feel 
very excited and passionate. It feels like it did the first time I 
played it. When you take a break, you feel that same innocence 
and original spark you had when you first started.”

In case you’re wondering what Schwartzman was doing 
during those years away from Rooney, the answer is a lot. He 
made two solo albums, launched an iPhone app for musicians, 
and co-scored the critically acclaimed feature film Palo Alto, 
directed by his cousin Gia Coppola. (Yes, he’s part of that family. 
His mom is Talia Shire of Rocky fame, sister to Francis Ford 
Coppola, and his dad was film producer Jack Schwartzman. 
Jason Schwartzman is his older brother, and Sofia Coppola and 
Nicolas Cage are also cousins.) “I grew up around filmmakers 
and on movie sets,” says Schwartzman. 

Now, that’s coming in handy as Schwartzman is releasing 
Dreamland, a full-length feature film which he wrote, directed, 
and scored. Fittingly, the movie focuses on music—the 
protagonist is a struggling pianist who has an affair with 
an older woman—and his brother Jason appears in the flick. 
Schwartzman is no stranger to being in front of the camera, 
either: He famously appeared in The Princess Diaries and The 
Virgin Suicides, and more recently an indie comedy and a few 
shorts. “I’ve kept a tiny pinky toe in the waters of acting with the 
hopes of revisiting that part of myself,” he says. “I’d love to be in 
a movie I can direct and have that experience.”

For Schwartzman, no matter the project, it’s all about making 
art. “There’s not one lane—it’s all one world,” he says. “It’s a 
pipeline of creative output. Whatever it may be, it’s channeling 
the same part of myself, which is getting to make something 
new. Whether I’m sculpting out of clay, acting, directing, or 
making an album, it’s literally all the same thing.”

RADAR
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“Self-care is so important,” says 
Jamila Woods. She’s sitting in a 
coffee shop in Chicago’s Wicker 
Park neighborhood, her hair wound 
in several Bantu knots. “It’s a 
reminder to spend time on my-
self,” she says of the style, which 
she spent an hour perfecting on a 
recent morning. The 26-year-old 
singer-poet hasn’t had much time 
to spare as of late: She’s been 
juggling a full-time job at a non-
profit with an exploding music 
career—one that’s found the soulful, 
gospel-raised artist working on her 
debut album, when she’s not steal-
ing the spotlight on cuts by Chance 
the Rapper and Macklemore. “I 
don’t always feel in control of my 
skills,” says Woods, admitting that 
she’s just starting to acknowledge 
her exceptional talent. “I have to 
harness that.” DAN HYMAN

WTF (Where They From): Chicago 

Earned It: Raised on a diet of church 
choir and a capella groups, Woods 
initially blended in with the pack. Re-
cently, however, her undeniable voice 
and celestial hooks have forced her to 
the front, namely with her poetic turns 
on Chance’s “Sunday Candy” and 
Macklemore’s lightning rod of a track, 

“White Privilege II,” which sparked her 
solo career. 

U Remind Me: Much like India Arie, 
Woods’s voice is literature sprung 
to life; her funky hip-hop production 
calls to mind early Erykah Badu. But 
don’t box Woods into any one genre: 

“Because I sing the way I do, people 
might think it’s R&B. It’s OK with me 
if people can’t see all my influences,” 
she says, citing a wide range of unex-
pected inspirations, like Incubus. “My 
voice will be the through-line.”

Pon De Replay: “Blk Girl Soldier,” a 
biting rebuke of racial and gender  
stereotypes. “They want us in the 
kitchen/ Kill our sons with lynchings/ 
We get loud about it/ Oh, now we’re 
bitches,” she sings on the track.

Personal Jesus: “My grandma. She 
basically raised me and my siblings,” 
says Woods. “She’s also the one who 
brought me and my sister to church, 
and it’s how I fell in love with gospel 
music and had my first experience 
singing in front of people. We were 
in a choir called the Sunshine Band 
and she would say, ‘You are singing to 
make the old people happy. You bring 
sunshine into the old people’s lives.’ 
That was the most affirming experi-
ence ever. It’s always stuck with me.”

I Know There’s Gonna Be (Good 
Times): Woods cites the 2015 
Pitchfork Music Festival, where she 
performed with Chance and Kirk 
Franklin, as her favorite performance 
so far. (“There was a moment when 
Kirk Franklin was grinding against me 
and I was like, ‘This is amazing!’”)

Heartbeat Song: Mariah Carey’s “Al-
ways Be My Baby.” “Me and my friend 
in college would always close out ka-
raoke with it,” says Woods. “Anything 
that’s super difficult to sing, I love that.”

We’ve Only Just Begun: Woods’s 
debut album is due out this summer.

JAMILA 
WOODS
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The R&B scene is twisting and 
turning toward an increasingly 
alternative sound. Mabel, however, 
is here to remind us of the classic 
vibe that made us fall in love with 
the genre.  

WTF (Where They From): London 
and Stockholm

Family Affair: Mabel’s parents are 
Neneh Cherry and producer Cameron 
McVey. “I think I took after my parents. 
Using music as one of my main ways 
of expression just felt natural,” says the 
20-year-old. 

Earned It: Clearly, the singer priori-
tizes quality over quantity—she took the 
internet by storm with just two singles 
to her name. The tracks take us back 
to the ’90s and early aughts, when girl-
next-door R&B singers ruled the radio 
waves.

U Remind Me: She once posted 
on her socials that a fan (very aptly) 
described her as “the female Drake.” 
We’d add that her laid-back style is 
reminiscent of One in a Million-era 
Aaliyah, and her impressive vocal 
range brings Sade to mind as well.

Pon De Replay: “Know Me Better” 
(and her feature on SBTRKT’s “I Feel 
Your Pain”)

Personal Jesus: Mabel cites Lauryn 
Hill, Beyoncé, Kehlani, and Drake as 
inspirations, but her friends and family 
impact her work as well.

Cheerleader: In January, Adele 
tweeted that Mabel’s “My Boy My 
Town” was “so beautiful.” “That felt 
incredible,” says Mabel. “I’ve always 
respected the way she tells real 
stories and shares her experiences, 
which isn’t always an easy thing to do. 
I try to do that, too—to always be as 
real as possible. I’m hoping that’s what 
she heard.”

I Know There’s Gonna Be (Good 
Times): Earlier this year, Mabel toured 
with Years & Years. “On our last night 

MABEL

we played Wembley. It was only my 
fifth gig ever,” she recalls. “To play a 
venue that size was definitely some-
thing I’ll never forget.”

Thriller: Mabel’s afraid of the dark. “I 
still sleep with the light on in the hall-
way and leave my door open,” she says.

Heartbeat Song: “Headlines” by 
Drake

Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This): 
While she’d love to win a Grammy, 
Mabel’s main focus is making an al-
bum that she is completely happy with. 
(“One thing at a time!” she says.)
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photographed by alex r. kirzhner. 

Every generation needs a band that 
captures its ideals and identity. For 
the romantic, socially aware kids of 
the internet era, Transviolet are well 
on their way to fulfilling that role. 

Say My Name: Sarah McTaggart, 27, 
sings lead, backed by Judah McCarthy, 
Michael Panek, and Jon Garcia (all 
three of whom are 26 years old). 

WTF (Where They From): Los Ange-
les via New York City

Earned It: This isn’t your run-of-the-mill 
pop band. For every sway-inducing 
love song in their catalog, they’ve got 
a thought-provoking track that touches 
on self-identification, establishing them-
selves as an honest, authentic reflec-
tion of what it means to be a millennial. 
(Also, Twin Shadow remixed one of 
their tracks, so there’s that.) 

Pon De Replay: “New Bohemia”

U Remind Me: Transviolet are what 
would result if Lorde and Halsey wrote 
songs together while sitting on a 
moonlit beach in Southern California. 

Personal Jesus: John Lennon. “I love 
how he could take such complex ideas 
and transform them into something any-
one can understand,” says McTaggart. 

Cheerleader: Katy Perry, who 
tweeted that “Girls Your Age” was her 

“Song of the Day” last July, only to be 
followed up by a Harry Styles co-sign

Walk on the Wild Side: “At SXSW, 
we played nine shows and did 12 in-
terviews and five photo shoots in four 
days,” says McTaggart. “We went from 
cursing the day we were born while 
dragging our gear—on foot—to the next 
gig in 90-degree Texas heat, to feeling 
[like we were] on top of the world after 
sharing the stage with these insanely 
talented people. We got to play with 
Jack Garratt, Declan McKenna, 

Peaches, Misterwives, AudioDamn!, 
Gallant, and so many more. By the end, 
we were sweaty, sleep-deprived zom-
bies, but so inspired by all the amazing 
artists we played with and the die-hard 
fans who were so passionate about 
discovering new music.”

Thriller: Spiders were McTaggart’s 
biggest fear, “until Trump supporters 
became a thing,” she says. “Absolutely 
terrifying.”

Heartbeat Song: “Don’t trust anyone 
who doesn’t sing along to ‘Bohemian 
Rhapsody’ by Queen,” says McTag-
gart.

We’ve Only Just Begun: This summer 
is set to be a major one for Transvio-
let—they’ve got a ton of performances 
planned at various festivals, along with 
the release of their debut album.

TRANSVIOLET





They’re low on fucks given, but 
high on our list of musical acts that 
can perfectly express our gamut 
of feels. 

Say My Name: Alex Luciano (vocals 
and guitar), 20, and Noah Bowman 
(drums), 23

WTF (Where They From): New Paltz, 
New York

Started From the Bottom: “Our start 
was very casual,” says Luciano. “We 
were bored on a Sunday in August 
2014 and decided to try playing music 
together. I had never been in a band 
before, and the idea of playing electric 
guitar was so crazy. We had a ton of 
fun and realized that, hey, maybe we 
could do this!”

Earned It: The duo has an effortless-
ness that’s hard not to appreciate. 
With lyrics like “Come on, take my 
hand/ Fuck all your romance/ I just 
wanna dance” on “Scene Sick” and 

“If I told you I loved you, I don’t know 
who/ It would scare away faster” 
on “Sleep Talk,” Luciano can speak 
volumes in just a few words, accompa-
nied by Bowman’s infectious beats.  

U Remind Me: If someone sang the 
brutally honest thoughts that you have 
after one too many Blue Moons on a 
Saturday night, it’d basically sound like 
a Diet Cig track.  

Pon De Replay: “Dinner Date”

Personal Jesus: Luciano’s 12-year-
old sister Kailee is her biggest inspira-
tion. “It’s tough being a tweenage girl 
and she is the coolest, most confident 
person I know,” she says.

Cheerleader: “Um, Will Arnett 
tweeted about digging our tunes 
once,” offers Luciano.

Walk on the Wild Side: “Going to 
SXSW and inhaling tacos while run-
ning down the street with all of our 
gear and a stolen garden gnome” has 
been the band’s wildest experience 
thus far, says Luciano.

DIET CIG

Thriller: Bowman is terrified of snakes 
and Luciano recently discovered a 
new fear after her shoelaces got stuck 
in her tuning pegs while performing. 
(“A high kick gone very wrong,” she 
explains.)

Heartbeat Song: Aaron Carter’s 
magnum opus, “Aaron’s Party (Come 
Get It)”

Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This): 
The band has three goals: Release a 
full-length record, tour in Australia, and 
go to Disneyland. 
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She’s changing the face of elec-
tronic music, and transforming its 
sound with quirky flourishes in her 
ethereal beats.

WTF (Where They From): Sapporo, 
Japan

Started From the Bottom: “My father 
was a pro musician, and he taught me 
how to use GarageBand when I was in 
elementary school,” says the 21-year-
old. Later, she bought Cubase 7 with 
money she made from her part-time 
job at a ramen restaurant.

Earned It: From the rushing waters in 
“Mizu” to the infectious beat of incom-
ing and outgoing iMessage alerts 
in “iPhone Bubbling” off of Qrion’s 
self-titled EP, every sound imaginable 
is fair game to be incorporated into her 
music. 

U Remind Me: Qrion’s beats are what 
should play in Zelda when Link gets 
resurrected by a life.  

Pon De Replay: “Mizu”

Personal Jesus: Her influences 
include Jacques Greene, Tokimonsta, 
and Skrillex.

Cheerleader: Ryan Hemsworth fea-
tured Qrion on his track “Every Square 
Inch.”

I Know There’s Gonna Be (Good 
Times): Her favorite performance was 
in San Francisco at That Venus Patrol 
& Wild Rumpus Party. “That night was 
really amazing,” she says. “I’ll remem-
ber that view from the stage forever.”

Walk on the Wild Side: Last year, a 
Vine of Qrion dancing to “Bandz a 
Make Her Dance (Hitmane Kokirimix)” 
during her live set went viral. “Many 
of my favorite artists emailed me 
like, ‘I love your dancing, where can I 
download that song?’” she recalls. “I 
thought, ‘The internet is...wow!’”  

Thriller: Qrion’s terrified of sea life. “I 
have no idea why I’m afraid of it be-
cause I really like seafood. But I can’t 

QRION

look at pictures of whales, fish, or 
coral under the sea. Even if it’s just an 
illustrated encyclopedia, I can’t touch 
it. I also can’t go to aquariums.”

Heartbeat Song: “Best Friend” by 
Young Thug  

We’ve Only Just Begun: Up next, 
the producer will release an EP old-
school-style, as a physical CD. 

photographed by julia w
ang.
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If your playlist is lacking both 
quixotic ambience and heartstring-
tugging lyrics, this band is here to 
fill that void. 

Say My Name: Paul Klein (lead 
vocals), Jake Goss (drums), and Les 
Priest (keys, guitar, and vocals)

WTF (Where They From): Tulsa, 
Oklahoma; Bentonville, Arkansas; and 
Poplar Bluff, Missouri, respectively

Started From the Bottom: The guys 
initially met in Nashville, then Klein 
returned to Los Angeles to work on 
his solo career as Goss and Priest 
continued to collaborate. “I asked if I 
could fly back for a few days to work 
on some songs with them,” says Klein. 

“In four days, we wrote and recorded 

‘Hot Lights’ and ‘Walk Away’ and put 
them on the internet. That’s when we 
became a band.”

Earned It: Apart from sounding amaz-
ing overall, the trio go the extra mile in 
everything they do, including curating 
their website and merchandise to fit 
their minimalist aesthetic. 

U Remind Me: LANY are what would 
result if The 1975 and Frank Ocean 
had a sleepover and watched Purple 
Rain on repeat for two dreary days in 
Brooklyn, then flew to L.A. and hit the 
studio. 

Pon De Replay: “Where the Hell Are 
My Friends,” dream-pop meets R&B 
at its best

Personal Jesus: Matt Healy. “He just 
gets it,” says Klein.

Cheerleader: Sam Smith. “A while 
ago, way before NYLON was ever ask-
ing us questions, he posted our album 

art on Instagram and said that he 
liked us,” says Klein. “I couldn’t really 
breathe when I saw it.” 

Hide Away: “When we’re not touring 
or writing, I try to run around L.A. and 
take it all in,” says Klein. “Point Dume 
is my beach. Philz Coffee in Santa 
Monica is my spot. Sunset bike rides 
on The Strand, 3rd Street Promenade, 
American Rag on La Brea, SunLife 
Organics in Malibu for açai bowls—I’m 
the biggest California cliché.”

Heartbeat Song: “Love Yourself” by 
Justin Bieber. “What is it about that 
song that’s so singable? Ed Sheeran, 
you freaking genius,” says Klein.

Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This): 
The band’s main goal is to have their 
debut album hit No. 1 on the charts. 
(“And I practice my Grammy speech 
all the time, so…,” adds Klein.)

LANY 
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MARGARET 
GLASPY

She’s a testament to the increas-
ingly fluid boundaries between 
genres—and proof that you can’t 
judge a book by its cover. 

WTF (Where They From): Red Bluff, 
California

Started From the Bottom: “I started 
playing music formally by way of my 
elementary school’s music program,” 
says the 27-year-old Glaspy, recalling 
her introduction to the fiddle. “Really, 
I feel like my musical journey began 
in the living room [of my childhood 
home], where the stereo and all the 
guitars were.” 

Earned It: Right when you’d clas-
sify her as a folk singer, she dips into 
blues, borrows from alt-rock, and 

invokes jazz to craft her own signature 
sound. 

U Remind Me: Glaspy’s music is what 
it would sound like if Norah Jones and 
Joni Mitchell held a séance to summon 
Billie Holiday and Jeff Buckley for a 
jam session. 

Pon De Replay: “Somebody to 
Anybody”

Personal Jesus: “My biggest inspira-
tion is life as I know it,” says Glaspy. 

“As long as I’m living, I’ll be inspired by 
every little thing. Nora Ephron used 
to say, ‘Everything is copy’—I relate to 
that.” 

Hide Away: Glaspy is a member of a 
private library in New York City, and 
she rides her bike there to read. 

Thriller: “I fear nothing,” says Glaspy, 
before admitting that there are actually 
a few things—heights, avocados, and 
small spaces.

photographed by ebru yildiz.

Heartbeat Song: “Sugar... Oh, honey, 
honey/ You are my candy girl/ And you 
got me wantin’ you,” sings Gaspy (in 
other words, “Sugar Sugar” by The 
Archies).

Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This): 
Glaspy’s goal is simple—“I hope to 
move people,” she says. 

We’ve Only Just Begun: Her first 
record, Emotions and Math, drops 
on ATO Records in June, and she’s 
already started working on the second. 
Glaspy’s got her sights set on other 
endeavors, too. “I was an actress as a 
child and I’m hoping to bring that back 
into my life,” she says. “I’d also like to 
be writing fiction someday. There’s a 
book in me somewhere, but I’ve got to 
make the time to do it.”
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At just 18 years old, she’s already 
proving to be a powerhouse pop 
vocalist.

WTF (Where They From): France 

Started From the Bottom: Kaye 
began singing at age 10, and a friend 
signed her up to audition for France’s 
Got Talent when she was 13. Things 
progressed quickly from there: “I won 
[the show], met my producer at 14 and 
started working on my debut album at 
15,” says Kaye.

Earned It: Distinguishing oneself in the 
oversaturated world of pop music is no 
easy feat, but Kaye is doing so with her 
unexpected vocal techniques, alternat-
ing between belting and whispering—
sometimes within the same song.   

U Remind Me: Kaye’s music sounds 
like Sia absentmindedly humming 
melodies as she does her spring 
cleaning. Perhaps the Australian 
singer-songwriter is aware of the simi-
larity, considering Kaye had first dibs 
on a track that she penned, “Freeze 
You Out.” “My album was not even out 
yet, so it remains a big mystery how 
this came about,” says Kaye. “I’m just 
proud and happy, and don’t really want 
to know more. Sia is one of my favorite 
artists.” 

Personal Jesus: Bruno Mars 

Cheerleader: “I was opening for Lind-
sey Stirling [in 2014] and instantly fell 
in love with her personality,” says Kaye. 

“We talked about working on some-
thing together, and I wrote ‘Sounds 
Like Heaven’ and sent it to her. She 
played her violins on it—it was a dream 
come true!” 

I Know There’s Gonna Be (Good 
Times): Kaye’s favorite performance 

was her second concert in Paris at 
L’Olympia, which she calls “the most 
mythical venue in France.” 

Thriller: Her biggest fear? Leeches. 

Heartbeat Song: “Just about all of 
Lana Del Rey’s songs,” says Kaye. 

Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This): 
As far as what she hopes to accom-
plish in her career, the singer remains 
ambivalent. “I’m 18 and blessed,” she 
says. “I enjoy it, and try not to worry 
about the future.” 

We’ve Only Just Begun: Kaye will be 
touring throughout France this summer, 
and hopes to perform for her American 
fans in the coming months.

MARINA 
KAYE
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After making waves in Philadel-
phia’s indie-rock scene as the 
frontwoman of Little Big League, 
the dream-pop star has gone solo 
and a bit more somber, with raw 
lyrics that depict close encounters 
with death, mourning, and unre-
quited love.  

Say My Name: Michelle Zauner, 27

WTF (Where They From): Born in 
Seoul, South Korea, and raised in 
Eugene, Oregon, Zauner is now based 
in Brooklyn.

Earned It: Zauner can record a song 
a day (see: her cassette projects June 
and American Sound/Where Is My 
Great Big Feeling?) and her debut 

album, Psychopomp, proves that she 
can channel this productivity even in 
the face of pain—many of the songs 
on the record are reworked tracks that 
she wrote during her late mother’s 
battle with cancer.  

Pon De Replay: “In Heaven” 

Personal Jesus: Björk. “I remember 
seeing her on a VH1 special when I 
was a kid and being so blown away by 
her weird voice and appearance,” says 
Zauner. “The quality of work that she’s 
produced both visually and sonically is 
truly astounding.”

Walk on the Wild Side: What’s the 
wildest experience of Zauner’s career 
so far? “The sheer number of kids that 
have thanked me for my work,” she 
says. “So many people have shared 
their experiences of feeling less 
isolated as an Asian American, or how 
[Psychopomp] helped them grieve 
after losing a mom, dad, or sibling. It’s 
really wild to hear these stories and 

feel like I’ve touched some people.”

Hide Away: Zauner spends her free 
time “working on music, making kimchi, 
and watching Game of Thrones while 
drinking wine out of my tusk goblet.” 

Thriller: Birds are Zauner’s greatest 
fear. “I once had to feed my neighbor’s 
parrot. I am forever scarred by the 
experience,” she recalls.

We’ve Only Just Begun: Over the 
next couple of months, Zauner will be 
releasing music videos and touring. 
She’s hoping to put out a second 
album next year. 

JAPANESE
BREAKFAST

photographed by phobym
o.



The Scottish alt-pop prodigy has 
got just the right amount of edge to 
carve out a path away from the rest 
of the crowd. 

WTF (Where They From): Glasgow, 
Scotland

Started From the Bottom: “I wanted 
to be Taylor Swift, so I made my mum 
buy me a guitar, and taught myself how 
to play over one summer,” says KLOE. 

Earned It: Few artists can master 
the happy medium between refresh-
ingly new and comfortably familiar, but 
KLOE does so with the expertise of 
someone who has navigated the indus-
try for years, despite only having been 
signed last year, when she was just 18 
years old.

U Remind Me: She sounds like Banks, 
as a teen rebel you’d find smoking 
under the bleachers one minute and 
sitting in the back of the room during a 
Shakespeare Club meeting the next. 

Pon De Replay: “Teenage Craze”

Personal Jesus: The Weeknd

I Know There’s Gonna Be (Good 
Times): KLOE’s favorite performance 
of her career thus far took place at 
Club NME at KOKO in London back in 
January. “I feel like it was the first gig 
where I properly came into my own,” 
she says. “I was really proud of that 
performance, and I’ll never forget the 
audience singing my lyrics back to me.”

Hide Away: When she’s not working 
on music, you can find the singer in her 
bedroom back in Scotland, “listening 
to music in the dark with the world 
drowned out,” she says. 

Heartbeat Song: She’s got two songs 
that she can’t help but sing along 
to—Lisbon’s “Native” and Erik Hassle’s 

“No Words.”

Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This): 
KLOE’s main focus right now is to 

“make a fucking badass album and tour 
the world with it.”

KLOE

photographed by john michael.
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“Does that make any sense? 
Sometimes I feel like the shit 
I say doesn’t make any sense,” 
Bibi Bourelly says with a laugh. 
We’ve finally secured time to chat 
between her performances on 
opposite ends of the country, and 
our long-awaited conversation is 
sprinkled with modest interludes 
like this one. The habit reveals an 
endearing characteristic of the 
stellar singer-songwriter: She, like 
everyone else, gets a bit self-con-
scious when put on the spot. Make 
no mistake, though; Bourelly, who 
turns 22 in July, is far from lacking 
in confidence, evidenced by the 
fearlessness of tracks that she’s 
written for both herself (“Ego,” off 
of her debut EP, Free the Real: Part 
#1, for example) and some of the 
industry’s giants (like Rihanna’s 

“Bitch Better Have My Money”). “I’ve 
been around the world and have 
seen a lot of different people, and 
I’ve realized that people live their 
lives doing shit that they don’t 
even like because they’re scared,” 
says Bourelly. “It wasn’t that I was 
scared to be myself—I was scared 
to not be myself. I was more afraid 
of being hated for being who I 
was.” Now that the rising artist 
has overcome that fear, there’s no 
telling what peaks her career will 
reach next. 

WTF (Where They From): Berlin

Family Affair: Though her father 
is famed jazz musician Jean-Paul 
Bourelly, the singer confesses that 
he had no influence on her interest 
in music, and that it’s just her natural 
means of self-expression. “I never paid 
attention. It was just like, ‘Daddy has 
a show,’” she says. “And I never con-
sciously decided to make music. It was 
something that I was born into, and it 
is something that I’ve always done my 
entire life.” She established her bluesy 
sound as early as eight years old, and 
worked with a vocal coach, MFA Kera, 
at age 13 to refine it.

BIBI
BOURELLY

Earned It: Bourelly can write a hit 
song within minutes, and evoke tears 
within seconds with her raw, gravelly 
voice. 

U Remind Me: She maintains that she 
has no definitive sound that can be 
described, since she’s penned songs 
for such a wide variety of artists. “I’ve 
written pop records. I’ve written soul, 
I’ve written country records,” she says. 

“But one repetitive factor in my music is 
that it is very conversational. It’s hon-
est and natural.” (If we were to make 
a comparison, though, we’d say her 
songs sound like what Elle King and 
Rihanna would create after getting lit 
at a Beyoncé concert together.)

Pon De Replay: “Sally”

Cheerleader: “At the Grammys, 
Kendrick Lamar stopped me and was 
like, ‘You’re so dope. My fiancée put 
me on to you,’” the singer gushes. “I’m 
like, ‘I’m dope? You’re dope! What are 
you saying? The fuck?’ I would love to 
work with him.”

I Know There’s Gonna Be (Good 
Times): Bourelly’s favorite perfor-
mance was at Columbia University 
in New York City. “I loved it because 
there were a bunch of kids going so 
hard,” she says.  

We’ve Only Just Begun: Part two of 
her debut EP drops this summer—and 

“fuck yeah, I’m working on an album,” 
she adds.
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Nothing changes your perspective quite like watching 10 people 
speed-eat hot wings until their snot, sweat, and tears are in freefall.... 

I learn this fact of life while standing in 
a dense crowd at the fourth annual New 
York City Hot Sauce Expo in Brooklyn, a 
celebration of spice for heat seekers of every 
stripe. The competitors in the wing-eating 
contest—which is presided over by a leather-
and-spiked-choker clad hot sauce celeb 
who goes by the name “Defcon”—have just 
wolfed down chicken slathered in a sauce so 
potent that they had to wear rubber gloves 
while eating. Heavy metal blares in the 
background as they descend into condiment-
induced ecstasy.

I can relate. Like them, and the rest of 
the Expo attendees, I’m a member of a 
community that’s willing to risk a little 
pain for its pepper passion—the kind of 
dedication I’ll venture to say is unmatched 
in the rest of the foodie world. In recent 

years, our cult has grown and diversified; 
all over the world, more and more people 
are beginning to realize that they can—and 
should—spice things up, and with more 
than just Tabasco (although it is delicious). 
Hot sauce is in our bags (ahem, swag) and 
popping up in everything from museum 
exhibits (like a recent show at the Chinese 
American Museum in Los Angeles) to fast-
food joints (see: Burger King’s new “Angriest 
Whopper”). And we enthusiasts are all 
convening on social media and IRL in a quest 
for the hottest Carolina Reaper, the sweetest 
Trinidad Moruga Scorpion, and the ghost 
pepper with the deadliest kick. 

So why is everyone getting on the sauce? 
Here, three heat heavyweights speak to the 
appeal of some spice. KERYCE CHELSI 
HENRY
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The founder of and a sommelier (yes, sommelier) at 
Brooklyn-based Heatonist, the world’s only small-
batch hot sauce shop 

What made you open Heatonist?
I wanted there to be a place where you could try it before 
you buy it. I reached out to the big hot sauce distributors, 
but then a friend said, “You’ve got to check out this hot 
sauce from my hometown in Colorado.” I got a bottle 
and it was delicious and totally unusual. I talked to the 
founder of the company—it was just him and his sister—
and they’d been making this hot sauce from scratch. I 
started to research and dig into it, and found this small-
batch craft movement in hot sauce.

What’s the most surprising place of origin 
represented in your sauce selection?

One of our most popular lines is from Sasayama, Japan. 
It’s by a farmer known as “The Habanero Man of Japan.” 
He’s all about DIY: He grows the peppers, makes the 
sauces, designs the labels, and packages it. 

Why do you think hot sauce has seen such a boost 
in popularity in recent years?
With the rise of diverse types of foods that use spice, 
it gets people more accustomed to it. Now, people are 
saying, “Wait a minute. Let me be creative and make the 
sauce a really interesting, fun part of the meal.” There are 
so many new hot sauce companies, too—every week we 
get emails from companies that are starting up. There’s a 
lot more out there and there’s a bigger diversity of flavor.

What’s your pepper of choice?
I cook with ghost peppers all the time. I love them. 
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The founder of Culley’s, a major hot sauce brand in 
New Zealand (and a testament to the fact that hot 
sauce heads are popping up all over the world)

What’s the hot sauce community like in New 
Zealand?
It’s growing enormously. Both the younger and the older 
generations are really getting into the scene. The interest 
we’re getting from overseas is amazing, too, so it’s a 
rapidly growing industry. 

When did you start noticing this growth?
In 2010—that’s about the time we started.  

What makes the peppers in New Zealand 
different?
We grow them on our farm—it’s 100 yards from the ocean 
so it has natural fresh air and they grow like wildfire. The 
New Zealand chili is sweeter and smoother.

Why do you think people are so interested in 
peppers and hot sauce now?

It’s actually kind of an addiction, since people get an 
endorphin rush from it. It’s quite a craft industry, as 
well, so it’s got a craft feel. Social media and its online 
presence are adding to that. People are exposed to 
different kinds of peppers because of it. 

The owner of CaJohns Fiery Foods and a member of 
the Hot Sauce Hall of Fame 

How did you end up creating your own brand of 
hot sauce?
I started by selling other people’s hot sauce. I really liked 
it hot, and there were certain areas where I thought there 
should be a hot sauce type, but it wasn’t available, so I’d 
fill in those gaps. 

How do you stay up to date on what’s happening 
in the hot sauce world?
I’m involved with the Chile Pepper Institute at New 
Mexico State University. I have access to their research, 



spice lovers wear 
their hearts on their 
sleeves. so, hot sauce 

accessories?

yes, please!

bag and cap available at 
shop.beyonce.com, clutch by 
luna on the moon available at 

nylon.com/shop.
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so I can see what the trending peppers would be and 
bring that pepper to the market. We were among the first 
to have ghost chili, Carolina Reaper, and Trinidad Moruga 
Scorpion products. 

What’s your prediction for what the next big 
pepper will be?
There are some really hot jalapeños that are yellow and 
orange that will be out this year, and we’re currently 
working with the 7 Pot Primo. 

Why do you think hot sauce has become so 
popular in recent years?
We’ve been riding the Sriracha wave. For older 
generations, hot sauce was vinegar-based, salty, and 
sharp. Sriracha, on the other hand, is sweet, thick, and 
garlicky. It’s made with ripe red jalapeños—a lot of people 
didn’t know that jalapeños, if left on the vine, turn red and 
get sweeter. People thought there were just cayennes out 
there and things of that nature, but then you find out that 
there are different peppers. The challenge these days is to 
hit a uniqueness in flavor, not just a uniqueness in heat. 

I’m sure the health benefits help, too.
Absolutely. I’m a cancer survivor myself—the doctors 
really thought that it was beneficial to me to have been 
consuming that much capsaicin [the chemical compound 
that makes peppers spicy]. It stops cancer cells from 
dividing. 

How has the popularity of hot sauce been 
translating to your sales?
Our customers are veering mostly toward the exotic 
sauces. Tiki Bar is a Polynesian-style sauce—it’s one of 
our best sellers. Our Oaxacan sauces are very popular—
they’re Mexican-style. But I really like where we are with 
hot sauce right now, where it’s not just about what is the 
hottest pepper. People are actually looking for something 
different.
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Most Likely to Give 
Ghosting a Whole New 
Meaning

Melissa McCarthy and 
Kristen Wiig reunite 
with Bridesmaids 
director Paul Feig 
for a reboot of the 
‘80s classic. Joined 
by Kate McKinnon and 
Leslie Jones, it’s 
Ghostbusters: now 
with four times the X 
chromosomes. Gloria 
Steinem was protesting 
for a woman’s right to 
be covered in slime and 
make gobs and gobs of 
money at the box office, 
wasn’t she? (JULY 15)

Mostly Likely to Give 
Bad Guys a Good Name

As DC Comics continues 
to imitate Marvel, this 
movie features a group 
of supervillains the 
government is trying 
to use to fight crime. 
With Will Smith, Jared 
Leto, Joel Kinnaman, 
Cara Delevingne, and 
the super-busy Margot 
Robbie marauding 
around being crazy and 
breaking things, it’s 
guaranteed to be less 
disappointing than 
Batman v Superman. 
(AUGUST 5)

Most Likely to Damage 
Unsuspecting Children

Seth Rogen co-wrote and 
co-produced this R-rated 
animated feature 
that is basically Toy 
Story for foul-mouthed 
foodies. Rogen leads an 
all-star voice cast in 
this tale of a gang of 
groceries who discover 
the horrible fate that 
awaits them after 
being bought at the 
supermarket. Kristen 
Wiig, Jonah Hill, James 
Franco, Bill Hader, 
Michael Cera, Paul Rudd, 
and Salma Hayek join 
the kitchen nightmare.  
(AUGUST 12)

Swiss Army Man

Most Likely to Make 
You Unfollow Justin 
Bieber on Snapchat

Andy Samberg and his 
cohorts in The Lonely 
Island (Akiva Schaffer 
and Jorma Taccone) go 
from making music and 
viral shorts to writing 
and directing their 
first feature film. 
It’s about Conner4Real, 
a Bieber-esque singer 
who finally has a flop 
and can’t deal with life 
anymore. Sadly, Selena 
Gomez does not have a 
part. (JUNE 3)

Most Likely to Make 
You Buy Extra Air 
Fresheners

This is a movie about 
farts. Actually, farts 
and corpses. Possibly 
the most bizarre hit 

of Sundance tells the 
story of the strange 
friendship between 
a man marooned on an 
island (Paul Dano) 
and a flatulent body 
he finds by the shore 
(Daniel Radcliffe). 
It’s going to be a movie 
people either love or 
think totally stinks. 
Literally. (JULY 1)

Most Likely to Make 
You Give Up Fish Tacos

Do you remember Finding 
Nemo, the 2003 hit 
about a cute fish who 
is reunited with his 
father? Well Dory, 
little Nemo’s friend 
with memory loss, 
probably doesn’t. In 
this Pixar animated 
sequel, Dory finally 
starts to remember 
things and attempts to 
find her own family with 
an assist from Nemo. 
Wait, after 13 years, 
shouldn’t these fish be 
dead? (JUNE 17)

Most Likely to Bring 
Back Short Haircuts

Finally the minimalist, 
unisex fashion utopia 
that David Bowie and 
Tilda Swinton always 

promised us is here. We 
only had to give up all 
their emotions to get 
it. The always pouty 
Nicholas Hoult and 
Kristen Stewart play 
to their strengths with 
gorgeous undercuts and 
even better threads as a 
couple falling in love 
in a future where such a 
thing is against the law. 
(JULY 15)

Most Likely to Give You 
Ab Envy

Alexander Skarsgård 
Tarzan. Margot Robbie 
Jane. We know the rest of 
the story: Man raised by 
apes, man swinging from 
vines, man saves jungle. 
Throw in some amazing 
CGI, and a wardrobe 
budget with no room for 
shirts, and it’s a remake 
worth beating your chest 
over. (JULY 1)

screen 
saviors
from risk-taking indies to reimagined blockbusters, a guide to the summer 
movies most likely to be worth your hard-earned money. by brian moylan

NOW WATCHING
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rich and pretty
rumaan alam
ecco

Don’t let the title’s superficial vibes fool you—Rumaan 
Alam’s Rich and Pretty is a smart and moving meditation 
on female friendship. Lauren is a single, independent 
cookbook editor with jealousy-inducing beauty. Sarah, the 
daughter of a wealthy socialite and a right-wing diplomat, 
divides her time between charity work and obsessively 
planning her wedding to a man whom Lauren dubs “reliable 
Dan.” The two were inseparable throughout their adolescence 
and twenties, but now, as they navigate their thirties in 
New York City, they’re no longer girls sneaking cigarettes 
by Sarah’s bedroom window; they’re adults with unfulfilling 
careers and looming marriages who don’t see eye to eye 
on either topic. However, their shared history and unique 
understanding has bound them together, for better or worse. 
The novel, written by a male author, depicts the social 
and emotional intricacies of relationships between women 
with humor and shocking, even embarrassing, accuracy. It 
pairs well with a call to your best friend and a trip down 
memory lane. ARLA KNUDSEN
 

barkskins
annie proulx
scribner

Annie Proulx’s new historical novel, Barkskins—her first in 
14 years—is a 700-plus-page doorstop covering three centuries 
and tracing 10 generations of two intertwined families, 
together encompassing more than 150 different people. (An 
appendix contains both family trees, and it comes in handy.) 
The book is a departure for Proulx, whose most renowned works, 
such as The Shipping News and Brokeback Mountain, are intimate 
portraits of a few people at a moment in time. 

The Barkskins saga begins in 1693. Two young men, René Sel 
and Charles Duquet, have left France to find their fortunes 
in the new world. In exchange for a piece of property, they 
work as indentured servants, chopping wood in Canada’s virgin 
forests. One learns to revere the land, the other discovers 
its potential for profit. As decades pass, the foresters’ 
family lines encounter endless struggles and a few short-lived 
triumphs in an increasingly man-made world. 

Proulx’s story is an epic, and in order to cover all of that 
ground she’s sacrificed much of her previous works’ lyrical 
description. She doesn’t have time to be precious with any 
one character, and occasionally the results feel more like 
journalism than literature. But there are enough characters 
in Barkskins to fill a library, and Proulx uses them to 
illustrate just how much we’ve squandered nature’s gifts. 
PAUL CAINE

homegoing
yaa gyasi
knopf

Yaa Gyasi’s debut novel begins in Fanteland (or present-day 
Ghana) circa 1750, on the night a tribal leader’s daughter, 
Effia, is born. Her fate is controlled by a booming slave 
trade, from which British and Dutch colonialists, as well as 
rivaling Asante tribes, all profit. Effia is later married 
off to James Collins, a British governor of the Cape Coast 
Castle. Meanwhile, below the castle, slaves are stacked on top 
of one another, including Esi, a sister Effia never knew. Each 
ensuing chapter explores racism and loss throughout time and 
across geography by following different descendants of the 
two sisters. Quey, Effia’s son, is sent to live in England at 
age 14; Ness, a slave in Alabama, seizes the moment one Easter 
Sunday to run north to freedom with her baby. Gyasi is clearly 
thinking about our generation’s responsibility to earlier 
eras—slavery, the Great Migration of the 1930s, and the Civil 
Rights movement—to connect us to our past. In Homegoing, 
individual memories are vivid and atrocious, but they are 
also remarkable feats of language on Gyasi’s part as the 
author takes these realities and builds them into a collective 
memory that demands to be read. JESSICA CALDERON

the girls 
emma cline 
random house

Years after author Emma Cline’s unusual relationship with 
Rodney Bingenheimer (the then-55-year-old music fixture was in 
touch with her via telephone and mail correspondence when she 
was just 13), she became fascinated by Charles Manson’s cult—in 
particular, the young women who made up the majority of its 
members. While her debut novel, The Girls, isn’t technically 
about this group—a man named Russell heads up the fictional 
ranch around which the plot is centered—it is virtually 
analogous to it. The story follows Evie, a 14-year-old who 
finds herself involved with the cult after becoming besotted 
with one of its main girls, Suzanne. Framed in flashbacks, 
Evie narrates their friendship and the time that leads up to 
the group’s mass slaying. Throughout, Cline explores how easy 
it is for young women to fall into dangerous places in their 
attempts to shed their naïveté, prove themselves to others, 
and find some semblance of love. YASMEEN GHARNIT

NOW READING
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It almost sounds as if the cacophonous chirp of coquí frogs is being amplified on the back 
patio of my W Retreat & Spa suite on Vieques Island. It’s a reminder that, while getting 
here may have been a breeze—a four-hour flight plus prop plane puddle-jump with 
pristine views of blue sky meeting turquoise waters—it’s clear that I’m far from New York.

But there’s something especially peculiar about the sound—is that...a bass line? I 
walk along a sandy path to a pool where underwater speakers provide a mellow party 
vibe—very cool, but not the sound I’m seeking. A little further, in a conference room to the 
left of the lobby, Matty Wainwright is teaching a student in his DJ Dispensary program, 
a three-day retreat designed by the Liverpool-born, Bali-based DJ that has traveled to 
the Maldives and Oman, and today lands in this paradise just off the coast of Puerto Rico. 
He’s here to introduce aspiring EDM stars (myself included) to the fundamentals they’ll 
need to achieve cross-fade fame. 

The seeds of DJ Dispensary were sown during one of Wainwright’s gigs in Abu Dhabi. 
“Every night I was getting requests for the same old Beyoncé track,” he says. “It made 
me think, ‘How do people not understand?’ Then I thought, wouldn’t it be great to put 
these people in a room and just say, ‘This is what I’m trying to do—and it’s not as easy as it 
looks.’” Upon his return to Bali, the idea gelled into a marketable business plan, complete 
with partnerships with hotel chains like Starwood, W Hotels’s parent company.

For the next three days, Wainwright offers us a crash course in the art of DJing, 
covering everything from history and theory to the basics of beat-matching, cueing, 
and pitch control. Interspersed between lessons are piña colada breaks by a fire pit, 
snorkeling excursions, wild horse sightings, and an evening trip to the island’s famed 
bioluminescent bay. There, magical microscopic creatures light up the water around 
our kayaks like a mini glow-stick display—a sight that is as hauntingly beautiful as it is 
frustratingly un-Instagrammable.

Finally, it’s showtime, whether I’m ready or not. I’ve selected a mix of old-school house, 
disco, and salsa tracks that naturally flow into one another. I’m far from a natural party-
starter, but I’m doing a pretty decent job of setting a festive mood for the crowd sipping 
happy-hour cocktails in the hotel’s open-air lobby. For my last track, I mix things up a bit 
with Sky Ferreira’s “Everything Is Embarrassing,” a song I not only like a whole lot, but 
one that sums up my current mood. Sure, I have to slow it way down to match the salsa 
track’s chill percussion, to the point that the backing vocals slog along like indiscernible 
blobs of noise, but once Ferreira’s voice pipes in, I can see the spark of recognition from a 
few guests,  and even a head bob or two. 

About midway through the song, a fellow student walks up with his thumb drive 
of tracks. I hand over my headphones while Wainwright helps him swap in his drive. 
The lobby begins filling up with guests returning from a beach wedding. They want 
to continue the party, so Wainwright and his fellow DJ instructors hit the decks. As 
the crowd dances the night away, some even stripping down to the bikinis and trunks 
beneath their wedding garments, I slip into the night, led to my room by the song of a  
lone coquí frog, out way past his bed time. wvieques.com, djdispensary.com 
MELISSA GIANNINI

JUNE 25–JULY 7 Crowned 
the largest festival in 
Northern Europe, Roskilde 
takes Denmark by storm. 
Performers include LCD 
Soundsystem, Tame Impala, 
New Order, Grimes, and 
Young Thug.

JULY 22–24 The inauguration 
of this New York City 
festival is brought to you 
by the same producers of 
Coachella and New Orleans 
Jazz Fest. Panorama will 
feature performances by 
Arcade Fire, Sia, A$AP 
Rocky, and Alabama Shakes. 

AUGUST 12–13 Founder and Bon 
Iver frontman Justin Vernon 
dresses up his hometown 
of Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 
for festivalgoers ready 
to indulge in expansive 
forest landscapes and 
winding rivers, along with 
the sounds of Erykah Badu, 
Beach House, and James 
Blake. 

AUGUST 27-28 Appropriately 
known as the “Fuck Yeah 
Fest,” Los Angeles’ FYF 
Fest showcases a variety 
of music genres and art 
installations. This year’s 
performers include Hot 
Chip, Kendrick Lamar, Diiv, 
and Grace Jones.

JUNE 3-5 Gov Ball is 
celebrating its fifth 
anniversary in New York 
City this year. It’ll be 
the only festival where 
you can say hello to “Mr. 
Brightside,” rejoice over 
Robyn, and praise Yeezus, 
all in the same weekend.

fade 
into you
a dj workshop at a luxury island resort? sign us up.

‘Tis the season for navigating lineups, 
coasting through crowds, and checking out 
your favorite acts. Here is just a handful 
of the FOMO-inducing music festivals the 
summer has to offer. MARGARET FARRELLNOW BOARDING



#PATCHMARC 
PARTY
We celebrated Marc Jacobs’s limited-edition 
tees and patches with not one, but two 
#PATCHMARC bashes: On the East Coast, we 
took over the Marc Jacobs Bleecker Street 
location, with RuPaul’s Drag Race’s Thorgy Thor 
as the night’s host and patch consultant. VIP 
guests, including Leigh Lezark and NYLON’s 
own Dani Stahl and J. Errico, sipped on 
champagne and beer from paper bags and 
danced to beats provided by MS MR’s Lizzy 
Plapinger. When we brought the party to the 
West Coast, we turned up at the Marc Jacobs 
store on Melrose Place, with Drew Droege as 
host and Soko spinning beats as Hollywood 
cool kids including Dree Hemingway, Kat 
McNamara, and Davey Havok shopped Marc 
Jacobs’s cheeky tees, patches, and pins. It was a 
patch—er, match made in heaven.
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MIDNIGHT GARDEN 
PARTY
To kick off weekend one of Coachella, we 
hosted our second annual Midnight Garden 
Party at a private estate in Bermuda Dunes, 
California. There, guests interacted with 
Freeform’s experiential Camp Stillwater 
campsite,  promoting the network’s 
upcoming horror series Dead of Summer. The 
campground included a vintage abandoned 
bus with a secret bar inside, where we served 
up ”The Summer Camp” cocktail, garnished 
with gummy bears. To stay festival-ready, 
partygoers enjoyed makeovers by BeGlammed 
using NYX Cosmetics, festival braids from 
Label.m haircare, and hair accessories from 
Scünci. Food and cocktails were provided 
by Umami Burger, Coolhaus + Cuisinart, 
Perrier, Red Bull, Cupcake Vineyards, Absolut, 
and Tequila Avión. Celebrity guests such as 
Hailey Baldwin, Leo DiCaprio, Owen Wilson, 
and Scott Eastwood danced inside Dream 
Hollywood’s VIP cabanas and the PacSun 
x Blind Dragon VIP Lounge to DJ sets by 
Soko, Two Fresh, Kittens, A-Trak, and Wade 
Crescent. Skrillex closed out the night with a 
surprise performance. 
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BRUNCH ME BABY 
ONE MORE TIME
To wrap up weekend one of Coachella (and to 
recover from the festival) we hosted the Brunch 
Me Baby One More Time Sunday pool party at a 
private estate in Bermuda Dunes, California. 
During the party, guests cooled off in the pool on 
giant NYLON x The Pool Room custom floats, 
and were treated to festival makeovers by 
BeGlammed makeup artists, festival braids by 
Label.m haircare, floral foot painting from 
ShoeDazzle (which also had the most covetable 
shoes on display), custom NYLON metallic 
tattoos from GoldInk Tattoo, colorful beach 
towels from Lacoste, and a pre-party yoga class 
by Playlist Yoga. Food, drinks, snow cones, and 
juice were served up by Umami Burger, Perrier, 
Absolut, Tequila Avión, Cupcake Vineyards, 
Heineken, Red Bull, and Lifehouse Tonics. DJ 
Noodles and Lion Babe provided the soundtrack 
for the party, with Jillian Hervey covering popular 
tracks by Beyoncé and Rihanna. Until next year, 
Coachella!
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straight-
laced
taylor lashae shows off summer 
staples that get a lift from corset 
details. photographed by alie layus  



jacket, chi flo, $75; 
skirt, scrap city l.a., 
$40; shirt, shoes, 
and socks, stylist’s 
own. 

opposite page: 
romper, hot as 
hell, $168. 

all available at 
nylon.com/shop.

stylist: honor 
hamilton. hair: 
dreece copeland. 
makeup: mynxii 
white. 
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S H O P P I N G  L I S T

acacia swimwear see ishine365.com
acne studios see acnestudios.com
adam selman see openingceremony.com
adrienne landau see barneys.com
aerie see ae.com
a.l.c. see alcltd.com
alexander mcqueen see alexandermcqueen.com
alexander wang see alexanderwang.com
ali grace jewelry see aligracejewelry.com
a-morir see a-morir.com
araks x quentin jones see araks.com
armani exchange see armaniexchange.com
as by df see asbydf.com
ashish see net-a-porter.com
asos see asos.com
assembly new york see assemblynewyork.com
bao tranchi see baotranchi.com
bassike see bassike.com
basta surf see bastasurf.com
beacon’s closet see beaconscloset.com
ben-amun see ben-amun.com
beth richards see bethrichards.com
bill blass see billblass.com
blumarine see blumarine.com
calvin klein collection see calvinklein.com
cc skye see amazon.com
chanel see chanel.com
chan luu see chanluu.com
chris habana see chrishabanajewelry.com
christopher kane see christopherkane.com
comme des garçons see barneys.com
cover see coverswim.com
daang goodman for tripp nyc see trippnyc.com
death by dolls see vfiles.com
delfina delettrez see delfinadelettrez.com
diesel see diesel.com
dior see dior.com
drome see farfetch.com
dsquared2 see dsquared2.com
eddie borgo see eddieborgo.com
elena ghisellini see saks.com
elizabeth and james see shopbop.com
emilio cavallini see emiliocavallini.com
emporio armani see armani.com
equipment see equipmentfr.com
etro see etro.com
eugenia kim see eugeniakim.com
falke see falke.com
fantabody see fantabody.tumblr.com
fendi see fendi.com
fleur du mal see fleurdumal.com
frame see nordstrom.com
french connection see frenchconnection.com
ganni see shopbop.com
georg jensen see georgjensen.com
gigi burris millinery see gigiburris.com
giulietta see barneys.com
gooseberry see gooseberryintimates.com
gucci see gucci.com
h&m see hm.com
henrik vibskov see henrikvibskovboutique.com
hilfiger collection see tommy.com
jennifer fisher see jenniferfisherjewelry.com
jo de mer see shopbop.com
joomi lim see joomilim.com
jovana djuric see jovanadjuric.com
j.w. anderson see j-w-anderson.com
kenzo see kenzo.com
kore swim see korewear.com
kurt geiger see kurtgeiger.com 
lacoste see lacoste.com
lacrasia gloves see lacrasiagloves.com
la perla see laperla.com 
laurence dacade see farfetch.com 
lazy oaf see lazyoaf.com
lhn jewelry see lhnjewelry.com
line + dot see revolve.com
lisa marie fernandez see lisamariefernandez.com 
louis vuitton see louisvuitton.com
l train vintage see ltrainvintage.com

malia mills see maliamills.com
manuel diaz see manueldiazlabel.com
mara hoffman see marahoffman.com 
marni see marni.com
mcq see mcq.com
meshit see meshit.at
miansai see miansai.com
mikoh see mikoh.com
missoni see missoni.com
m missoni see m-missoni.com 
moschino see moschino.com
mossimo see target.com
m2malletier see net-a-porter.com
nasty gal see nastygal.com
nicole miller artelier see nicolemiller.com
nicopanda see nicopanda.com 
norma kamali see normakamali.com
no21 see farfetch.com
(nude) available at angelique boutique, 
725 maple st., new orleans, la, 504.866.1092
o’neill see oneill.com
onia see onia.com
opening ceremony see openingceremony.com
orlebar brown see orlebarbrown.com
oye swimwear see oyeswimwear.com
pam + gela see pamandgela.com
philosophy di lorenzo serafini see 
philosophyofficial.com
prism see shopbop.com 
psyche jewelry see psyche-jewelry.com
public school see publicschoolnyc.com
rebecca little see rebeccalittlejewelry.com
redvalentino see redvalentino.com
rochas see net-a-porter.com
rokit see rokit.co.uk
roxanne assoulin see roxanneassoulin.com
roxy see roxy.com
rvca see rvca.com
saint laurent by hedi slimane see ysl.com
see by chloé see shopbop.com
sensi studio see sensistudio.com
shoshanna see shoshanna.com
simone rocha see simonerocha.com
solid & striped see solidandstriped.com
solkissed see solkissed.com
sonia by sonia rykiel see bloomingdales.com
studmuffin nyc see studmuffin-nyc.com
stüssy see stussy.com
the hundreds see thehundreds.com
the 2nd skin co. see the2ndskinco.com
the way we wore see thewaywewore.com
3.1 phillip lim see 31philliplim.com
tooshie see tooshie.com

topshop see topshop.com
tory burch see toryburch.com
triangl see triangl.com
t.u.k. see tukshoes.com
valentino see valentino.com
veronique leroy see veroniqueleroy.com
versace see versace.com
victoria’s secret see victoriassecret.com
vince see vince.com
vivienne westwood man see viviennewestwood.com
we are handsome see wearehandsome.com
we who prey see wewhoprey.com
whatevernbd see whatevernbd.etsy.com
wildfox see wildfox.com
wilfred see aritzia.com
woodhouse see woodhouseclothing.com
wxyz jewelry see wxyzjewelry.com
zana bayne see zanabayne.com
zimmermann see zimmermannwear.com ph
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JULIO SHEIK ‘N’ BEIK



B A G  C H E C K

bag, $82, lesportsac
lash nourish makeup remover pads, $10, pixi; perk up dry shampoo, $22, amika; 3-pack neon nail files, $5.50, tweezerman; a kiss of milk & honey, $3, nivea; sweet pots sugar scrub & lip 
balm in 02 orange blossom, $19.50, clinique; bronze booster glow-boosting baked bronzer, $15, physicians formula; pineapple purse, $25, mywalit; watermelon purse, $25, mywalit; 
coin purse, $8, sanrio; pop glaze sheer lip colour + primer in 02 melon drop pop, $18, clinique; nail lacquer in orange and lemon, $27 each, dolce & gabbana; rings, $24.50 for set of 3, 
thalia sodi for macy’s; long ring, $22.50, thalia sodi for macy’s; cuff, $575, a peace treaty; necklace, $34.50, thalia sodi for macy’s; you are my sunshine necklace, $675, logan hollowell; 
sunny charm necklace, $1,170, helen ficalora; earrings, $275, a peace treaty; hair ties, $49, by lilla; terracotta summer limited edition bronzing powder in coral, $53, guerlain; pen, $11, 
sanrio; pep-start eye cream, $26.50, clinique; elixir ultime original oil, $58, kérastase; bathing suit top, $41, raisins; stylist’s own chocolate coins; flip-flops, $55, charlotte olympia x 
havaianas; dermalquench liquid lift + retinol, $98, kate somerville; exfolikate intensive exfoliating treatment, $24, kate somerville; stylist’s own book; tea, $3 per box, lipton; sunglasses, 
$1,010, panthère de cartier; calyx fragrance, $70 for 3.4 fl. oz., clinique; key chain, $18, sanrio.

bright ideas take a shine to these sunny, summery goods.
packed by dani stahl. 
photographed by will anderson 
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